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A report by Wendy A. Warr (wendy@warr.com) on a conference organized by the Artificial
Intelligence and Augmented Intelligence for Automated Investigations for Scientific Discovery
Network (AI4SD) on March 1-3, 2022 at Chilworth Manor Hotel, Southampton, United
Kingdom. The agenda, and details of panelists, speakers and abstracts, and sponsors are
available online.

1 Event details

Title AI4SD Conference 2022

Organisers AI 4 Science Discovery Network+ (AI4SD)

Dates 01-03/03/2022

Programme Programme

No. Participants 169 (99 in person, 70 virtual)

Location Hybrid - Chilworth Manor & Zoom

Organisation
Committee

Dr Samantha Kanza, Professor Jeremy Frey & Mrs Victoria
Hooper (AI4SD)

Conference Chairs Professor Tim Albrecht (University of Birmingham),
Dr Colin Bird (University of Southampton,
Dr Keith Butler (STFC),
Dr Sarah Callaghan (Patterns),
Dr Nessa Carson (Syngenta),
Professor Jeremy Frey (University of Southampton),
Dr Jo Grundy (University of Southampton),
Dr Samantha Kanza (University of Southampton),
Dr Nicola Knight (University of Southampton),
Professor John Overington (Exscientia),
Dr Chris Swain (Cambridge MedChem Consuting),
Dr Simone Vannuccini (University of Sussex)

2 Session 1. AI4SD and Associated Networks

2.1 The AI for Scientific Discovery Network

Prof. Jeremy G. Frey, School of Chemistry, University of Southampton.

The full video of Frey’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/VFk654w9Rgc.

The AI 4 Scientific Discovery Network now rebranded as AI4SD has been running for nearly
four years. The current conference marked the end of the network term and Frey reflected on
what AI4SD has achieved over the years, and where the team are looking to go next. In an
article entitled “Artificial Intelligence: do stupid things faster with more energy!”, Cassie
Kozyrkov of Google explained why we need a new breed of leader in the data-fueled era. Frey
did not use her quotation when he put in the bid for AI4SD funding.

Researchers have been known to use a new tool because it is fun to try it out, but it proves to
be less efficient and more energy consuming. There has indeed been an element of that
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happening in the field of AI. AI has been running for many years. Data-driven models do not
always tell the whole story: correlation is not causation. There is correlation between a
country’s consumption of chocolate and its number of Nobel Laureates per 10 million people.
The consumption of milk also correlates with the number of Nobel Laureates, but this is not to
say that increased consumption of milk chocolate will lead to more Nobel prizes.

The current incarnation of machine learning, however, is proving to be extremely useful in
chemistry and in science in general. It has made a huge difference in the pharmaceutical
industry but perhaps the biggest revolution is turning out to be in materials design because
the computational complexities in materials are perhaps even more difficult than in
pharmaceuticals. The next area where machine learning will have an impact could be complex
mixtures. Often those materials are being used to make some sort of device, so AI could be
used in device design.

One of the challenges is the tyranny of chemical space. Computational chemistry and machine
learning are used to help us decide which molecules to make, in the hope that we can reduce
the number of molecules we need to make. We need to do this as we can conceive of far more
molecules than there are atoms in the universe from which to make them. Unfortunately, to
make good predictions of the next molecule to make, we need a good model; to make a good
model, we need large amounts of quality data on molecules; and to get the data, we need to
make and run calculations on lots of molecules!

Another problem is that we do not have a map for chemistry. One of the big hopes of
data-driven approaches is that we might be able to find a map. In geography, one of the ideas
of maps is that everything is related to everything else, but near things are related more than
distant things are. We also believe that this applies in some way to chemistry, but we do not
know what “related” means and we do not really know what distance means. With apologies to
Donald Rumsfeld, we have known descriptors (properties that we know affect the activity of a
molecule from which we can build useful and understandable models); we have known
unknowns (properties we know could affect activity, but for which have no clear idea of the
types of descriptors to use); and unknown unknowns, where the underlying patterns are not
obvious, but could, we hope, be discovered by applying machine learning (i.e., unsupervised
learning).

In reinforcement learning, the machine basically only knows the objective, and it has to find
the many possible parameters to put in, but better than that, there are generative models. So,
once you have a model from a random guess, the machine starts generating molecules that
might be useful, and it can tell you whether they are synthesizable. Moreover, if a molecule
cannot be made, the generative model will move onto the next one. So, there is potential
impact, but there is also a problem.

At the last AI4SD conference, Ross King pointed out that in science we are always doing a
rather dangerous thing because we are doing abduction not deduction or induction. So, from a
number of observations, we try and draw out a generality, but there is always the danger that
there might be an exception in another observation around the corner. We collect all these
data, and we try and draw out a theory, yet the more data we collect and the more theories we
have, the more data we throw away. Should we be data-driven or theory-led? Quantum
mechanics helps us to understand the theory but almost no one understands what it is doing.

One of the biggest barriers to employing machine learning techniques, though, concerns data:
there are not enough quality data in machine-readable form. The metadata must not be lost.
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Do not drop off the units and the metadata that go with a column of numbers, because the
next person will not be able to use the data. Moreover, we need standards to make sure that
we do convey the data accurately. There are many standards for data and for models, and as
much time is wasted in converting data as in extracting them.

Membership of the AI4SD network mailing list has increased from about 300 in late 2018 to
over 1600 in March 2022. The numbers on Twitter are slightly lower, but still increasing. A
survey by Ben Blaiszik of the number of papers in chemistry, physics, and materials science
(Figure 1) shows a huge uplift in the use of machine learning recently.

Figure 1. Machine learning publications.

There are also ethical issues around the use of AI. We must always be aware of the problems of
bias. Explainability, accountability, and reproducibility are all needed for scientific discovery.
The future of chemistry being a computational operation before you go into the laboratory was
foreseen in the 1950s. We are getting much closer to that vision now, but you still need to
make the molecules. Will they be made by a remote laboratory? There is certainly a lot more
data analysis work going in parallel to the synthesis, and this means that there is a continuing
cultural change in what it means to be a chemist. We are not completely digital chemists yet,
but a lot of transition is going on. We are only just beginning to change the chemistry
education system. We may need to change a lot more soon, if quantum computers do actually
deliver on some of the results for chemistry that they might deliver. So, should students give
up doing traditional chemistry?

In an opinion article in Chemistry World in January 2002, Derek Lowe discusses why it is still
going to be people who need to understand what is going on. He says “And do you know who
will find those things out? Not our AI and ML systems, although I’m sure they’ll help
whenever possible. No, it’s going to be us. Just like it always has been”. It is a partnership.
This is why AI4SD has always been concerned with augmented intelligence.

Will an AI solution one day win the Nobel Prize for Chemistry? If there were an equivalent
prize in computer science, it might go to the pseudonymous inventor of bitcoin. Perhaps it was
invented by AI. Maybe artificial intelligence actually will, one day, win the equivalent of a
Nobel prize.

In the 1930s, Turing and Gödel reported the possibility of problems that are undecidable. It
had been thought that this only concerned abstract corners of theoretical computer science
and mathematical logic but recently it has been shown that such a fundamental limitation
could be a major problem in physics. The spectral gap (the energy difference between the
ground state and first excited state of a system) is central to quantum many-body physics.
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Using sophisticated mathematics, Cubitt et al.1 have proved that, even with a complete
microscopic description of a quantum material, determining whether it has a spectral gap is, in
fact, an undecidable question. It could be that the problem is solvable using the human brain.

Machine learning may well be limited by the classical Turing type computation. Just because
you do not understand something (e.g., quantum mechanics), it does not mean that you
cannot come up with some theories that tell you why you do not understand it and what is
needed to understand it. Bell’s theorem proves that quantum physics is incompatible with
local hidden-variable theories. While there are all sorts of existence proofs for machine
learning, is there is a Bell’s theorem for machine learning that we should be using to test our
models? There are serious problems that we need to address. For example, the latest climate
report from the United Nations is basically damning. We cannot sit by and do nothing.

2.2 Introducing the Future Blood Testing Network

Dr. Weizi (Vicky) Li, Associate Professor of Informatics and Digital Health,
University of Reading

The full video of Li’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/z5KYxBYshtU.

Li is director of Future Blood Testing Network+. Codirectors are Dr. Robert Barker,
University of Kent; Dr. Mark Elliott, University of Warwick; Prof. Jeremy Frey, University of
Southampton; and Dr. Sergiy Korposh, University of Nottingham. The network coordinators
are Dr. Samantha Kanza and Mr. Steve Brewer.

Chapter 5 of the National Health Service (NHS) Long Term Plan sets out how digitally
enabled care will go mainstream across the NHS as the service looks to reduce interactions
that do not add value, creates digital access to care, and empowers patients to self-manage.
The NHS will redesign services so that over the next five years, patients will be able to avoid
up to a third of face-to-face outpatient visits, removing the need for up to 30 million
outpatient visits a year. Transforming the model of care means taking into account all the
costs related to an intervention, including loss of income to a patient attending an
appointment and the impact of transport on public health. System-wide benefits include
reducing air pollution, improving service efficiencies, and reducing pressure on the hospital
site. Five percent of road traffic in England is NHS-related. The digital transformation agenda
aligns with the NHS’ ambition to be a “net zero” health service.

Blood testing is one of the most common types of medical test to assess various aspects of
health status. There is high demand for laboratory-based blood tests from community settings.
Around 95% of clinical pathways rely on patients having access to efficient, timely, and
cost-effective pathology services. Inefficient and infrequent blood testing leads to late
diagnosis, incomplete knowledge of disease progression, and potential complications. Solutions
are needed to enable patients and health professionals to carry out their own tests remotely
(beyond virtual clinics); to speed up decision making; and to use personalized analytics for
timely detection of abnormality at the individual level.

The Future Blood Testing Network aims to build a multidisciplinary community to develop
technologies for remote, rapid, affordable, and inclusive monitoring and personalized analytics,
and to cultivate a community of researchers, clinicians, patients and industrialists engaged in
addressing the challenges of inclusive blood monitoring and personalized analytics to manage
diseases more effectively.
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The approach is outlined in Figure 2, where three key research areas are shown in red. Remote
monitoring involves sensing and point of care (PoC) devices for blood biomarker identification
in nonclinical environments; imaging, applied optics, biochemistry and electronic engineering
for a wider range of blood biomarker monitoring; and portable and affordable devices to obtain
high-quality blood monitoring information. Information and communication technologies
(ICT) involve data connectivity in PoC applications and remote blood monitoring enabled by
the Internet of Things (IoT). Technology to ensure secure data connectivity and integration
with the Electronic Patient Record (EPR) is essential for remote blood monitoring and
personalized analytics. ICT must ensure the data provenance, security, and standardized data
management approach in blood monitoring. Personalized analytics and AI concern
longitudinal monitoring data to facilitate the ability to study trends in patient data over time,
and adaptive analytics that learns from each patient’s health trends through blood monitoring
together with other monitoring data, EPR, and patient-reported outcomes to inform their
personalized values. Explainable and responsible AI in real-world healthcare applications is
probably a “small-data” issue.

Figure 2. Future Blood Testing Network approach.

Exemplar clinical and healthcare applications include early detection of cancer, autoimmune
diseases, diabetes, and blood disorder, etc., drug and treatment monitoring, and primary care,
pathology, and perioperative care services, together with involvement and engagement of the
patient and the public.

One example is continuous glucose monitoring in patients with type 1 diabetes. Flash glucose
monitors and continuous glucose monitors let patients check their blood sugar levels without
having to prick a finger.2 Time in range (TIR) is being more widely accepted as a valid
endpoint in future clinical trials but TIR on its own is a poor indicator of the frequency or
severity of hypoglycemia. Linking TIR with complications risk in diabetes and the inverse
association between TIR and glycated hemoglobin (HbA1c) have been reviewed, as well as the
importance of including the amount and severity of time below range (TBR) in any discussions
around TIR and, by inference, time above range (TAR).3 Li and her colleagues have submitted
a manuscript on machine-learning-based blood glucose fluctuation recognition for type 1
diabetes management.

The Future Blood Testing Network is part of an international network consortium. Key
network activities include landscape reports to identify the roadmap towards future blood
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testing, network workshops, online seminars, collaborative innovation projects, international
conference and research presentations, and research and impact development.

A funding call was launched for landscape reports that should include a systematic review of
the key literature, interviews with key stakeholders, and identification of the gaps with
recommendations. The closing date was in March 2022. An example is AI in the NHS. A
report by Li and her colleagues will provide the roadmap for developing new digital health
systems to support real-time blood monitoring, self-management, and timely intervention in
community and healthcare. The report will have three main streams: future blood testing in
healthcare practice, remote blood processing and monitoring, and ICT, data, analytics, and
AI. Applicants were able to apply for an entire stream of topics or part of one topic. Projects
could be funded up to £25,000, with a maximum duration of 18 months, and had to
demonstrate how they fit with the network’s timelines and milestones. The network also has a
Twitter tag (@FutureBloodTech), a LinkedIn page, and a mailing list.

2.3 RSC CICAG. Who we are, what we do, and what we are planning

Dr. Chris Swain, Cambridge MedChem Consulting, Cambridge

The full video of Swain’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/F4WBAq_2HIQ.

The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) Chemical Information and Computer Applications
Group (CICAG) is one the RSC’s member-led interest groups. It became CICAG when the
Computer Applications Group merged with the Chemical Information Group on January 1,
2007. The storage, retrieval, analysis, and preservation of chemical information and data are of
critical importance for anyone working with chemicals. CICAG works to support users of
chemical information, data, and computer applications, and advance excellence in the chemical
sciences. It informs RSC members and others of the latest developments in these rapidly
evolving areas and promotes the wider recognition of excellence in chemical information and
computer applications.

Dr. Gillian Bell, Dr. Neil Berry, Dr. Nathan Brown, Dr. Helen Cooke, Dr. Diana Leitch, Prof.
Jeremy Frey, Dr. Talat Giddings, Prof. Jonathan Goodman, Dr. Samantha Hughes, Stuart
Newbold, and Dr. Chris Swain are CICAG committee members. All of them are volunteers.
There are 667 members (155 female and 507 male), 504 of them in the United Kingdom and
162 in 42 other countries. (Some members do not supply all the data.) Each year, about 60-70
new members join. Many U.K. members live within the Cambridge-London-Oxford triangle
but there is an increasing number in other areas. They are aged from 16-95. A handful have
been members for over 60 years; 138 have been members for 10 years or fewer. Younger people
are joining. The proportion of female members joining is increasing, and the committee is 50%
female. There is very wide range of job types, including 19 undergraduates, but the peaks are
“research” (99 members) and “retired” (91 members).

CICAG organizes scientific, educational, and training meetings on chemical information and
data management, chemistry IT applications and tools, and future, present, and historical
developments in chemical data and information. It offers student bursaries for undergraduate
research projects and attendance at scientific meetings. It sponsors the Tony Kent Strix Award
and other outreach activities, and the Peter Willett Award for best poster at the Sheffield
cheminformatics meeting. It produces regular newsletters and social media feeds and advises
the Royal Society of Chemistry on policies that directly affect CICAG.
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Recent CICAG meetings have had the following titles or topics:

• Open chemical science

• Artificial intelligence in chemistry (with the RSC Biological and Medicinal Chemistry
Sector, BMCS)

• Sixteen workshops on open-source tools for chemistry

• AI4Proteins lecture series (with AI4SD)

• Twenty years of rule of 5

• History of cheminformatics

• Chemical structure representation: what would Dalton do now?

• AI/ML for drug discovery (with the Open Source Malaria Consortium)

• Chemistry on mobile devices

• Cheminformatics for drug design: data, models, and tools

• Big data and the Dial-a-Molecule challenge

• Computational tools for drug discovery (with SCI)

• Being #CompChemURG: how diversity enriches us (with the Molecular Graphics and
Modelling Society).

Future meetings are being planned:

• Fifth AI for chemistry meeting (with BMCS, September 1-2, 2022)

• Ultralarge chemical libraries (August 10, 2022):

• Workshops on open-source tools for chemistry

• PDB in Europe tools and resources

• Alphafold2 DB

• KLIFS, a kinase database

• ESPsim shape and electrostatics mapping

• Workshop on computational tools for drug discovery (with SCI, November 2022)

• Course on Python for chemists.

Sixteen CICAG YouTube Channel workshops have been watched more than 15,000 times. RSC
CICAG produces regular, lengthy newsletters. It has a website, a LinkedIn page, and a Twitter
handle, as well as the YouTube channel. If you are a Royal Society of Chemistry member you
can choose CICAG (group 96) as a group which you can join for free.

2.4 Equality, diversity, and inclusion in networks: developing your inclusive
approach

Debra Fearnshaw, Projects Manager, University of Nottingham

The full video of Fearnshaw’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/9_Zs890TvhM.

Fearnshaw reported on work she did while on a five-month secondment to the equality,
diversity, and inclusion (EDI) team of the Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council
(EPSRC), and on what she implemented as network manager for Connected Everything, a
digital manufacturing network funded by EPSRC. She started her talk with two examples that
illustrate the need for an inclusive approach The first was a photograph of about 40 CEOs, all
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of them male, having dinner at the 2022 Munich security conference. The second was a
photograph of four white climate activists in Davos in 2020. A fifth, black woman was erased
from the left of the photograph.

We can talk of equality and equity but at the end, it is justice that matters. Consider three
people watching a football match. If all three are given stools of equal height to stand on and
watch over a solid fence, equality is achieved but the shortest person cannot see over the fence
on a stool of that height. Equity is achieved if stools of varying heights are used (“affirmative
action”) so that everyone sees at the same level, but if the fence is not solid and can be seen
through, justice is achieved: the systemic barrier is removed, and the cause of inequity has
been addressed.

EPSRC looked at various options for supporting EDI. Their goal was to provide something
practical that would help people no matter what stage they are at in this area, understanding
that some people are much further along in their EDI journeys. The approach had to be
practical and remove the “fear factor” so that people could learn from mistakes. One of the
main goals was to ensure that EPSRC did not create a set of assessment criteria, or some kind
of tick box exercise, but something that could be easily embedded and that would empower
researchers. Discussions around expectations began about two years ago and the result was
developed and finalized following engagement with the research community. The final
expectations are a result of these discussions and were cocreated with EPSRC’s strategic
advisory group and the community. In developing the expectations with the EPSRC
community, 15 conversations were held with EDI champions across multiple U.K. universities.
Teamwork is critical to embedding EDI in research, so EPSRC practiced what they preached:
team effort.

Six themes were developed:

• Commitment to developing an approach to embedding EDI in the research lifecycle

• Good practice in recruitment and selection processes for all elements of the research project
to ensure diverse teams

• Ensuring diversity in all activities, for example, events, sandpits, summer schools, and
networking

• Creating an inclusive and accessible environment, ensuring reporting systems for bullying
and harassment are in place, supported by active allyship. (An ally is a person who
actively promotes and has a passion for diversity and inclusion, supports those who may
be different, and stands up actively to combat barriers to inclusion.)

• Ensuring career progression and training for all members of the team

• Inclusivity in research design and outputs.

The Connected Everything expectations guide document itself is only two pages long but in
addition, Fearnshaw spent a great deal of time researching good examples. The Connected
Everything EDI principles and monitoring aim not to give people precise instructions on what
to do but to give them opportunities to look at what others have done and then find their
own way develop an inclusive approach. The most important step is making time for EDI to
happen. Think about actions that are not just about “ticking the EDI box” but will make a real
difference. The emphasis is on supporting people, not just categorizing protected characteristics.
You should remember not to overburden individuals, yet to involve people, rather than “doing
it to them”.
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Deloitte have created six personas of strategic change as applied to diversity and inclusion. It
is worth thinking about where you are on the Deloitte spectrum: opposed, unaware, undecided
anxious, undecided fatigued, supportive, or committed. Be prepared to give things a go; people
will appreciate your making the effort. Ask how to pronounce someone’s name, ensuring you
use the right pronouns. Do not worry if you make a “misstep”. If you spot something which has
not worked well, make a “kind connection”: perhaps not flagging it up in front of everyone but
giving a person some kind feedback. Think about how you can embed EDI into your own work:
what is important in your role and what influence you can have as an ally. Use resources and
events to build your learning and find safe environments to ask questions.

3 Session 2. Chemistry, Modeling, Machines, and Medicine

3.1 Translating innovations out of the lab and into the clinic: the
importance of data curation, AI, and ML

Dr, Jennifer Hiscock, Reader in Supramolecular Chemistry, University of Kent
and Thomas Allam, student at the University of Southampton

The full video of Hiscock and Allam’s talk can be viewed here:
https://youtu.be/ProK7XWc6Qc.

Molecules that have an uneven number of hydrogen bond donating and accepting groups
within the same chemical structure are “frustrated” in nature because not all binding modes
can be fulfilled simultaneously. If these molecular structures also contain both hydrophobic
and hydrophilic groups, then, as well as being frustrated in nature, these molecules will also
exhibit amphiphilic physicochemical properties. Hiscock’s group has synthesized over 120
members from this class of compound, gaining an understanding as to how those molecular
self-association properties affect those amphiphilic physicochemical properties and any
resultant nanostructure formation in multiple phases. Supramolecular Self-associating
Amphiphile (SSA) platform technology, invented by Hiscock in 2016 (and the subject of three
patent applications), has since been developed by an international, transdisciplinary team of
about 50 academic, industrial and governmental scientists, social scientists and clinicians. SSA
compounds:

• Have been used in functional materials4–8

• Act as broad-spectrum antimicrobials9–13

• Selectively interact with phospholipid membranes of different compositions14–16

• Have been used in novel assay development17,18

• Increase the efficacy of antibiotic, antiseptic, and anticancer agents19,20

• Have the potential to act as drug-delivery vehicles21

• Exhibit a druggable profile when administered intravenously in vivo (unpublished work)

• Enable the production of novel flow battery electrolytes22

• Enable social sciences research.23,24

Hiscock described the kinds of data that are collected in characterizing these compounds. These
small molecules look fairly simple but they are not. For example, the molecule in Figure 3 is a
fluorescent amphiphilic salt17 that has been shown to form anionic, hydrogen bonded dimeric
species in DMSO, spherical aggregates in water or water-ethanol mixtures and hydrogels in
aqueous salt solutions.
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Figure 3. Structures formed by self-association.

For every single molecule that the team produces, just to work out what the molecule is doing
on a very superficial basis, the researchers go through full molecular characterization (Figure 4).

Figure 4. Characterization of SSAs.

Hiscock et al. have also developed their own assays, and in particular, a suite of plate reader
technologies,17 to increase the high throughput nature of this technology. This means they can
analyze 384 samples simultaneously and from each sample they can get 177 data points, which
is a great deal of data to process and store.
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Quantifying interactions between phospholipid bilayers and small molecules is vital to the
development of new drug candidates and medicinal therapies but obtaining these data remains
problematic. The development of native styrene–maleic acid copolymer (SMA) nanodiscs has
enabled the extraction of membrane-associated compounds from native membranes, and
Hiscock’s team have a new nanodisc technology based on this. A phospholipid nanodisc assay
enables the elucidation of the interactions between lipids and small molecules using
conventional solution state NMR spectroscopy techniques.14,15

SSAs have also been shown to act as antimicrobial agents. Hiscock’s team has collected growth
profiles (a plot of optical density (OD) absorbance wavelength against time) from microbial
growth experiments in which an SSA is added to a bacterium.12 In order to calculate values for
minimum inhibitory concentration required to decrease microbial growth by 50 % (MIC50),
6-12 different graph profiles are needed, repeated up to nine times.

In addition to this, mode of action studies were needed. Hiscock showed fluorescence
microscopy images of an SSA interacting with methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus.6,10

The compound changed from spherical form and burrowed into a cell. The SSA can exist not
only as a sphere but also as strands and a gel. Scanning electron microscopy, transmission
electron microscopy, and more fluorescence microscopy experiments were next carried out to
prove that these materials still retain their therapeutic properties in the gel state. Yet more
data, in multiple formats, are accumulated.

Similar experiments to those done with microbes can be done also with cancer cells10 and
further huge amounts of data are collected. Mode of action studies follow, including many
western blot experiments, and fluorescence microscopy where the compounds can be seen to
adhere. Hiscock’s team have demonstrated the cytotoxicity of seven SSAs toward both ovarian
and glioblastoma cancer cells. They used the intrinsic fluorescent properties of one of the SSAs
to provide evidence that the compound both binds to the exterior cancer cell surface and
permeates the cell membrane. The synergistic effects of two SSAs on cisplatin-mediated
cytotoxicity of ovarian cancer cells were demonstrated and were shown to correlate with
increased DNA damage and apoptosis versus either agent alone.19,20 Cancer Research UK
Therapeutic Discovery Laboratories did three months’ work investigating the drug metabolism
and pharmacokinetics (DMPK) of a few of these compounds.

Hiscock has calculated that in the last six years, 45 years of researcher time have gone into
gathering all the SSA data. The team is now at the point of getting the innovation into the
clinic. They have a pipeline, proven testing purposes, and a virtual drug company to enable
this. The therapeutic test cascade in Figure 5 shows the experiments needed to get enough
data to go toward phase one. In order to move on, Hiscock et al. need effective data curation,
high-throughput data analysis, and identification of quantitative structure activity
relationships (QSAR).
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Figure 5. Route to the clinic.

At this point the collaboration with Thomas Allam begins. He completed the presentation in
Chilworth. His undergraduate dissertation was on modeling of solubility data, and he
completed a summer internship under the AI4SD network, working with even bigger datasets.
He is currently doing a postgraduate master’s research project with Jeremy Frey looking into
computational techniques to predict the effectiveness of antibiotics, and the data curation
problems that Hiscock described.

The data are currently scattered across research groups, stored in Excel, spectra, and text files.
They are not machine friendly; there are different spreadsheets for different purposes. They
lack metadata because the data are usually processed only by experts when writing papers for
publication, but what does a Not a Number (NaN) value represent? You have to ask the
researcher who stored the data.

So, Allam’s idea was to create a relational database, storing complex and interconnected data
in tables in a centralized place. This allows for collaboration (highly necessary in
interdisciplinary work) and for future improvement of the infrastructure, and it makes the data
interpretable by machines, not just by humans. Links can also be added to spectrum storage in
order to validate or automate the data.

Allam gave an example of how the system is actually helpful in practice: a principal
components analysis (PCA) of data which came from different areas of the country in different
Excel spreadsheets from two different research groups. The coloring of the molecules was in
another spreadsheet and the MIC values were in another. The current process is manual and
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time-consuming. Getting the Excel spreadsheets is a process in itself. Then they have to be
formatted so that they can be put into a database. This involves understanding the context
from the researchers and getting over nonvalue issues, before calculating computational
descriptors. In the ideal world, once the data are centralized in the relational database you can
create interactive dashboards allowing researchers to create graphs rather than just use Excel.
The real issue in implementing a system like this is automating all the other things so that
researchers simply input the data.

Allam discussed some of the challenges. One is the time taken to get to results: it is a long
time into the project before you get to the modeling stage. There are interdisciplinary
challenges: domain expertise is needed to structure the data and there is a large crossover in
expertise needed to perform the analysis. Different researchers (chemists, biologists, and
machine learning experts) have different requirements of the data infrastructure. There are
also different approaches to the antimicrobial resistance problem; can these approaches be
modeled in the same way? Apart from the modeling, future work will involve making the
database easily accessible for data input and continuing to create rich metadata from the
literature and researcher input.

3.2 AI and multi-omics discovery science. A case study in understanding
aging at a systems level

Dr. Janna Hastings, Otto von Guericke Universität, Magdeburg, University
College London, and Bioinformatics Competence Center, École Polytechnique
Fédérale de Lausanne. (Prof. Hastings is now at the Faculty of Medicine, Institute
of Implementation Science in Health Care, University of Zurich)

The full video of Hastings talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/HuunKNZdVPk.

Multi-omics aims to combine two or more omics datasets to aid in data analysis, visualization,
and interpretation to determine the mechanism of a biological process (Figure 6).25 Multi-omics
means measuring many things at the same time, in different biological layers (e.g., genomics,
proteomics, and metabolomics) and in each of these different layers you measure many proteins,
transcripts, and small molecule metabolites at the same time in the same sample. From these
measurements you get an overview of the state of the system at one point in time, and you
obtain very big datasets related to the same biological samples.
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Figure 6. Example of complexity and interconnectivity of omics data sources in a multi-omics
framework (from Krassowski et al., loc. cit.).

Characteristics of multi-omics are molecular data; technical variation; high and varied
dimensionality; data harmonization; mapping identifiers for genes, transcripts, metabolites,
and pathways; and visualization. The technology comes with many data processing challenges
because the different measurements have different technical biases, and different levels of
resolution, for different numbers of entities, leading to bias, noise, and false positives. Some of
these challenges are increasingly being addressed by AI without it necessarily being well
recognized as AI. For example, the identification and disambiguation of metabolites from raw
spectra in large-scale metabolomics measurements is often performed by an AI model “under
the hood”.

Hastings and her co-workers have carried out a multi-omics systems biology study of the
metabolic changes that occur during aging in Caenorhabditis elegans (C. elegans). Many of the
things we know about aging at the biological level were originally discovered in C. elegans. It is
quite easy to study aging in these small worms because they go through their whole aging
process within three weeks. They are hermaphrodites, so it is easy to maintain large isogenic
populations. Studying aging in C. elegans at the transcriptional level typically involves
populations of worms rather than single worms.

In the recent work,26 Hastings et al. wanted to study the metabolic changes that occur during
aging in C. elegans, and how they relate to transcriptomic and phenotypic changes (Figure 7).
There are various challenges in putting together these different data types, so the study took
place with three different strains and concentrated on two wild-type-like nonreproductive
strains in order to avoid a mixture of aging worms and brand-new, young worms and
concentrate on strains as close as possible to a regular course of aging for this organism.
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Figure 7. Computational integrative approach.

The transcriptome (gene expression) and the metabolome (the actual levels of small
metabolites in the worms) show very different drivers for their variability. A PCA visualization
of the variability in the underlying data projected into two dimensions (Figure 8) shows that
strain (GEM or FEM) is the main driver of variability in the transcriptome, even though these
two strains of worms look the same and live the same length of time. From a metabolic point
of view, what makes a bigger difference is age, and there is no clear strain separation. Plots E
and F show the same principal components as plots C and D, but the coloring is by age. While
both strains change with age along a shared dimension, and the difference in the transcriptome
increases between strains with age, the largest effect on the transcriptome is clearly the effect
of strain.

Figure 8. Transcriptome and metabolome compared.

Amino acids decrease with age and many tricarboxylic acid (TCA) cycle intermediates increase
with age. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) was used to determine which metabolites fluctuated
with time of day significantly after accounting for the fluctuations due to age in general. Higher
levels of amino acids in the mornings were seen in the two wild-type-like strains FEM and GEM
(Figure 9), perhaps because rates of amino acid concentrations are higher when worms are more
active, in terms of both moving and feeding. The heat map shows row Z-scores (i.e., deviations
from the average across time points for each metabolite). It is very interesting to note that the
metabolites varying by time of day in the long-living strain GLP have an altogether different
profile from GEM and FEM. Depleted in the morning and more abundant in the evenings are
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fatty acids linoleic acid and arachidonic acid (arachidonate), as well as betaine, tyramine and
alanine. Uracil, by contrast, is elevated in the mornings and depleted in the evenings.

Figure 9. Clustered heat map showing metabolite levels over time.

To tackle the challenge of how to integrate the transcriptome data and the metabolism data
with their very different properties, Hastings et al.26 modified a method known as flux balance
analysis (Figure 10).

Figure 10. Flux balance analysis with measured omics data.

Typically, flux balance analysis is constrained with transcriptomics data in order to produce
predicted fluxes congruent with the available (transcribed) levels of enzymes. The standard
model does not work well to predict changes due to aging in this dataset: the transcriptome is
hardly changing later in the life of the C. elegans, so you do not see much change in terms of the
reactions, but phenotypically there are dramatic changes taking place due to aging. As soon as
you add the measured metabolite levels, you see aging making dramatic changes as you would
expect (Figure 11).
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Figure 11. Representation of metabolic fluxes through the TCA cycle.

One result of this multi-omics modeling approach was the prediction that one of the reactions
that would be the most affected by age would involve oxaloacetate in the TCA cycle. Fluxes
through oxaloacetate are predicted to be most affected, therefore it should be rate limiting for
the TCA cycle. It was satisfying to know that supplementation of the metabolite in the diet
extends lifespan. Consistent with this prediction, it has been shown that oxaloacetate extends
lifespan by 25% and it acts through aak-2/AMP kinase and Daf-16.27

The analyses that Hastings et al. did depend on representation of the pathways, and this is an
additional area where AI is relevant. We struggle to interpret measurements for which we have
no annotations. In order to analyze and interpret datasets, we need to compare the data with
the backbone of knowledge such as pathway maps which are community-curated, ontologies,
and databases. We feed back into these knowledge maps, but the data analysis functions, and
the knowledge representation or modeling functions are separated. We could make this whole
process more efficient if we could automate it more.

Figure 12. Architecture of ontology extension.

For example, can we use AI to annotate a chemical structure in Chemical Entities of Biological
Interest (ChEBI) automatically? Whole-genome models are representations of knowledge and
in turn they depend on knowledge about entities. For proteins (enzymes) we have a relatively
complete annotation set while this is not the case for metabolites. Annotation of metabolites is
slower. We have big datasets of chemical structures, and we have tools that can derive
structures from names. Chemical structures are complex, and tools are needed to provide
automated curation support. Hastings’ team has reported an interpretable ontology extension
in chemistry with transformer-based models (Figure 12). They have also shown how visualizing
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the model’s attention weights can help to explain the results by providing insight into how the
model made its decisions.

3.3 Inference from medical images: subspaces for low data regimes

Prof. Mahesan Niranjan, Jiahui Liu, Keqiang Fan, and Xiaohao Cai, School of
Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton

The full video of Niranjan’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/uGLfHCZRe78.

Niranjan used a ten-year old slide to start with an overview of the subject of machine learning,
going through the mathematical foundations including function approximation, linear algebra,
optimization, and probabilistic inference. He outlined the context of supervised, unsupervised,
semisupervised, and reinforcement learning paradigms and highlighted recent advances. He
briefly touched on sequential problems which are solved in the Bayesian Inference setting using
Kalman and particle filtering. While conceptually, not much has changed in terms of
data-driven modeling, recent advances in scale (dataset and model sizes) necessitate large-scale
computing as well as several tricks-of-the-trade in learning and generalization in making
predictions from large and complex datasets found in problems such as natural language
processing and computer vision.

Nowadays there is a great deal of interest in applying advances in computer vision to medical
imaging. In computer vision problems, researchers work with millions of data items: ImageNet
has over 14 million images. Some problems in medicine (e.g., X-rays) involve 100,000-200,000
data points. Here, you use deep neural nets, and you train from scratch. For datasets with
1000 to 10,000 entries, you can use transfer learning. You use a model that has been trained on
a very large dataset and adapt the weights or parameters to this new domain. There are also
experiments where you have only 100-1000 data points. Here, the number of data items and
the dimensions of interest are comparable, but few-shot learning can be applied. If there are
only 10-100 images, the problem would not be suitable for model-based inference.

Niranjan moved onto the subject of few-shot learning, a rather loaded term used in slightly
different contexts, but used here in solving problems in a small-data regime using a model
pretrained with natural images as a feature extractor. Of particular relevance to this work is
the dimensionality in which learned features are represented in standard deep neural
architectures (typically 512, 2048 etc. in the final layer) comparable to the number of
datapoints. Since the few-shot learning paradigm uses simple classifiers in this space,
dimensionality reduction becomes important, and this observation forms the core of the work
Niranjan reported.

The classic approach to dimensionality reduction is PCA, implemented by the low rank
approximation technique of Singular Value Decomposition (SVD). This work argued that
alternate ways of low rank approximation are desirable, motivated by the observations that: (i)
PCA, being a variance preserving data reduction, treating the data as unimodal, is unsuitable
for classification problems which are multimodal; and (ii) the use of Rectified-Linear (ReLU)
nonlinearity in deep neural networks necessarily produces sparse and positive valued features.
Based on these observations, the work explored the use of discriminant analysis28 and
non-negative matrix factorizations29 to reduce the feature space, implementing simple nearest
neighbor classifiers to solve the medical imaging problems.

The ideas were tested on 14 benchmark medical classification datasets spanning 11 different
problems, using three different imaging modalities and the work showed statistically significant
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improvements in classification accuracies in representing the features in lower-dimensional
subspaces. The primary lesson from the work is that recent advances in computer vision could
be applicable in medical image classification contexts, but care should be exercised in the
low-data regime where training large models is bound to lead to overtraining. Nevertheless,
features extracted by using models pretrained on standard natural image recognition problems
are still useful if dimensionality reduction is correctly applied respecting the multimodal and
sparse nature of the resulting features.

4 Session 3. AI, ML, and the Future

4.1 Reinforcement learning methods

Dr. Stephen Gow, School of Chemistry, University of Southampton The full video of
Gow’s talk can be viewed here:

https://youtu.be/G0RSuABpIaA.

Most ML work in chemistry has been based on supervised or unsupervised learning. These
methods are suitable for many problems, but not for sequential decision making or planning.
What is needed for those applications is an agent that can interact with its environment to
learn how to make decisions that maximize a long-term objective. This is the idea behind
reinforcement learning (RL).

The elements of RL (Figure 13) are as follows:

• State space (S ): a set of possible conditions of the environment and agent (finite or infinite)

• Action space (A): set of actions the agent can take given the current state (continuous or
discrete)

• Reward (R): a value given to the agent based on the state reached, following the choice of
action, defined by a reward function

• Policy (Π): the distribution defining the probability of choosing every possible action given
the current state.

Figure 13. Elements of RL.

RL presents some challenges. The agent wants to maximize the total reward, usually by
learning the best policy, but when should we take a smaller, immediate reward to increase the
reward later on? Also, should we take an action we know is good, or try a new action that has
not been investigated yet (explore versus exploit)? Since we assumed that action selection
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depends only on the current state (Markov decision process), what if the state space does not
capture all the relevant information? How do we design a good reward function?

RL has been widely used in drug discovery and small molecule design, biochemical sequence
and large molecule design, protein folding and conformer search, reaction management and
yield optimization, and chemical process control. It has also seen limited use in synthesis
planning, quantum chemical energy estimation, chromatography, battery and fuel cell
modeling, and crystallization processes.

Gow outlined various options. You can learn an optimal policy directly or learn a value
function that maps state-action pairs to values to infer an optimal policy. Actor-critic methods
learn both policy and value functions and you can use them to improve each other. You can
use states and actions generated from the current policy to train the agent, or use states and
actions generated another way. You can learn an optimal policy and select actions using a
model for the environmental dynamics or achieve this without a model.

Learning a policy or value function requires a lot of data and is generally infeasible for large
state or action spaces, but deep RL can approximate a policy or value function by a deep
neural network. Neural network approximation requires much less interaction with the
environment, so large spaces are less of an issue, but it introduces uncertainty into estimates,
so it is important to choose an appropriate neural network architecture.

There are many options: value-based ones such as deep Q-learning and double Q-learning,
policy-based ones such as the REINFORCE policy gradient algorithm, and actor-critic
methods such as asynchronous advantage actor-critic, trust region policy optimization,
proximal policy optimization, deep deterministic policy gradient, and twin delayed deep
deterministic policy gradient (DDPG). The best method to use depends on the problem, but
the decision is also quite subjective.

Several machine-learning methods have been tried to accelerate the drug discovery process,
and recently RL has been most prominent. Much work has been based on SMILES string
construction: starting from an empty string, the algorithm selects one character at a time until
a complete SMILES has been built.

Neural networks used include generative adversarial networks,30–33 recurrent neural
networks,32,34–39 and variational autoencoders.40 The RL algorithms most used are simple
policy gradient algorithms,30,31,33 including REINFORCE,34–36 but there has been some use of
actor-critic algorithms.32,37–39 Some authors recommend self-referencing embedded strings
(SELFIES) instead of SMILES for increased robustness.41

Another approach is to use RL with graph convolutional networks (GCNs) to construct 2D
molecular graphs from atoms (nodes) and bonds (edges)42,43 or from scaffold subgraphs.44

Actions include adding more components to the graph, or connecting existing nodes or
subgraphs together. To incorporate 3D information, it is possible to construct molecules by
placing and connecting atoms in 3D space using convolutional neural networks (CNNs) and
feedforward NNs.45,46 Another approach is to construct new molecules from a (large) starting
set using known reactants and reaction templates.47,48 This approach ensures that the
proposed molecules can be synthesized.

Another idea is to find molecules optimized for a particular task by modifying already-known
molecules, altering existing molecules directly by adding or removing atoms or bonds in a
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chemically valid way.49 Alternatively, it is possible to use molecular fragments from a (large)
library and consider replacing one fragment at a time in the current molecule with a different
one, using either 2D50 or 3D51 fragments.

Designing a reward function for an agent of this type is also rather challenging. Most work has
focused on reward functions to promote desirable molecular properties, sometimes using only
final-step rewards38,40,48 and sometimes including intermediate rewards.42,44,49 Properties to be
rewarded could be based on a pharmacophore36 or even quantum mechanics.45,46

Generator-discriminator network structures additionally require adversarial rewards.30–33,42,44

It is also possible to include rewards for molecular validity42,50,51 or additional terms to
promote exploration of the space,35,41 or to lower rewards for molecules that are insufficiently
novel.39 There has also been research into updating the reward function during the simulation
based on the agent’s performance50 and even into letting the agent construct its own reward
function given some good molecules from which to learn.37 The best approach to choose
depends on the subproblem being investigated and the NN architecture, but is also highly
subjective with no clearly best option.

Deep reinforcement learning in chemistry is a growing area, especially for drug discovery. Many
approaches have been taken, with varying degrees of success, but all help us to understand the
challenges involved. Relatively few of the molecules found have been used in the real world yet;
it is important to get practical chemists on board. Reproducibility may be an issue. The
lessons learned from drug discovery are going to be important as RL takes off in other areas of
chemistry. If you have a relevant problem on which to try out RL, now is a good time as access
has never been easier. Lots of the decisions involved are subjective, but there is nothing wrong
with trying things until you find out what works. The theory may seem daunting but existing
code and many resources are available.

4.2 Outlier detection in scientific data

Dr. Jo Grundy, Research Fellow, Electronics and Computer Science, University of
Southampton

The full video of Grundy’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/MhaJ2IZ2IBc.

Outliers are also known as anomalies, novelties, aberrations, exceptions, or oddities. All these
terms are used for something that is caused by a process different from the normal one. Outlier
data cause problems. In one example, the depletion in the ozone layer, visible for some time,
was originally ignored by NASA as its algorithms decided that the sensor was at fault. In
health condition monitoring, sensors give much unlabeled data, and outliers could be
indicative of a problem, such as an irregular heartbeat, or a defect in a machine. Outlier
detection is also used in fraud detection, network attack detection etc.

Outliers can be obvious, depending on the distribution of the data. Outliers in time series data
can fall outside the original distribution, can be out of sequence, and can be singular or
grouped. The first of those three is easier to detect than the other two.

“Real” data are not labeled and may contain outliers. They are multivariate and may be
periodic. Many published outlier detection methods require clean data for training, as well as
labels. They are often trained on publicly available datasets that can be overly simple.52,53

Grundy’s approach is to model the data, generate an outlier score, and rank samples by score.
The method has been tested on synthetic data that mimics “real” data.
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Univariate time series data are traditionally modeled using autoregression.54 The
generalization to multidimensional data is vector autoregression (VAR), but it is a linear
model, and sensitive to outliers. VAR only works well with data that are linear, but it is also
possible to use regression to model how the different features vary with each other. By leaving
one feature out, and using the others to predict its value, larger discrepancies between the
predicted and actual value indicate outliers. This can be repeated for each feature, and the
sums of errors used as an outlier score.

Grundy names the family of similar autoregressive methods “feature regression” (FR). The
family includes FRO using ordinary least squares, FRL using least absolute shrinkage and
selection operator (LASSO), and FRR using ridge regression. Other outlier detection methods
include one-class support vector machine (OCSVM), density-based spatial clustering of
applications with noise (DBSCAN), Gaussian mixture model (GMM), operations on matrices
(OP), graph-regularized OP (GOP),55 long short-term memory (LSTM), gated recurrent units
(GRU), autoencoder (AE), variational autoencoder (VAE), and isolation forest (IF). There are
many more. A Python package for Outlier Data Detection Systems (ODDS) is available with
documentation for installing via pip install.

Grundy gathered synthesis data by six methods (D1-D6):

• high-dimensional curve, explicit lower-dimensional structure

• product of two lower-dimensional random walks

• random walk

• set of similar sine waves

• modulated sine waves

• a nonlinear process (Mackey Glass).

The metrics she used were receiver operating characteristic area under curve (ROC AUC), where
1 is perfect and 0.5 is no better than random, and FPS, which sets a threshold at the last true
positive, the ratio of the number of false positives above that to the total number of samples, a
metric used when no false negatives should be found, in which case 0 is perfect and 1 is when the
lowest ranked sample is an outlier. Grundy presented some results: Table 1 shows how broadly
the algorithms can be used and Table 2 shows how sensitive they are. Sensitivity to noise is
plotted in Figure 14. DBSCAN is very sensitive to noise.
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Table 1. How Broadly Outlier Detection Algorithms Can be Used

Table 2. Sensitivity of Outlier Detection Algorithms
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Figure 14. Sensitivity to noise.

In summary, for synthetic data, LSTMs and GRUs require careful tuning for each use case and
overfit to outliers. Clean data is needed to train them on. FRO, FRR, OCSVM, AEs, and IF
work reasonably well. Simple methods seem to work best and are much faster. The novel
simple method FRR appears best in this set of tests.

Next Grundy considered real data for condition monitoring (Figure 15, not to scale). The
possibility of failure falls in the beginning, after which there is a long period of normal running,
followed by a period of wearing out. The data were gathered by Grundy’s colleague Ping Lu on
a device called a reciprocating tribometer, the TE77. Sensor data were collected to measure
the wear of one surface scraping against another. A new electrostatic sensor was designed by
Grundy’s colleagues Neil Grabham and Nick Harris to measure capacitance on the surface.

Figure 15. Condition monitoring.

Grundy binned the raw data and averaged the values in each bin (Figure 16), allowing an
animation to be made to visualize the data more easily. To look for outliers in these data, 100
bins for each direction were concatenated to make a 200D feature vector for each sweep. One of
the experiments was videoed, and outlier scores were generated for each sweep using a range of
algorithms.
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Figure 16. Raw data, one stroke out of several hundred (above) and one frame of animation
(below).

Grundy showed an image of the metal plates before and after scraping: a visible mark appears at
the moment the outlier scores for electrostatics and friction increase. She concluded that outlier
detection helps condition monitoring. It shows things not necessarily visible to the human eye
and corresponds to changes in a real system. Simpler algorithms (FRR and IF) work very well;
for more subtle changes, LSTM may be necessary.

4.3 Cross-architecture tuning of quantum devices faster than human
experts

Dr. Natalia Ares, Associate Professor, Department of Engineering Science,
University of Oxford

The full video of Ares’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/yZwCpJTRugA.

Ares’ team develops machine learning approaches that can be applied to different types of
quantum devices for applications such as quantum sensing and quantum computing. A
classical binary bit can only represent a single binary value, such as 0 or 1, meaning that it can
only be in one of two possible states. It can be implemented in classical chips, with devices
being either ON or OFF. A quantum computer uses the quantum mechanical phenomenon of
superposition to achieve a superposition of two states. A qubit can represent a 0, a 1, or a
superposition of both states, with a certain probability of being a 0 and a certain probability
of being a 1. Quantum chips can be realized in different material systems such as trapped ions,
photons, and artificial atoms. In most cases, quantum states interact strongly with the
environment and exquisite control techniques are required to operate quantum devices. Human
researchers have developed techniques to encode qubits in a quantum chip and optimize them.
Challenges are that such optimization requires the exploration of a big parameter space, there
is big variability between devices, and error thresholds are greater than 99%.

Computation on a quantum computer is realized by analog manipulations of large numbers of
qubits. Control signals must be finely tuned as deviations from the ideal control parameters
introduce errors. Quantum devices cannot all be operated in the same way: due to device
variability each quantum device has different operation conditions which can also drift in time.
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Manual control is not scalable, so a fully autonomous solution is desirable to operate systems
with many qubits.56

Because of the success of current semiconductor technologies, semiconductor quantum dot
devices hold great promise for the realization of complex quantum architectures. These devices
can be lithographically defined and controlled electrically, and they exhibit promising qubit
performances. As with other solid-state devices, however, small variations in their fabrication
and defects in the material result in significant device variability. Although the fabrication of
these devices has come a long way, this variability is far from being eliminated and it is even
difficult to quantify. How do we characterize and tune millions of qubits? Ares’ group have
demonstrated that a machine-learning algorithm (Figure 17) allows for the automatic tuning of
these devices faster than human experts.57,58

Figure 17. Machine learning to tackle the scalability challenge.

A control layer (Figure 17) is required for encoding the qubits then optimizing and stabilizing
them. Currently, these tasks are performed by humans. Ares’ group has been focusing on
replacing humans on qubit control tasks and introducing machine learning approaches so that
these technologies can be scaled up. The challenges of an ML approach are the small datasets
available, the big variability between devices, flat optimization landscapes (quantum devices
often work in a very small portion of the parameter space), and data that are noisy and, in
some cases, hysteretic.58

Ares spoke about applying these techniques in semiconductor devices, but many of her team’s
approaches might be useful for completely different types of systems. The chips can be thought
of as very simple circuits in which there are input parameters, for example gate and bias
voltages that control single electrons, and output parameters, such as the current flowing
through the device. The qubit is then encoded in the relative alignment of two electron spins
(Figure 18). These devices are cooled down to very low temperatures.
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Figure 18. Semiconductor quantum chips.

The device measurements that humans (and machines?) require, showing current as a function of
gate voltages, frequency, and time, are illustrated in Figure 19. Ares’ team is currently working
on optimization (step five).

Figure 19. Device Measurements.

Some of these approaches (e.g., in steps three,59 four,60 and five61) use deep learning, some do
not, and there are some hybrid approaches (step two62). For step one,57,63,64 a large parameter
space has to be explored and deep learning cannot be used: there is not enough data to train
the algorithm, but as the parameter space is narrowed down, more and more of the deep
techniques can be introduced.

Ares gave more details of step one, trapping a pair of electrons. Considering two gate voltages,
there are only two dimensions (Figure 20, far left) and it is easy to find optimal operation
voltages, but as more control is required, the number of dimensions increases (Figure 20, far
right) and the time needed to make the measurements becomes impractical. In most cases,
Ares’ team has been looking for features in an eight-dimensional parameter space. The aim is
to have the algorithms perform observations in real time and take decisions on which regions of
parameter space to explore. By using Gaussian processes to make a model of the current
flowing through the device, the algorithm is able to choose more promising locations in gate
voltage space, investigate those locations by performing further measurements, and feed that
information back to the Gaussian process.57

Finding the features randomly would take more than nine hours in this case. A human expert
would need more than three hours. The coarse-tuning algorithm takes less than 70 minutes.
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Tuning runs can even take less than 10 minutes.63 The team is now introducing physics
models64 to the machine learning models in order to make tuning even quicker and to address
the tuning of larger quantum circuits.

Figure 20. Trapping a pair of electrons.

The team is connecting researchers in different laboratories around the world to tackle the task
of tuning and characterizing devices in their labs as well, so the approach is clearly successful.
The overall aim is to find new ways of computing, and machine learning is allowing Ares and
her colleagues to move in that direction.

5 Panel Discussion. The Future of AI in Scientific Discovery.
Where Do We Go from Here?

In the chair:

• Dr. Simone Vannuccini, Lecturer in Economics of Innovation, University of Sussex (SV)

Panelists:

• Prof. John Overington, VP Discovery, Informatics, Exscientia, (JO)

• Dr. Mercedes Arguello Castelerio, University of Southampton (MC)

• Prof. Jeremy Frey, University of Southampton (JF)

• Prof. Mahesan Niranjan, University of Southampton (MN)

• Dr. Colin Bird, University of Southampton (CB)

SV: Let’s start the discussion with the question that Jeremy raised: whether we are going to
see AI winning a Nobel Prize in chemistry.

JO: I certainly hope not. I’d like to think that we, as a species, will be able to stay ahead of
the computers. Another version of that question is whether a computer can claim an invention
in a patent. I like the concept of a natural person who is identifiable, so think I’m too much in
favor of the future of real flesh to really buy into this computer future for AI. Maybe my friend
has a different view.
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JF: I’m not sure that I have a different view. Nobel Prizes will be defined in the sense of the
things that people can discover. It is my understanding that when Einstein was awarded the
Nobel Prize, he was actually awarded it for the photoelectric effect, because all these people
could understand that it was an experiment, and he had an explanation for it. The explanation
was deeply quantum theory, but it wasn’t the theory. It wasn’t relativity, although it appears
there might have been a side note to his somewhat important contributions to theory. Now
Nobel prizes are given for theory, and that’s fine. But maybe one of the big things that I think
you’ve seen already today is that machine learning is actually relieving those in the laboratory
from lots of tedious things (the stuff that we do because it’s really necessary to do just to move
on to the next step) and allowing us to concentrate on the interesting and ground-breaking
stuff. The definition of what the prize is given for will move toward a much more
earth-shattering change, which I don’t see AI doing anytime soon. There are lots of other
things that can be replaced before the Nobel Prize. So, the Nobel Prize committee might be
replaced first by AI, with an index literature search to decide who should win the Nobel Prize.
I fear that might happen sooner than the actual prize itself.

MC: Instead of competition, I would like to see the 50:50 partnership between humans and
machines. For example, the Semantic Web envisions enabling computers to do more useful
work for humans. If you work with clinicians, some of them already perceive AI as a driver for
improving healthcare, while empowering them. So, what about chemists? What about any
other discipline being empowered by AI? If you think about it, the idea is attractive, even at
your own home, being empowered in the sense that the boring tasks will be done automatically
for you. Why not? I would like this 50:50 first as a win-win deal.

MN: So which AI? Artificial Intelligence and Augmented Intelligence for Automated
Investigations (AI3SD) was the title of this network. Which one are we talking about? I try
not to associate myself too much with the term artificial intelligence because I cannot define it.
I cannot define it because I cannot even define intelligence. Take voice recognition, which had
a big boom during my Ph.D. days. A machine can recognize what I’m saying and type it out.
Is that intelligent? I can do the same thing, but then I can write it out precisely. I can write
out every single step of what’s going on there. I know the spectral analysis. I know the Hidden
Markov model. I know the decision functions. Now it doesn’t look intelligent anymore because
I have written out the equations and I have programmed it. So, I think at the moment I only
associate myself with the term “artificial intelligence” if there is money in it. Funders are
pumping huge amounts of money into AI-based medicine, and I’m interested in some of that
money, but I want to be able to write down exactly what’s going on. I want to write out the
uncertainties that come out of any predictions that are coming out. I want to know which
parts of the data contributed to the decisions that are coming out. And that’s my AI. Will AI
win a Nobel Prize? The question becomes meaningless to me. This is a futuristic panel, but I
look back to when neural nets were on the boom in the late 80s and early 90s, and then they
died, and they came back again. In 1986, someone said that in 10 years’ time a neural net
could be my best friend. That the kind of language goes far ahead of what we can deliver,
what we can precisely write down. It could actually be a disservice and cause damage.

CB: If you look back at Nobel Prizes over the last 10 years, they roughly divide halfway
between techniques and understanding. There seems to be a very distinct preference for
methods among the humans who choose the prize. So, if I pick up the point that John made,
there’s a recent appeal against the refusal by the U.S. Copyright Office of an AI artwork and
the refusal was on the grounds that there was not sufficient human content. They didn’t rule
out altogether that there could be something created by AI, but it had to include a significant
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part of human creativity, and I suspect that for the foreseeable future that would be the
criterion. So, I think the answer is a pure AI, no, and an AI-assisted piece of understanding or
development, almost certainly.

SV: I tend very much to agree. The floor is now open for your questions.

Q: (Dr. Aleksandar Kondinski, University of Cambridge) I just wanted to follow up on the
concept of intelligence. We expect that in future, as you mentioned, digital systems would be
able to conceptualize or grasp abstraction. In the context of chemistry, that abstraction may
not just come from chemistry, but may be emerging based on ideas or concepts from other
disciplines and real-world systems. By pointing back, one can solve something very complex.
Do you see perhaps a development in that direction? Maybe that then will bring the creativity.

JO: It’s unclear because abstract intelligence is abstraction. You understand that a person is
intelligent if you can take something very abstract and not clear, conceptualize it, and solve it.
So, the question is, is that something that you can automate? Is there a difference between
intelligence and creativity, and which do we, as a species need more right now. I think that
truly measuring human intelligence or creativity is really difficult. Some people are really
boring, others are really exciting and creative, and yet others are clearly better with numbers.
I guess if you want an AI for invention, you’re looking at a very different target function, or
something to optimize, rather than an intelligent system to tell me that I’m, say, 5 foot 11 tall
or something. You’re talking about creativity rather than intelligence. It’s a very tricky slope
trying to sort or rank populations for intelligence. It just feels to me like a dodgy thing to do.
I’d hate the idea of sorting this room by intelligence, Lord knows where I’d end up!

MN: You may find that you have some solution in a different branch. It may not be chemistry,
or geology, but you have a system that recognizes patterns from a completely different domain
and brings them back to chemistry. Look at language models, without imposing any target
test. This paragraph belongs to finance. This paragraph belongs to chemistry. We can train
our language models on massive corporate data. Using GPT-type massive models with billions
of parameters, we can solve all sorts of little problems. The model learns about language
because words don’t occur in isolation. The way words occur is controlled heavily by the
underlying grammar, so you can train up models on huge amounts of data and then adapt that
model and solve the little problems. You could argue that this language model has made
connections between different things, and it just suddenly becomes very intelligent because it’s
going to solve problems it has never seen before. This is the zero-shot learning paradigm, but
can we go from that to creativity? Yes, we can get essays written. People have written papers
and got them through conference review processes in places. But would we say the words I
mean? I don’t want to associate intelligence and creativity with that. It will appear to be
intelligent when we started with it, but then we go down to being able to precisely pinpoint
exactly what was going on there.

JF: This issue of going across areas is precisely where the Semantic Web comes in to help. You
need such a broad view of the whole of science and engineering to be able to answer some of
the problems, something that was possible, maybe in the 1600s, but not possible very easily
now. Our search systems are already quite good, but you need something better that helps you
get an explanation in terms you can understand. Because we’re bringing all the data together
you’ve got a better chance of being able to integrate the data.

That’s one side of the story. On the other side, there is sufficient creativity and intelligence in
the system for a Turing test. Can I tell whether this student’s piece of work was done by the
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student or by what I’ve now discovered? There is a system that paraphrases the Wikipedia
article into something else, such that you can’t detect that the student used it. That’s really
quite cunning. Paraphrasing your own work is quite interesting. There is software now being
used by some of the research councils, not in the U.K., but elsewhere. There is a war going on
with the generative model. It appears that it’s created something, but has it created anything
useful and with understanding? It may not matter if it’s understood it because you may still
get something useful. The question is, is that what you wanted and is that way we really think
the final results of our work should be? If our final work really is a bit more than that, because
we can move on, then I think that shows where there is what has been characterized in the
past as intelligence. It’s useful, but in our context, the longest discussions we had were not so
much about intelligence as we decided we couldn’t answer that one. Thus, we couldn’t even
answer what discovery actually meant or not.

What if we want to train our students to be able to do discovery, which we assumed is what we
were doing in our Ph.D.’s? What do you do to indicate to your students that this is the sort of
thing that leads to discovery as opposed to whatever else we might just do? We didn’t really
get any good answers, and if that’s in the current age, and been going on for a number of
years, and now we’re changing the environment, what should we teach them? I think there are
real implications there that we’ve got to face up to in order to give a really good education.

SV: There is, for example, the work of Melanie Mitchell in Santa Fe that has been querying
GPT-3 to test for the capability to make analogies. It is not zero-shot learning, but “very few
shot” learning, which goes in line with what has been said. Maybe understanding is not the
point, rather generativity is.

Q: (Ron Grau, Department of Informatics, Sussex University) We have heard a lot of talks
today about the successful application of data-driven approaches to all kinds of different
subareas of chemistry, biology, etc. These are, of course, mainly methods that are statistical
and probabilistic in nature as befits the current fashion in AI. And, of course, there’s always
an incentive to keep automating because it gives you efficiency gains. But the history and
philosophy of science also tells us that this is not the only ingredient to making scientific
discovery: there are other such as model, inspection, validation, and the reconceptualization of
ideas that you thought were firm and set into stone, or also recognition of correspondences,
and a lot of analogies that people haven’t seen beforehand. In that context, do you think there
is a role for hybrid human-AI systems in scientific discovery in this domain to take care of the
“brain hurting” tasks: the integration of high-level inspection of things. Do you have a
perspective for that? Is there is an application for that in this domain?

Q: (Will McNeil, Lecturer in Philosophy, Southampton University) We saw all of the
philosophers become scientists and psychologists and social scientists through history, and I
wonder whether you think that AI and these new ways of working mean that we should
reorganize universities again. Should we change how departments are structured and change
where the departments are, and where the dividing lines are in universities?

MC: The impact of AI on society is undeniable, with largely positive examples like machine
translation or speech recognition. The rise of AI brings a demand for AI skills. The inclusion of
AI into the undergraduate curriculum may help to introduce basic applications of AI into
business that are seeking to improve outcomes and productivity.

AI and Machine Learning (ML) algorithms can benefit from domain knowledge, that is, a
detailed understanding of real-world scenarios. Universities may provide domain knowledge
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and skills as well as training on AI/ML cutting-edge algorithms. Nowadays, undergraduates
may excel in domain knowledge and skills but may have difficulties undertaking tasks requiring
application of AI technologies. So, if you keep domain knowledge and AI skills in balance,
suddenly you can boost science and transform the personal and professional lives of people as
we know it.

A trend in AI is pretraining large neural language models on unlabeled text, such as
Wikipedia. The assumption is that domain-specific pretraining can benefit by starting from
general-domain language models. Some researchers are challenging this assumption by showing
that for domains with abundant unlabeled text, such as biomedicine, pretraining large neural
language models from scratch may bring substantial gains over fine-tuning of general-domain
language models. What about chemistry? Do we have enough data through PubChem and in
silico experiments for pretraining large neural language models from scratch?

I am a physicist working on AI. Scientists in a broad range of fields are embracing AI. It seems
to me that to compete in today’s tech-driven economy we have to work more together and try
to push the boundaries between AI/ML people and the people who are domain experts but do
not grasp the technological aspects of AI.

MN: The first question is the classic example where good, archived past knowledge in a very
structured form works in tandem with experiments and statistical inference is genomics.
Genealogy is very well-defined, with well-structured things about gene function, about cellular
localization, biological processes etc. All available knowledge is very beautifully captured in a
restricted way in the gene ontology (GO), and we come along with experimental
measurements. We make statistical inference, and we can the cross-check how compatible this
is with our client knowledge. In some parts where there is existing archive knowledge, we can
very formally test that this makes sense. That will give us confidence that on parts that are
not yet archived, we have perhaps something good that will encourage someone to go and test
it out. Then that knowledge base improves, so things are working in tandem. This may also
apply to the Semantic Web type ideas that already exist, and it happens in that domain at
least.

Going back to Will’s question about reorganization, for the university, the answer is definitely
yes. We should reorganize it, not because we need to get a new Vice Chancellor, but because of
some rational grounds on education. I think we are very heavily siloed. I can work very
comfortably in research across my department boundaries with Jeremy, and I have grants with
mechanical engineers that Jo Grundy was employed on. I have grants with optoelectronics:
people who want to do laser cutting and have a control system to control the laser very freely.
I can work across department boundaries in research, but in education, it is almost impossible.
If you have a new idea, at least one associate dean will kill it. The problems that we see now
are naturally multidisciplinary. You have to draw from many things and the education
program now is very heavily siloed. From that point of view, I think I would want to
reorganize the university completely, yes.

Q: (Adrian Stevenson, Technical Innovations Manager, JISC) We’ve got various national
datasets. We were looking to see what we can do with them in machine learning. We were
future gazing a little. You may have heard the Reith lectures from Stuart Russell on the issue
of control and superintelligence and I was interested what your thoughts were on that. Do you
think it’s a realistic issue? Are you seeing any early signs and areas where you think
constraints possibly need to be made? Thank you very much for checking whether the panel
can solve the paperclip apocalypse.
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Q: (Reinhard Maurer, University of Warwick) There was some discussion at the beginning
about machines addressing scientific discovery and I found it curious that almost all the
discussion was around solving scientific problems, that is, whether a machine can develop a
method. Developing a method is barely half of the problem of scientific discovery. I have no
doubt that in the future, once a research question has been posed, then the hypothesis has
been constructed, a machine can develop methods and approaches to address that, but what
about actually posing the research question? Can a machine do that? I have my doubts if
machines in the future will be able to create meaningful, ethical, and important research
questions to address.

JF: I think there is a link between the two questions, and I think you’re absolutely right that
if you define the problem then not only maybe there’s some hope in the future that a route
through could be found, but actually that’s certainly the place where the augmented
intelligence is going to work well and it will help you deal with some of the things we already
have: mathematical proofs that are only tractable because of actually having computer-aided
proofing, and so on. Now, can we have that problem or hypothesis set by the computer, and
would that therefore be a dangerous thing that might happen? That’s essentially the
equivalent to putting us out of business, and if made, the hypothesis may be counter to
anything that is constructive to us. I mean, you could imagine that the global warming
problem is not a problem for something that wants to set itself out to be warmer. I think that
this is a tricky issue.

The nearest that we’ve seen to it at the moment, I think, is Ross King’s work with setting up a
way within the yeast system to generate hypotheses. It’s not just a cycle of test model. It
checks not only whether it is actually trying to generate some hypothesis, but also the area
from where within those hypotheses they can come (i.e., what we don’t we know about what
the yeast is doing within a certain metabolic chain or something like that). Now that’s difficult
enough and his systems will just about do something there which indicates there is a role (find
what is it that I don’t know), but it’s in a field that’s defined by the user. You may not know
all the players in there, but you know players exist and you can measure some of them to the
level of what would be the conversations.

I discovered that my knowledge of the philosophy of science stopped in perhaps the 1960s, and
that was as much as what chemists are taught. The paradigm shift seems to be common even
with the more socialized views of science. When that happens, the question that you are
asking becomes irrelevant. That actually seems to me to be rather important, because we’re
talking about systems you can ask a question of and get an answer. What happens if the
question is no longer relevant? I guess the systems need historical knowledge to explain why
the question is no longer a question.

So, I think there are some big gaps there. If you go back to whether we have enough data to
even start driving this, I think the answer in chemistry is no, nowhere near enough. There are
more data that exist than you can get hold of, so just take the simple thing of whether I can
make this compound efficiently and sustainably. The literature with published data is
completely insufficient for this, partly because the molecule you are trying to make probably
hasn’t even got an analogue somewhere, and partly because of all the data missing about the
suboptimal conditions of similar things which might have been useful for building the model.
It’s only in a Ph.D. thesis. If you’re lucky they only publish the solvent used, and other
optimal conditions. What about all the not so optimal cases? Well, it wasn’t relevant to most
readers because they weren’t building a predictive model, so it’s not published.
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The reproducibility crisis in chemistry is not as bad as in some disciplines, because chemistry
is intrinsically a bit more reproducible. At the network launch meeting, John talked about the
difficulty of matching one animal to another in one laboratory and another (and we know it
matters whether it’s a male or female), observing the animals, and noting at what time of day
you do things. These things are very difficult, so we haven’t succeeded, but even in chemistry,
we are nowhere near having enough data.

That’s a problem that I call the “tyranny of space”. We have to develop ways of doing this
efficiently, and all of that leads back to the problem of siloes. But chemists do look at things
differently from the way physicists or computer scientists or mathematicians look. Somehow,
we’ve all got to get together. There certainly need to be boundaries because it is hard to
educate people in everything, but the boundaries are probably in the wrong place.

MC: There are big questions right now for the biomedical domain. The clinical value of deep
learning for natural language processing is one, for example, and perhaps other areas of
machine learning in the sense that you don’t see clinicians using them at the point of care, or
near the point of care around the patient in real time. AI is not there yet.

Health Data Research UK (HDR UK) put emphasis on the FAIRness65 of the data: making
data findable and accessible and interoperable, and also reproducible. By ensuring that
scientific knowledge in computable form is FAIR, we are laying the foundation for transforming
the scientific body of evidence from human-readable to machine-interpretable. Making FAIR
data is a massive effort, and that’s perhaps why it’s not happening yet. However, we have to
think that in the long run it’s going to be beneficial, and everybody is capable of contributing.

Q: (Jo Grundy, University of Southampton) This is a comment on AI rather than a question.
It takes years and years and years of work to get dogs to walk standing on two feet: it is
something that they find difficult. My baby managed it in about a year. How many months
does a baby need to take in data before it can learn to speak? You can train these deep
networks, but can they say anything interesting or new?

JO: It is going be really ironic if it takes 21 years to sort of train a usable AI. The uptime of
the device and the CPU, and everything that would probably be needed. Nature’s big joke on
us, I think.

JF: We have discovered that babies learn very quickly. The classic one is that they know a cat
from a dog. This is really weird since they have seen remarkably few of them. They get a little
confused sometimes and so do I. There are two things going on. It’s not a static object that is
being trained there but the huge development in the brain that goes on we now know into the
late 20s. There’s also something that I’ve tried to pursue as we teach our students. We teach
all the way through a series of, well, not quite lies, but definitely untruths, and this is one of
the reasons why I find it really embarrassing when my neighbors ask me to explain something.
If it’s GCSE chemistry, I tell them to give me the book first and then I’ll tell them what the
answer is that you’re supposed to give, as opposed to the answer that I would give you.
There’s an extremely good reason why we teach one way each year, but the students complain
because they say we told them a lie last year. Well, yes, but I have yet to see anyone train any
of the neural networks by a succession of lies.

I did once talk to somebody who had the idea of making a model of a human learning system
and see what it’s doing when you train it with lies, well, training as we normally do. I really
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think there’s some way in there to find out whether or not we will take 21 years. We do grow
the architecture of these things. The essential parts of the transfer learning are trained in the
middle, and you add some layers on the side, but should and could that be considered to be
lying to begin with, and then teaching? I don’t know, but I have a feeling that there might be
something here and that maybe we should try teaching children the truth from the beginning.
Certainly, in some areas it seems like a very bad idea to teach your children the truth right
from the beginning, but they’re very argumentative, and they’re very clever, so if you give
them the truth about why they can’t have an ice cream, I’m sure they’ll have an answer to
that. There are more questions and there are a lot of answers, but questions bear questions.

SV: I think this is very interesting. To close this discussion, as an economist, I would say that
AI is a research tool and the economics of a research tool suggests that when the cost of doing
something drops, activities change. So, for example, we’re going to see the democratization of
science because everybody can upload a video, and use AI to invent, but at the same time do
the entry barriers into science become higher because you need a high-performance computing
infrastructure, for example? The ways in which science is changing are fascinating.

6 Musical Events

An evening event opened with a lecture by Dr. Thomas Irvine, Associate Professor in Music
and Alan Turing Fellow at the University of Southampton. His current research is in science and
technology studies, particularly the history, theory, and practice of musical social machines. His
project “Jazz as Social Machine” explores the problems raised by the use of machine learning
algorithms to make jazz, a music that most would agree is highly social and often very political.
After this, there was a musical performance of an AI-inspired work entitled “The Exquisite
Corpse of AI (Consequences)”, a collision of cutting-edge research into the nature of scientific
discovery and nineteenth century parlor game. It featured the networked compositional creativity
of the Music Department’s Bella Barlow, Dan Mar-Molinero, Brona Martin, Benjamin Oliver
and Drew Crawford, performed by Hannah Williams with a student ensemble and quadraphonic
electronic diffusion. The work was commissioned by AI4SD.

7 Session 4. AI in Chemistry and Materials

7.1 Interpretable machine learning for materials’ design and
characterization

Dr. Keith Butler, Senior Scientist, Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Science and
Technology Facilities Council (STFC). Co-authors Johannes A. Allotey, Kazuki
Morita, Aron Walsh, Toby G. Perring, Duc Le, Daniel W. Davies, Alexander
Moriarty, and Jeyan Thiyagalingam

The full video of Butler’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/emx_82kTm-M.

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory (RAL) is awash with data from synchrotrons, lasers, and
electron microscopes etc. They are also responsible for particle physics data in the United
Kingdom that comes from CERN and environmental data from JASMIN. For example, a
single tomographic imaging experiment can generate about 100 TB of data. In this
environment you cannot do things the way you used to do, taking all your data away with you
and then spending time analyzing it. RAL needs ways to treat this data efficiently and that is
where the scientific machine learning team has a role to play.
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Interpretability is important in ML applications. When models underperform, you can
diagnose problems. When models match human performance, you can increase trust. When
models outperform humans, you can learn new physics. Traditional ML relies heavily on
feature engineering before learning whereas deep learning learns the features as well as the
relational model of interest. Deep learning requires less manual input but more data.

When you have the features, you feed them into some kind of classification model. Butler’s
first example was predicting dielectric constants for materials using classical machine learning.
The high frequency electronic dielectric constant is of fundamental importance; it is related to
chemical and electronic structure. It is of functional importance for applications such as LEDs,
optical fibers, and photovoltaics, but it is expensive to measure or calculate from first
principles. Can we build ML models?

Butler reported work mostly being done by Kazuki Morita66 who recently just graduated with
his Ph.D. from Imperial College. Morita built several different ML models for predicting
dielectric constants and compared them. He found that support vector regression performed
reasonably well when trained on density functional theory (DFT) data. What was more
interesting was understanding what the model was doing. Morita applied a method called
Shapley analysis.67 This applies a game theory approach to explainability. It works by treating
features as coalitions playing a game. Combinations of features work to achieve a given game
result (prediction).

Butler explained Shapley values as follows. Suppose Alice, Bob, and Celine go out to dinner
and want to share the costs fairly. You could build a model where just Alice goes for the meal
and finds that it costs £80. Then just Bob has the meal at a cost of £56, and the cost for just
Celine is £70. Then you can look at combinations of the diners and calculate the cost for each
combination. Alice plus Bob would also be £80.00, so the contribution from Bob there is zero,
and then Alice, Bob, and Celine is £90, so there is a contribution of £10 from Celine. You can
do all the permutations of that and build up a list, and then by taking the average across each
of the columns you arrive at a figure for how much each diner has contributed to the bill
(Figure 21).

Figure 21. Example of Shapley values.

The features contributing to a dielectric constant in Morita’s work66 include the density of the
material, the amount of oxygen, the bandgap of the material, formation energy, and so on.
There are so many features that it is impossible to calculate all the combinations required in
Shapley analysis, but Morita et al. used an approximation called SHapley Additive
exPlanations (SHAP). This revealed an inverse power dependence on band gap and the band
gap contribution is modulated by material density. This has a strong analogy to the Penn
model of dielectrics68 which gives confidence in the models’ ability to describe physical
behavior, while providing superior predictive power. Prediction for the compound LiBC is
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particularly poor. A SHAP analysis shows a large negative contribution from density. Looking
at the data, the density of LiBC is from a sparse region of sampling. That gives an insight into
the limits of applicability of the model. You might not want to trust this model if your
materials density is not within a certain region.

The work of Morita et al. was an example of doing interpretability on classical machine
learning. Butler’s team has also looked at deep learning. In recent work69 they have used
neutron data from the ISIS neutron and muon source and built an interpretable model for
identifying magnetic Hamiltonians, measuring inelastic neutron scattering (INS). Pr(Ca,
Sr)2Mn)2O)7 is a half-doped bilayer manganite (PCSMO) with colossal magnetoresistance.
The nature of the magnetism was probed with INS to see if a neural network can infer the
magnetic structure from the INS data. Butler et al. first trained a network capable of
classifying the structure. Given an INS spectrum, the CNN can classify the correct magnetic
structure with more than 96% accuracy, but the authors really wanted to know why the model
made its predictions.

Deep learning models are typically harder to interpret. You do not know the features, so you
need to understand them as well. Class activation maps (CAM) are a popular approach for
image-based methods.70 In this method you pass the image to the network, calculate the
weight connecting a convolutional filter to a class, get the product of filter and class, take the
average across all filters connecting to the class of interest, and project it back onto the
original image. CAM reveals the regions most active in classification, and the identified regions
match with the regions used in experimental discrimination. Typically, a Ph.D. student would
spend two or three years slicing through the Q- and energy-space to analyze a spectrum; CNN
plus CAM takes about one week, including generating training data and training the CNN.

Finally, Butler reported some work with a graph neural network (GNN) that is more about
uncertainty quantification than about interpretability. Graph networks are becoming
increasingly popular as ways to model materials. You essentially model the atoms as nodes in a
graph with the bonds as edges in the graph, and have a function, usually a neural network,
which passes messages between the nodes to update the graph state.

These deep methods are really powerful for predicting properties but there are also some
worrying failures. Researchers at Google showed in 2015 that the GoogLeNet CNN classified
one image as “panda” and another as “gibbon” and it had more confidence in the gibbon image.
To a human, the two images look like identical images of a panda. In the second case, the AI
researchers had added a layer of noise to the image. This noise was barely perceptible to the
human eye, but when the new pixel numbers went through the neural network, it produced the
result expected from the image of a gibbon. Adversarial examples fool machine learning
algorithms into making stupid mistakes.

Neural networks are overconfident. In classification tasks, a sigmoid function deliberately
separates out the results; overconfidence is inherent. In regression tasks you tend to take just a
single neural network. Unfortunately, the parameter spaces of neural networks are very
shallow, with many local minima so you could have lots of neural networks with different
parameter sets that could give correct answers and you take just one of them. So how can you
trust the one number?

Many methods already exist that do uncertainty quantification. One is Gaussian processes
which are a powerful, useful method for giving you an uncertainty quantification with your
prediction, but the method has a problem in common with classical machine learning models:
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you generally need a relatively low-dimensional space, and you need handcrafted features that
go into that low-dimensional space.

So, Butler’s team investigated combination of the feature learning power of graph networks
with the principled uncertainty quantification of a Gaussian process.71 They trained a GNN on
a regression task and used the intermediate representation as the input to a Gaussian process.
They first checked to see that the internal representation (the vector that comes out of the
graph neural network) correlated well to the property of interest. They projected the vector
into 2D using unsupervised learning and found that the latent space has structure in terms of
the prediction task.

Then they tested on unseen test data the performance of the graph network that was fed to
the Gaussian process. The mean absolute error was 0.03 meV/atom which is comparable to
state-of-the-art GNN performance. There was a small deterioration in the performance, but
that was to be expected. In return for that deterioration, they got confidence in the prediction.
With error bars of 2σ, 95% of the points fall within the correct value. A plot of prediction
errors versus predicted uncertainty clearly showed that materials with bigger errors had bigger
uncertainties.

It is then possible to introduce active learning which uses models to decide the next best
experiment. You can obtain predictions on unknown materials, and where the uncertainty is
largest perform an experiment (or high-level simulation). You use the new data to retrain the
model and the model should become more general. This way you increase the information
content of the model maximally.

The workflow is shown in Figure 22. The GNN is trained on DFT data, the GNN- Gaussian
process procedure is applied to unlabeled data, points with the highest uncertainty are chosen,
DFT calculation is performed, and the whole process is iterated. Entropy-based active learning
outperformed random selection, there was a 43% improvement after 1500 cycles, and the
method achieved the same model improvement with fewer than half the training samples.

Figure 22. Active learning workflow.

In summary, machine learning models are not necessarily impenetrable black boxes. Opening
up models allows you to understand and augment them. Explanations can increase confidence,
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find meaningful physical relationships, and diagnose failures. Uncertainty quantification can help
build more reliable, more efficient models.

7.2 AI and optimization in computational chemistry

Dr. Grant Hill, Senior Lecturer in Theoretical Chemistry, University of Sheffield

The full video of Hill’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/enFSHTdc71k.

There were two strands in Hill’s talk: design of new materials and method development in
quantum chemistry. Both are related to optimization; AI is becoming an interesting enabler for
that. Hill started by discussing projects funded by the AI4SD network. He calls this work on
predicting new functional materials “Optimizing Flatland”.

Metal organic materials fit in with graph theory concepts where you take some metal nodes
and link them together with organic linkers as edges to make zero-dimensional cages, 1D
polymers, 2D nanosheets, or 3D frameworks. Hill’s experimental collaborator is particularly
interested in metal-organic nanosheets (MONs) because these can be chemically or physically
tuned to a particular application, the molecular thickness can be an advantage depending on
scenario, and there is a high surface to volume ratio.

One application is obtaining fresh water from unconventional sources. Seventy percent of the
world’s surface is covered by water, but only around 0.8% is accessible freshwater. Seawater is
one unconventional source of water for purification. There is potential also to recycle industrial
wastewater. MONs have potential as desalination membranes; they can be tuned for improved
permeability and selectivity, with precise pore size and functionality. Hill’s team aimed to use
AI to design ideal membranes. The original vision before the pandemic involved an inverse
design paradigm. 2D materials are poorly crystalline, and hence difficult to characterize.
Reinforcement learning is used to reward or punish based on synthetic feasibility (Figure 23).

Figure 23. Plan for MON design.

When Adam Hill, a Ph.D. student eventually began the work, rather than use a genetic
algorithm to generate the data, he used the ToBaCCo software that constructs metal organic
structures from a so-called topology file (a sort of shape template) along with the nodes and
linkers. The team selected only those topologies and nodes that can lead to 2D structures.
Some chemical knowledge was also used to limit the space of the problem.
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The team wanted to generate many different linkers which affect the pore size. They used
RDKit and new code to mutate common linkers. Consider the base linker in Figure 24. The
xenons and rubidiums are tag atoms which could be replaced automatically. The xenons
represent linking locations where the link will join either to the node or to another linker, and
the rubidiums are where mutation will take place. Functional groups are added where the
rubidiums are. These groups vary from simple halogens through to fairly complicated
hydrocarbons. Of course, a combinatorial explosion could result, so for proof-of-concept, the
team used a randomizer to make selections, but they are revisiting this now.

Figure 24. Mutating linkers.

Adam Hill’s data flow is shown in Figure 25. His code semi-automates the process of generating
a big dataset of crystallographic information files (CIFs). Unfortunately, ToBaCCo code does
not read a typical CIF file but uses one specific to ToBaCCo, so Hill spent a very long time
converting a valid CIF file into a ToBaCCo CIF file. Adam Hill’s code generates an HDF5
database. Hill’s Optimizing Flatland process produced 45,000 hypothetical MONs in about 3
hours.

Figure 25. Optimizing Flatland data flow.
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The next step was to see if AI predictions could be made from this dataset. Looking into the
literature, the team found something called MOFid72 which is somewhat similar to a SMILES
string. You cannot use a normal SMILES string for a MON because a MON is a periodic
structure, so you need to be able to join strings together. Essentially you have something that
looks like a SMILES string for the metal nodes, and you have a SMILES string for the linkers,
and then you add a topology on the end. Since SMILES strings have been used in drug design,
for example, perhaps new materials can be predicted using MOFids.

The team used an LSTM recurrent neural network architecture and a VAE to try to encode a
probability space. They used Keras and TensorFlow. The network was trained on 8500 MONs.
The validation set contained 2000 MONs. The MOFids that came out were disappointing. The
network did learn some of the features, but there is a lot of hidden data in a MOFid. Also, too
many of the strings generated will not be valid MOFids. It could be that the network is trying
to learn too much. While MOFid is a good identifier for a database, it is probably not a good
representation for machine learning. The team is now looking at graph-based representations
in collaboration with Patrick Fowler who is an expert on graph theory. Other work in progress
is improving pore size prediction, expanding the library of hypothetical MONs, and
experiments to make predicted MONs.

Hill now turned to his second topic: using AI in machine learning tools to improve DFT
calculations of the electronic structure, in particular, looking at the basis sets used in quantum
chemistry. Basis sets enter the description of molecular orbitals (linear combination of atomic
orbitals (LCAO)) and hence contribute to the quality of wavefunction and properties. The
choice of a basis set is something of an art form and it is hard to develop new sets.

Hill wondered if there were a way of coming up with new basis sets using machine learning
techniques. In the conventional workflow you come up with an idea, you try and design
something, and you optimize it. It does not work, so you redesign it, you re-optimize, and so
on. Although the optimization uses computers, you are using traditional numerical methods
and there is a great deal of human input. Typically, you can do this only for atoms. It takes
you several years to come up with a new basis set for a single element, and then you need to
pass that out to the other elements that are close by.

There must be a better way of doing this. If you do that and generate a lot of data from it, can
you learn something just from the data, and if as a human you can learn something from the
data, can you start to use machine learning to predict optimal basis sets? Hill’s postdoc,
Robert Shaw has been working on this. His automated optimization program, instead of
working just on atoms, can now optimize on a molecule: you simply specify your molecule,
what kind of quality you want for the basis set, which quantum chemistry methods, and so on.
The program outputs a basis set, and Shaw has linked this to several different quantum
chemistry programs.

Basis sets have usually been general purpose, but Shaw is trying to optimize for specific
situations. In one case, he used 365 molecules from GDB-973 to see if he could make better
basis sets than famous correlation consistent ones. He took a subset of the molecules which
contain at most five heavy atoms, those heavy atoms being only from the selection C, N and O.
He obtained a bimodal improvement in energy compared to Correlation Consistent-polarized
Valence Double Zeta (cc-pVDZ). Carbon saw the biggest improvement, perhaps not surprising
since it is the most-prevalent element. If you look at the exponents of the basis set, what
happens is that the basis sets themselves are becoming tighter or more contracted, so the
orbitals are actually becoming smaller as you optimize for these molecules rather than atoms.
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Shaw compared the output of the automated optimizer with that of a GNN he designed to
learn basis set parameters and found that the GNN network can predict better basis sets. This
seemed surprising at first, but after some thought, Shaw and Hill realized that the automated
optimizer gets stuck in the local minimum while the GNN, because it is not optimizing in the
same way, gets over to what looks more like the global minimum. So, the GNN is actually, in
some ways, doing better than a human can.

In summary, Hill’s team has been able to learn the form of basis sets and functions for specific
applications and there is some evidence of avoiding local minima. The researchers are now
wondering if they can predict basis sets for other properties such as polarizability.

7.3 Discovery of synthesizable organic materials

Steven Bennett, Ph.D. Student, Imperial College, London

The full video of Bennett’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/3rjyMy4Ajfw.

Bennett is a Ph.D. student in the Jelfs and Greenaway group at Imperial College. His research
concerns organic cages: subclasses of porous molecular material which are typically synthesized
from organic precursors through dynamic covalent chemistry.74 Their complex, diverse
topologies give rise to a central internal cavity. Cages are useful in a wide range of applications
such as gas storage,75 molecular separations,76 and catalysis,77 all arising from the porosity
generated by the presence of the internal cavity. They offer advantages over existing porous
materials such as zeolites because of their solution processibility, allowing the potential to
modify the functionality present in the cage after synthesis. The demand for new materials is
increasing to tackle global challenges such as climate change, and cages offer an alternative
material.

The organic nature of these cages means that there are almost infinite numbers of precursors
that can be used to form a cage, even when restricting the reaction chemistry to a single imine
condensation of an aldehyde and an amine, and even small changes in precursor structure can
often completely alter the properties of the final structure. Currently, discovery of the cages is
still frustratingly slow and is often a combination of serendipity and chemist intuition to select
precursors. This is exemplified by the fact that from 2009-2017, fewer than 10 cages were
discovered per year, but the number started to increase in 2018 with the use of
high-throughput experimentation methods78 to combine cage precursors systematically.

When designing a new organic material, the first step is the selection of building blocks. For an
economically viable new material, these precursors must be accessible in a few robust synthetic
steps or available commercially at low cost. During the selection process, the question remains
whether the precursors will result in a material with useful properties, but it is difficult to
answer this question prior to experimental synthesis. Once the precursors have been selected,
the next step is to combine them to form the desired material. For molecular cages, this could
result in a wide range of topologies being formed, or even oligomeric products. The precursors
could also combine to form mixtures of topologies necessitating an additional separation.
Assuming that all goes well up until this point, the question remains whether each cage will
maintain its properties during formulation as the properties can be significantly different in the
final material. Computation can help address many of these challenges and can be used to
screen many thousands of precursors, helping accelerate the discovery process and guide
experimental researchers in the right direction.79
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In his talk, Bennett mainly focused on the precursor selection step and whether he could
identify cage precursors that are synthetically accessible and will form a cage with a
permanent cavity The synthetic accessibility of single organic molecule can be analyzed
computationally in a variety of different ways. One is to analyze the structural complexity of a
molecule. Complex structural features such as large macrocycles or stereocenters can increase
the complexity of a molecule and could mean that it is more difficult to synthesize. A second is
to use data-driven techniques to predict the most likely position where a molecule is likely to
lie in a reaction pathway. Molecules more likely to be located towards the end of a reaction
pathway would be difficult to synthesize. A third methos is to attempt to model chemist
intuition using statistical methods to try and replicate the decision-making process of a
synthetic chemist when choosing a precursor. A fourth is to use retrosynthesis tools to identify
a viable synthetic route to a molecule from commercially available compounds. Each of these
approaches has several limitations, but they can act as useful heuristic methods to bias toward
precursors that are easier to synthesize.

Bennett and his co-workers set about developing a model based on chemist intuition able to
differentiate between molecules which are easy or to synthesize for use in cage synthesis.80

They sent their experimental collaborators over 10,000 different molecules and asked them the
question, “Can you synthesize 1 g of this in under 5 steps?". In doing this, Bennett et al.
framed synthetic accessibility as a binary classification problem with the goal of developing a
model that was able to bias toward molecules that are easy to synthesize and that would
appeal to the experimental collaborators. They compared the results of their random forest
model to two open-source measures of synthetic accessibility, the SAScore81 which is a measure
of complexity, and the SCScore82 which quantifies the position in a reaction pathway. They
found that SAscore and SCScore did not replicate well the intuition of the experimental
chemists, highlighting the need to develop the alternative model to make predictions.

Once 12,553 molecules had been scored by experts, Bennett et al. chose a random forest
method to build a model. They made that choice based on the number of data points and
good performance in other cheminformatics problems. The performance of the model
(accuracy 88%, precision 84%, recall 32%) suggested it could predict easy-to-synthesize
molecules relatively well but because there were many more difficult-to-synthesize molecules
than easy-to-synthesize ones the dataset was quite imbalanced. To address this, the researchers
mainly focused on precision in order to minimize the number of false positives. The aim was to
prevent an experimental collaborator from wasting time and money attempting to synthesize a
difficult molecule. While precision was good, the focus resulted in a loss of recall, which means
that even though most of the predictions were correct, a lot of easy-to-synthesize molecules
were missed. This trade-off worked well for the problem at hand since the size of chemical
space is so large that the workers could afford to miss “good” molecules.

With the model in hand, the team could now apply it to porous organic cage screening. They
focused only on cages with a tetrahedral topology formed through the imine condensation of
trialdehydes and diamines, with the goal of developing a completely autonomous cage
screening workflow that would generate cages from synthetically accessible precursors. Initially,
they used the model as a filter to eliminate 99% of the most difficult to synthesize cage
precursors from the precursor database using the two open-access measures of synthetic
accessibility and the random forest model.

Jelfs’ team has developed the Python supramolecular toolkit (stk)83 for the automated
assembly, molecular optimization, and property calculation of supramolecular materials. It
allows for the high-throughput generation of computational cage structures by systematically
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placing precursors in predefined topologies. Bennett et al. constructed cages using stk and then
optimized the geometries of the structures using a molecular dynamics (MD) conformer search
to help find the lowest energy conformer and they then identified shape persistent cages using
pyWindow,84 an open-access Python package that detects the permanent internal cavity of the
cage using a sphere of sampling points to identify cage cavities and windows. Using this
workflow, 28,185 different combinations of cage precursors were used to construct cages and
were analyzed for shape persistency.

Promisingly, the team found that even when reducing the precursors to only the most
synthetically accessible, they were able to identify hundreds of cages that still had a permanent
internal cavity upon optimization. This is a great many more that have been experimentally
discovered to date and it is promising that there are many more cages to discover.

While many of the cages had a cavity size of 5 Å, a value commonly found in the literature,
interestingly there were some larger cages predicted. Some of the cages had a cavity size
greater than 16 Å, many of them available in a few reaction steps or commercially available.
The model also favored precursors more likely to form a shape-persistent cage compared with
SAScore, SCScore and a randomly selected control sample, suggesting that the model can be
useful to guide experimental chemists in identifying cage precursors. From the cages predicted
to have cavity size of above 16 Å, the researchers identified a trans-alkene trialdehyde
precursor present in six of the seven shape-persistent cages. They were able to synthesize this
precursor in only two reaction steps in reasonable yield using inexpensive reagents and simple
reaction chemistry, suggesting this could be a promising candidate for cage synthesis.

Unfortunately, it may be possible to predict easy-to-synthesize precursors for cages, but it is
challenging to predict computationally whether a cage will form, instead of polymers,
oligomers, or even mixtures of products. To address this problem, Bennett and his colleagues
are using combinatorial searches in high-throughput synthesis methods to explore
combinations of the interesting trialdehyde with various diamines, with the goal of predicting
cage formation and topological outcome.

Using the Opentrons liquid dispensing platform to combine diamine and trialdehyde precursors
systematically, they are in the process of curating an experimental cage dataset with the goal
of using this dataset to predict reaction outcome. Predicting cage formation is a challenging
task to perform using conventional computational methods because of the computational
expense associated with modeling all possible topological outcomes. This is why a data-driven
approach will be used instead. Additionally, the use of automation will significantly increase
the rate at which reactions can be performed, which will hopefully increase the rate of
discovery. The large amount of data collected from the hundreds of different reactions will
hopefully lead to the formation of feedback cycles in which the model uncertainty can help
guide experimental chemists toward the next precursor combination to sample.

Using synthetic accessibility scores in computational workflows as a filter can help bias work
toward more synthetically accessible precursors, but the scores on their own do not completely
answer the question of whether a molecule can be synthesized. Well known scores disagree on
what defines a synthetically accessible molecule and cannot be used to model chemist
intuition. Computational screening can propose interesting new candidate materials when
using chemist intuition to guide the screening workflow. It is also promising to see that so
many cages with internal cavities can be identified computationally from easy-to-synthesize
precursors, including those with less common properties. This will hopefully accelerate the
discovery process.
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7.4 Automated rational design of metal-organic polyhedra

Dr. Aleksandar Kondinski, Feodor Lynen Fellow, University of Cambridge

The full video of Kondinski’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/-nNTxYTFpKo.

Kondinski reported on a project he developed with the CoMo group of Prof. Markus Kraft.85

Metal-organic polyhedra (MOPs)86–88 such as the one in Figure 26 are hybrid
organic-inorganic nanomolecules whose rational design depends on harmonious consideration
of chemical complementarity and spatial compatibility between two or more types of secondary
building units. They have applications in catalysis, gas sorption, and host-guest chemistry.
They have strong similarities to other systems such as metal-organic frameworks and cages.

Figure 26. A metal-organic polyhedron.

MOPs can be designed by a human approach or by knowledge engineering. Human domain
experts (i.e., chemists) have knowledge of the existing MOPs and the available secondary
building units. Human domain experts also apply chemical and spatial reasoning. This type of
approach is good, especially when one designs a de novo structure. Chemists can come up with
ideas for secondary building units and can consider giving special functionality to the final
MOP, but this approach has low throughput, and one needs to consider multiple things at the
same time.

In the knowledge engineering approach, Kondinski and his colleagues have

• curated relevant MOP and chemical building unit data

• developed an assembly model concept that embeds rules in the MOP construction

• developed an OntoMOPs ontology that defines MOPs and their key properties

• made input agents that populate The World Avator (TWA) knowledge graph

• made agents that, using information from TWA, derive a list of new constructible MOPs.

This approach provides rapid and automated instantiation of MOPs in TWA and unveils the
immediate chemical space of known MOPs (see below), thus shedding light on new MOP
targets for future investigations.

Inspiration for the design of the current KE system is based on previous studies of polyhedra
modeling during early cognitive developments. Using children’s toys, Kondinski has discovered
that commercially available 8-fold89 and 6-fold90 symmetrically grooved interlocking disks
(ILDs) could be used for teaching and learning of complex polyhedral structures with chemical
relevance (Figure 27). Children with no prior knowledge on polyhedral structures, following
only minimal instruction and their intuition, were able to use these toys to model and discover
polyhedral assemblies on their own. Based on this, it was clear that the secondary building
units (SBUs) in MOPs and the SBUs used in ILD modeling share some similar “generic”
properties that should be decoupled from the chemical and toy nature respectively.90
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Figure 27. Interlocking disks.

He and his co-workers have differentiated between the chemical and geometric nature of the SBU
concept86 and have developed a new representation via a chemical building unit (CBU) that
functions as a generic (i.e., geometric) building unit (GBU). Topologically complementary GBUs
act as the key components in the construction of assembly models (AMs) that then provide the
blueprints for the formulation of MOPs based on complementary CBUs related to the starting
GBUs (Figures 28 and 29).

Figure 28. CBUs, GBUs, AMs and MOPs.

The chemical space of MOPs has three regions: the known domain, its immediate chemical
space that can be logically constructed, and the uncharted (i.e., deep) chemical space normally
“unlocked” by new AM and CBU development. By studying the relationship between CBUs,
GBUs, AMs, and MOPs the researchers can project the immediate chemical space of MOPs.
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Figure 29. Assembly models.

The World Avator is a universal digital twin, implemented using Semantic Web technology. It
hosts a federation of chemical and process development ontologies combining experimental,
modeling, and theoretical aspects. OntoMOPs is one of the chemical ontologies in TWA.

If one attempts to assemble a MOP directly by allocating chemically complementary CBUs to
the corresponding GBUs of its particular AM, there is a high risk that irrational MOP
structures will be proposed because it is difficult to account for differences in dihedrals. An
alternative strategy is to first locate all possible MOPs for a given AM. The next step is to
derive the associated CBUs of those MOPs. Finally, the CBUs can be separated into “sets”
based on their GBU characteristics. Using the AM as a template, MOPs can be
combinatorially constructed by finding chemically complementary CBUs from these two sets.
Some of the constructed MOPs will correspond to instances already present in TWA, while
others will be completely new. Unfortunately, this approach is highly restrictive: if a small
number of MOPs is represented by a certain AM, the number of new structures that can be
derived will also be highly limited.

To derive a higher versatility of new rationally constructed MOP structures, one has to expand
the CBU basis beyond just a single AM. To be able to achieve the latter without
compromising the accuracy of the rational construction, the original set of CBUs is updated
with CBUs from other sets for other assembly models with which it has a CBU instance in
common. Thus Kondinski et al. developed two algorithmic approaches. The first represents the
direct application of the AMs method. When applying Algorithm 1, the sets populated with
many MOPs are expected to have many different CBUs and thus project a higher potential for
new instantiation. In Algorithm 2, exchanges between sets are allowed, providing an
opportunity for an increase in the number of MOPs with assembly models that were originally
sparsely populated.

The data curation was based on information presented in the two most recent and most
influential review articles,87,88 both covering reported MOPs until mid-2020. By not adding
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newly reported MOP instances after that period, one can observe if the algorithm predicts
instances that experts would also envision and attempt to prepare. One general trend is to
substitute a smaller organic CBU with a larger organic CBU. In 2014 Zhang et al.91 reported
an octahedral MOP (Figure 30a, left). Based on the CBU exchanges, the algorithm proposed
scale up of that structure with a larger organic CBU (Figure 30a, right). By checking the
literature, we note that this newly found instance was reported by the Su group92 in August
2020. The structure predicted by Algorithm 2 was not covered in the review articles, but its
prediction suggests that the algorithm to a significant level can replicate rational designs of
experts (see Figure 30a which shows a size increase based on the use of spacer moieties). In the
case of an icosahedral reported by Zhang et al.,91 the algorithm proposed a derivative
structure in which one hydrogen atom of the organic CBU is substituted by a halogen atom
(Figure 30b). One proposed formulation is a structure which would be the subject of rich
configurational isomerism. Thus, in addition to the model presented, many other structures
may be derived.

Figure 30. Models of MOPs based on output from Algorithm 2.

Using natural language processing (NLP) for chemistry, the CoMo group has developed the
“Marie” platform which interacts with chemists and provides feedback. The group plans to
extend Marie to make complex queries for MOPs and other reticular and polyhedral materials
possible. This will make it more natural for MOP chemists to interact with TWA, with the aim
of improving the quality and quantity of data in TWA, which will in turn allow for increased
potential of new discoveries in the MOPs field.

8 Session 5: Opacity and Explainable AI

8.1 Interpreting opacity: understanding gaps in our explanations of
artificial neural networks

Dr. Will McNeill, Department of Philosophy, University of Southampton

The full video of McNeill’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/IkuSWhQRWro.

The headline claim of the black box problem is that we have machine learning systems some of
which we do not understand. We build them and they seem to be reliable, but they are not
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explainable or interpretable. We say that they are opaque. Demis Hassabis, the founder of
DeepMind has said, “. . . we roughly know what it is doing but not specifically ‘this bit of code
is doing this’ and for safety-critical systems. . . you would want to know why a decision was
made.”

The puzzle is that we have something like complete knowledge of the function of every element
of the system: the inputs to which every element is sensitive, the training data (or at least its
key overarching parameters), the nature of the training algorithm(s), and the design decisions.
While probabilistic, the systems are nonetheless deterministic. Contrast this with real neural
networks (the human brain). Cognitive neuroscientists do not suffer from any of this sort of
concern.

There are two kinds of “IP”: intellectual property and the interested public. Some people seal a
black box because they are worried about intellectual property, or they do not want you to
know how decisions were made. It is problematic in the sciences if we want to be able to
collaborate and share information and so on, but it is not the deep problem of opacity to which
Hassabis refers. It is not an issue of opacity in any philosophically interesting sense but the lay
public talks about the interesting and specific opacity of things like deep learning networks.
Von Eschenbach93 (out of context) said, “What is the problem of deep neural networks? The
problem is that observers can witness the inputs and outputs of these complex and nonlinear
processes, but not the inner workings.” Zednik said that it is difficult to know why they do
what they do or how they work.94 Yet if you are a designer of one of these systems, of course
you can look at the inner workings. “Lay opacity” is the opacity of the system relative to a lay
person who does not understand differential equations or sigmoid functions, for example.

So, we can set aside the two types of IP. We can also set aside complexity per se. Nuclear
power stations are too complex for anyone to understand, but their workings are not “opaque”.
The regulator would not accept opacity. Nuclear power stations are fully “inspectable” and in
that sense they are transparent, but deep neural networks are too. It is not this kind of
complexity that generates opacity.

What about human cognitive limitations? Do we not have the brains? Yet we are really quite
clever: consider quantum theory, string theory, and the big bang. We as a group can have
knowledge of the power plant that perhaps no individual can secure. This kind of knowledge is
good enough, at least for power plants. Maybe opacity does not depend on human cognitive
limitations.

Reflect on Douglas Adams’ Hitchhiker’s Guide to the Galaxy : the crucial thing to work out is
what your question really was. Famously, in the book, an enormous deep learning machine is
made to work out what the meaning of life is, and it spits out the answer “42”. The workers
had not adequately articulated what their question was, and they did not know what they
were trying to explain.

Marr distinguished various levels of computation.95 The “where” is the implementation, “how”
is in the algorithm, and “what and why” are in computation. Regarding specific outputs and
individual predictions, Zednik94 said, “. . . even if they do know the values of individual
parameters, the fact that these values are often numerous and nonlinearly coupled means that
developers cannot readily track the way individual inputs are transformed into specific
outputs.” Watson96 said that it is difficult or impossible for humans to understand the internal
logic behind individual predictions.
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If we take any token output (that individual, nonrepeatable event or state), we can provide a
fully specific, complete description of the mechanism which produces it. It is fully transparent
in this sense, but what is missing? We treat the token output as a prediction: a representation
of some distal, high-level feature F. So, the questions become:

• Does the system (really) track or count as representing F?

• How does the system track F?

• Why (and when) does the system track F?

Zednik94 (quoting Marr95) says “questions about why a system does what it does are questions
about that behavior’s ‘appropriateness’ within some particular environment. Thus, these
questions call for an interpretation of the system’s behavior in terms of recognizable features of
the environment”. Consider images of dogs. We have no way of really understanding any
interesting, explanatory connections between dogs and colors or shapes in low level features,
and we have even less of an idea of how in any explanatory sense to link to the property of
being a dog, such as patterns of pixel, and the kinds of inputs that you feed to a deep learning
network.

The real problems are as follows. Deep neural networks do not have representations “baked in”
in their hidden layers. The inputs do not contain sufficient information (the problem is
ill-posed). A generalized deep neural network works over indefinite numbers of proximal
inputs. If we are unsure how to provide an abstract computational model (the interpretation)
it is probably because we do not understand the problem space, which is probably why we
were using a deep neural network in the first place!

Sullivan97 says, “It is not the complexity or black box nature of a model that limits how much
understanding the model provides. Instead, it is a lack of scientific and empirical evidence
supporting the link that connects a model to the target phenomenon that primarily prohibits
understanding.”

The problem and dilemma for using a neural network for scientific discovery is that it is not
going to reveal the empirical structures that interest you. It is going to make some interesting
predictions about them, but you already need to find out what is going on, and to have a good
empirical theory of it, in order to understand what is going on inside your machine. Machines
are going to be very good for prediction, but we must make sure that we have distinguished
two things; we know that we can have prediction without explanation, and vice versa. Another
important thing for scientific discovery is the form of input (e.g., pixels of pictures of dogs).
There is no interesting connection between pixels and dogs, but other kinds of input in a
scientific situation might have a lot more structure.

Another interesting difference between dogs and scientific features is that the kinds of scientific
features that we are spotting are probably themselves concepts which have intrinsic
explanatory structure. They are concepts that form an aspect of a wider scientific theory and
are thus more interestingly related to other things you might find in the problem space.
Finally, of course, remember that we can always use these things for augmentation in some of
the ways that the speakers at this meeting have discussed.
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9 Panel Discussion on Explainable AI

In the chair:

• Dr. Jo Grundy, Electronics and Computer Science, University of Southampton (JG)

Panelists:

• Carlos Zednik, Assistant Professor for Philosophy of Artificial Intelligence, Eindhoven
University of Technology, The Netherlands (CZ)

• Dr. Louise Dennis. Department of Computer Science, University of Manchester (LD)

• Dr. Will McNeill, Department of Philosophy, University of Southampton (WM)

• Prof. Mahesan Niranjan, School of Electronics and Computer Science, University of
Southampton (MN)

JG: Does AI have to be explainable?

WM: The short answer is “no”. For thousands of years, we have built amazing things without
understanding what the inner workings of the systems were. In terms of practical application,
if you have a new drug that can cure cancer., it would be really interesting to find out how it
works, but that’s secondary. The main interest in finding out how it works is that you would
then have a more general theory that would allow you to think about other drugs and other
applications.

CZ: I’m inclined to agree in certain contexts. As to a broader theory, when we have a tool that
can be used for predictive purposes, certain explainable AI tools can maybe help us to apply
that tool to new domains. So, for example, we might not be able to cure only one type of
cancer, but we might be able to learn something about cancer more generally, and then maybe
use that to apply the tool either to those other cancers or to develop completely different tools
for those other cancers. So, I agree with Will that in the short term, reliability is all we need,
but in the long term, explainability is an added benefit.

MN: It depends on the application. If it’s a camera looking at number plates of cars and
opening the barrier if the guy paid for the parking ticket, then the only thing you care about is
the accuracy with which it works. At the other extreme, if I’m using an automatic tool that’s
going to decline somebody a loan application, or if I have a tool that’s going to predict
reoffending probability and then lock someone up instead of giving them parole, then I would
want to know a lot more about what was behind that decision. I’d really want an explanation.
In between, there is the medical problem where a drug will “cure” cancer, but it will only work
on one fifth of the population and you have no idea who will respond to the treatment. If you
can cluster the population based on some measurements you can make, and that stratification
tells you the probability that any drug would work on those groups, then that’s an
immediately useful thing, but next you might get someone to find an explanation by doing
some experiments on those people for whom the drug has a high probability of working.

Q: (Dr. Chris Swain, Cambridge MedChem Consulting) This is more of a comment on your
idea of a black box predicting a drug. Identifying drug efficacy is one thing, but a drug has to
be safe as well, and I’m not sure I’d have confidence in a black box predicting safety.

MN: In my defense, I assumed that if it is an approved drug for cancer, it should be safe.
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WM: Yes, the question of trust, but I do agree with Niranjan that accuracy is all that is
needed in some cases. Interestingly, accuracy is not all that matters in lots of applications, and
we will be happy, I think to give up on accuracy if the method provides transparency for some
applications.

CZ: I like the question from the audience about good analogies such as applications in
engineering. Consider engineering of cars. We would never accept cars on the road based on
evidence that they are statistically reliable. We would need to know how cars work, and if
something does not work, how we can fix it, or how we can improve it. I think that in the
current situation in AI, there’s a push to say that all we need is reliability. This is very
bewildering when in other engineering contexts we want more than just reliability. Are we
happy to give up a little bit of reliability in exchange for transparency? I think, in general, in
engineering we want both.

Q: (Unidentified person) We still use technologies when we don’t understand how they work,
or we use technologies that nonspecialists in technology are still using when they don’t
understand how they work. We still fly on planes. That’s fine, but on the other hand, is there
an issue of growing distrust in science or expertise? Is that what drives the discussion on
explainability? Is it really the need to understand because of the low and high stakes, as you
just said, or it is because we start to reopen the discussion on science and the probability of
some results?

MN: Going back to my three examples, it is the extreme ones where the computer says “no”
that immediately interact with society. The person denied has a right to an explanation. It is
not just the tool or the learning algorithm, or the model: it is how the process was designed
and the data on which it was trained. Who designed the question? Who collected the data?
What went into collecting the data, and what verifications happened? How do you guard
against population shift or the distribution shift? You can train a model on certain data you
have collected, but at the time you use it, the underlying probability distributions could have
shifted. All the data could come from a different distribution. What is there in the system to
guard against that and tell you not to use the system? These are questions about the system
as a whole and they are extremely important.

WM: Trust is a psychological matter. It is deeply political. Why do we still not trust airships,
but we do trust planes? I’m sure it’s got something to do with the fact that airships were
Hitler’s “babies”. There’s something Nazi about them that is stopping us from thinking that
they can be employed safely, even though planes have crashed and killed far more people.
Trust is a deeply, difficultly, and problematically psychological phenomenon. As a philosopher,
I find myself wanting to separate that psychological question of how trust works from the
normative question of trustworthiness: when you are rationally permitted to be able to trust
something, and under what conditions. Explanations are one way of getting there, but if in
theory something works correctly, that’s never enough for us. We want to find patterns of
reliability, and that’s something that you can get very easily from deep learning networks
without what gets called explainability.

CZ: As previously said, most people do not know how jets or nuclear power plants work, but
experts do, and this is the big difference from AI systems where even programmers often do
not know what the systems are doing or how they work. This is becoming increasingly an issue
because you get more of these “ready-to-go” packages. These are neural network models that
just need to be trained up on a particular dataset and you need to have very little expert
knowledge about how these systems work or what they are doing. You can still use these
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packages to implement some kind of AI system for some purpose. So, you actually need very
little knowledge, and it’s often the case that nobody can have that knowledge. We often don’t
actually understand the algorithms by which these systems are computing. We understand it
at a low level, or we as experts even understand it at a low level in terms of matrix
multiplication, but we don’t know what kind of representations are being manipulated. We
don’t know which kind of features are being extracted. This is a problem and it’s unlike the
case of jet airplanes and power plants where there are people who do understand them. I think
that’s a big difference.

Q: (Will Bowers, Data Scientist, Dotmatics) Have you considered the transparency issue from
the perspective of a Gettier problem? This is a very simple sort of logical game wherein you
understand the nature of knowledge by looking at the outcome and understanding how the
outcome has been achieved. A classic machine learning example is a Google image-tagging
algorithm which was trained on pictures. It would keep tagging empty fields as containing
sheep because it picked up on the fact that that generally sheep are in fields with grass and so
a field containing grass must contain sheep. You might not necessarily find these unless you
give edge cases through, and you could potentially be using a reinforcement mechanism to
reinforce the wrong metric for the machine to focus on.

WM: I like the idea of looking at this from the perspective of the Gettier problem. There does
need to be a sheep in the field, but the reason why you think that there’s a sheep in the field
needs to be a weird quirk of luck. We are trying to explain precisely the pattern of reliability.
Why is this system reliable over these cases? To know that we have to know the shape of that
reliability and we need to know where it goes wrong and then we can start thinking about
which features it might be picking up on and how those features relate to each other. That is
precisely, I take it, why designers or creators of these systems are looking for explainability
because they are trying to understand the shape of reliability. Notice that the shape of
reliability is different from the explanation of how features relate. It’s a true empirical
generalization about the system and would also not depend on the specific application.

MN: What is understanding and what is explaining? Those are difficult words in this context.
So, if the loan was declined because your income level was between certain thresholds, we all
think that we can map that on to our preconceived notions of what understanding is, but if
the loan was declined because your income level multiplied by some other parameter taken
through a nonlinear function taken through another parameter was above a certain threshold,
then you run into problems because you cannot map that on to what you already know about.
In the aircraft type and nuclear power examples, yes there are experts who know how to design
each of the components, but they themselves will not know at a lower level how electrons move
around or whatever.

CZ: It’s a long time since I’ve thought about Gettier cases, but I think it’s actually a really
interesting idea. One thing, if I remember, is that Gettier cases especially arise when you have
two things that correlate with one another, and one seems to be epistemically relevant and the
other one is just something that correlates with that relevant feature. And of course, we know
that machine learning systems are really good at exploiting these kinds of correlations. Let’s
say you train some predictive policing system or some credit scoring system, and of course
you’re not allowed to train it based on, for example, information about race or ethnicity, but it
might be able to identify your race without having information about race, based on things
that correlate with it, such as where you live and your name and so on. So, it would be
interesting to try to understand what the system knows, which is ultimately what Gettier
cases are about. Would a Gettier approach help you to understand what is wrong about some
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systems that make decisions based on data that only correlate with what we really want to
know?

WM: Sometimes people think that whether or not you know depends on the risks involved. In
a high-risk scenario, you’re less likely to accept that you know something. In a low-risk
scenario, another thing which seems relevant is the difficult philosophical questions about what
counts as representation. Is it representing a sheep, or is it just representing green fields? It’s
been labeled as a sheep because there were some sheep in them and there are loads of
interesting questions about when outputs are going to count as a particular kind of
representation, for example, depending on risk. If you really care about the false positives but
don’t mind accepting loads of false negatives, you might be thinking of this as a
representation, even if it’s giving you loads of false negatives.

LD: The existing tools we have like SHAP for visualizing what’s happening inside a machine
learning system have image-processing adaptations. There’s a chance they would tell you the
feature they were picking up, if you show them lots of pictures of fields with sheep in, because
they give you a kind of heat map of which features are going into the prediction and the heat
map might give you the clue, “Wait a second, it’s looking at the grass, not at the sheep here”.

People have tried using these systems to detect bias within other machine learning systems.
They try and see if the features that are being used are related to race or gender even if those
things aren’t specifically inputs into the system. Botty Dimanov and colleagues did some
research98 showing that you can treat this as an adversarial process and your machine learner
learns to conceal its bias from the explanation system, though the system still contains bugs.
Lots of these technologies are comparatively new, so I think it’s hard to say we’ve reached any
kind of final or steady state in the development of these.

One of the big problems in transparency in general, and I think explainability in particular, is
a huge question of who wants the explanation and why they want it, and what level of
abstraction counts. Sometimes people want a full causal explanation (“I did this because this,
and I believe this, I had these inputs. . . ”) and sometimes people just want “Well I was trying
to achieve this thing”, or it might be as simple as “I wasn’t trying to do this at all, something
unexpected happened and this is where I’ve ended up”. The question of human interaction is
involved in transparency and explainability. You can’t give just one canned explanation for use
in all contexts. It matters what the people asking for the explanation are actually trying to
achieve. Are they users, or developers, or bystanders, or members of a law enforcement agency?

Q: (Robert Shaw in the Hill group at Sheffield) My question relates to trust and
interpretability. You gave the example of predicting reoffending in crime. There is another
example where somebody trained an app that could try and predict whether you were gay or
straight, based on your face. There is a much more important question, not whether you can
interpret it, but whether you should ever train that model in the first place. You should not
train the model, because you have to balance the benefit of doing something versus the
possible and immense harm of doing it. There have been other instances. Facebook developed
an app that has been directly used by an authoritarian government in genocides. I don’t think
we should be allowed to have this kind of explainability discussion without bringing up the big
ethical issue.

There’s a view in the physical sciences that ethics aren’t really a thing we have to be
concerned with, but even on a simpler level, the increase in computational cost that has come
directly from the explosion of AI methods has an ethical repercussion as well because that
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affects people in the countries that aren’t benefiting from it a lot more than it affects the
people in the countries that are doing it. Just because you think you can explain a causal link,
I don’t think that justifies trying to find that causal link in the first place.

MN: I mostly agree that we have a responsibility before we start doing something. Going back
to the examples that I started with, reoffending probability prediction happens. People use the
system so who is going to stop them now? They should have realized the potential. We cannot
take this kind of Newtonian view that we are scientists and therefore objective and separate.
This comes back to the issue of trust. How can you expect the public to trust what you’re
doing when you have no concern for the potential harm that you’re causing them?

WM: I completely agree. What, if anything, makes these kinds of machine learning systems
different from other scientific pursuits such as embryo research and various other things that
have these clear ethical questions around them? That comes back to something that Carlos
emphasized: the ease of use of off-the-shelf, plug-in systems that you don’t really understand,
and the ease of not even realizing that there might be a question to ask, and the ease of not
thinking what the potential harms might be because you’re not plugged into how the system is
going to work. That’s what makes these ethical questions particularly concerning in the
machine learning environment.

CZ: Of course, this is a really important question. The ethics of AI is experiencing a boom;
people are discussing it. I do agree with an earlier point: who is going to stop people from
using these kinds of tools (unless you prohibited technology, which I don’t think we really
want)? We should not be debating whether or not this technology should be available. We
should be debating about whether things like explainable AI should be mandated, so you
would not be able to develop AI without understanding what it is doing, why it is doing what
it’s doing, and so on, because if you are forced to understand these things, or to extract this
kind of information from the models you’re developing, then you will see, for example, that it
is discriminating and that it will be illegal. There are laws in place that say you cannot make
decisions based on certain protected categories, but the only way ahead is for us to say
whenever you want to develop an AI system to make some decision, you have to apply certain
AI tools to rule out the possibility that you are discriminating. These are the kind of
frameworks we already have in many different contexts, and they are what we should apply
here too.

LD: Transparency is only one tool in the AI ethics toolbox. There are some harms that we
think transparency can mitigate and you do see applications where you wonder why anybody
ever thought this was a good idea. The Victorian science of phrenology was supposed to be
able to tell things about people based on the shape of their skull. There are an awful lot of
weird AI applications where someone thought we could do facial recognition and be able to tell
you all sorts of stuff about a person. This is clearly pseudoscience at best, and deeply harmful
at worst. So, yes, the first question, before you start talking about transparency and
mitigation, should be whether you should even do this work at all. In the standard I was
involved with, we didn’t touch on this a lot, but we did a bit because we talked about the
transparency of the verification of validation processes as well as the system itself. Have you
done an analysis of the possible harms? Have you done an analysis of the potential for bias?
Can you tell us what that was? If you identified this potential bias, what have you done about
it?

Regulation is slow and the law is even slower, but they aren’t the only tools we have. The
Algorithmic Justice League has had considerable success recently in persuading various law
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enforcement agencies to stop using facial recognition technologies. There are pressure groups
and organizations which are directly looking to identify areas where AI is being used already,
and where it is causing harm, and then to mobilize around that. Clearly, there’s a limit to how
far pressure groups can go. They are not going to get much traction, but that doesn’t mean
it’s not worth engaging with these organizations.

Q: (Unidentified person) Are we the next Manhattan Project?

WM: I think it’s right that in the long term we might well, at least for some applications, be
looking at legislating for explainability criteria of some kind for our algorithms. The difficulty
is going to be knowing that the explainability systems that we’re imposing on those algorithms
are actually going to rule out the potential harms. There’s lots of theory and philosophy-like
work still to do because we’re not quite sure what some of these explainability things are really
doing for us. What is the heat map showing us? It’s not, I think, yet clear.

Q: (Dr. Chris Swain, Cambridge MedChem Consulting) Presumably a human being predicted
reoffending in the past. Were they put through the same scrutiny?

NM: If you select training data that are consistent with what the human believes, then it’s
true that there’s a positive feedback loop that the human would be happy with the algorithm.
AI is making the same wrong decision that it would have made anyway, and the human verifies
this. So, this is dangerous, but at the very least, it is not a computer that said you have to
stay in jail. There is some reasoning behind that and then maybe an appeal is possible. Maybe
a discussion is possible. If the tool gives an additional credibility to the decision saying how it
came from all these complicated calculations, then that seems wrong to me, but the earlier
point about the ease with which you can train and deploy systems is actually a danger. In the
class I teach on machine learning I tell the students that it’s easier to become a data scientist
than it is to become, say, a baker. To bake bread, you need to know lots of things about bread
and yeast and stuff. To become a data scientist, all you need is a downloaded Python program
and some data. You just throw those data at the Python program, and it produces something,
and you think you’ve done something good, and this is very dangerous. So much of that is now
happening. If you want to become a data scientist, start with linear algebra, get your
probability theory right, go one step at a time.

LD: Sometimes we do have a measure of success and sometimes we have measures which are
not related to human subjectivity. Sometimes we have ones which are closer to something more
objective than not. Take the case of reoffending rates. Lots of these systems are also used for
CV triage. You have all the CVs you had and know which people you did employ. Obviously
that bakes in prejudice from the 1970s to the 1980s. It depends how far back the CVS go, but
even reoffending is affected by a human bias because you know the who reoffended, but that
depends upon who was arrested and then charged and found guilty. All of those processes are
subject to human bias.

I do know someone who did some work on the probation granting system and she came up
with a much simpler system and she always said that you age out of crime. If you’re over 30
and this is a first offense, you probably won’t do it again, but if you have something that’s
more transparent at that level, there are then grounds for appeal. What do we need to do
differently to change the way this decision was made? If the answer is just “the algorithm said
no”, then it’s very difficult to do anything about it, and even if the algorithm is biased,
transparency can be a tool. Some of the input data may concern whether your mother was
ever arrested. That’s clearly racially skewed. Was she ever charged or found guilty? There are
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clear grounds for appeal here if your mother was only arrested. A racially biased question is
going to introduce some bias into the decision making that transparency can help you uncover.
It is quite hard to get data which isn’t intrinsically biased because the only ground truth we
have is the decisions people previously made about people.

Q: (Emelie Bratt, BSI) A lot of the conversation here touches on things that I’ll be speaking
about tomorrow. BSI started on formal international standardization about four years ago and
it still feels as if we’re behind the timeline in terms of seeing products on market deployed
without appropriate AI legislation. Specifically, elements of healthcare devices have been
touched on as a potential area of risk to society if all other components are highly legislated
and AI is the only missing piece of the puzzle.

At the moment, we’re trying to emulate some of the discussions that are being had on this
panel with regard to pulling together industry consensus along with legislative input on where
we can define areas of providing a safe foundation and a platform to have industry buy in for
further implementation and where we feel the safe level should be for them build further
advances onto it. There’s a lot of politics in this space because the U.K. is just one of the
many players in the field. of providing a safe foundation and a platform to have industry buy
in for further implementation and agreement on where the safe level should be for them to
further advances onto. When you talk about legislation standardization and putting together
guidance for industry to follow, the notion of self-regulating is a bit scary and putting down
very hard regulatory lines to say this is what can and can’t be permitted is equally scary.
There’s quite a tightrope to walk.

Other countries have developed other approaches to this, but standardization is voluntary in
nature. Standards development is based on consensus process as the direction of growth and
development should support industry and provide that safe foundation for evolution to grow
into, and trustworthiness. Safety, governance, risk assessments, and bias are key starter topics
that we’re hoping pick up on and we have already started developing and publishing work
around them.

WM: international cooperation is incredibly important because the system can run anywhere
in the world. An interested player just wants to find the lowest regulation (as happens with
gambling websites) and where to put their servers. So, it’s going to be important that there’s
international. agreement here. It’s absolutely right that self-regulation, at least for anything
that’s touching anything like safety or ethical questions such as reoffending, is just a
nonstarter. Self-regulation might be OK within very specific bounds, for instance, augmenting
or helping or backing up or looking out X rays, but for most things we are going to need some
quite serious regulation.

LD: The BSI is a pioneer in this area. They had a standard for ethical robots almost before
anybody else was even talking about AI and ethics. I’ve seen progress over the last 5-10 years
from people making quite high-level aspirational statements about ethics and AI, to some
fairly pointed critiques, particularly when companies issue high-level ethical statements. People
hold them to those statements and show where they fall short and say it’s not good enough
just to say we have these ethical guidelines because we want to see more. There’s a lot of work
to be done there toward development of standards which aren’t necessarily being used widely
yet, but at least are there. You can demand to know whether something was developed in
accordance with the standard.
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There is also the rise of pressure groups like the Algorithmic Justice League I mentioned and
the move towards legislation. There has actually been a lot a lot of progress. We haven’t got a
solution yet, but I don’t think there’s cause for pessimism. There has been very rapid progress
in the discussion space of what it means for AI to be ethical, and to develop it in an ethical
fashion. What is good enough? What’s not good enough is when someone is trying to hide
behind something which makes it look ethical and it is not. We’re not there yet, but things are
moving very fast, and in a good direction.

10 Session 6. AI and Molecules

10.1 Event detection in single-molecule data. How to find molecular
signatures without (too many) prior assumptions

Prof. Tim Albrecht, Professor of Physical Chemistry, University of Birmingham

The full video of Albrecht’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/J44UwGE6od4.

Four research areas interest Albrecht:

• Single-molecule biosensing with nanopores and nanopipets99

• Spin-polarized interfaces for improved chemistry

• Biosensing with quantum mechanics: sequencing-by-tunneling

• Charge transport and thermoelectrics.

These experiments have certain common features, for example, they are generally easily
automated. Physical insights can be gained by merging measurement automation, large
datasets, and large variance and complex behavior.

Albrecht’s fist example concerned resistive pulse sensing data. These are current-time data. A
resistive pulse sensor is a liquid-filled cell which is separated into two half cells using a thin
membrane. A small pore (2-200 nanometers) connects the two half cells. You have significant
control over the size of this pore from an electrical point of view. If you have two electrodes in
the system and you apply a voltage, a current will pass through the system, and it is largely
determined by the size of the pore (Figure 31). A piece of DNA is negatively charged. If you
bias the electrode positively, then DNA will eventually move across this membrane through the
pore. Because the nanopore is the largest source of resistance in the system, any change in the
conductance of the pool, for example, because DNA is moving through it, will change the
overall current observed.
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Figure 31. Nanopore translation data and events.

Current and time are measured and current versus time traces are made. For every time a
piece of DNA translocates through the pore, you see a dip in the trace. This is called an event.
The events correspond to translocation of an individual molecule. In the simplest case, when
the DNA moves through the pore in a linear fashion, there is a sort of rectangular pulse, but a
whole range of event shapes can be observed. For example, if the DNA is folded, the trace
looks different, if it has knots, then every knot, depending on the size of the pore, can be
picked up. You can also detect proteins adsorbed to the DNA so you can make DNA structures
that have capture probes associated with them, and those capture probes can then be made
specific to particular protein targets.

Albrecht showed an example of three events (Figure 32) where there is a DNA carrier structure
with a capture probe hanging off the side, and there is a subevent that occurs within the event
structure which contains the analytically important information. You might want to determine
whether a target has bound to this particular capture probe, how many probes they are, what
the ratio of bound versus unbound probes is, to get an idea of concentrations, and so on.
Albrecht showed an atomic force microscope picture of one of those carrier structures (Figure
32, bottom left).
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Figure 32. Nanopore translocation events.

The noise characteristics of the translocation data are generally quite well-known and
characterized based on the electronic behavior of the recording equipment etc. Events are
fairly sparse. They will occur at random locations, but, generally, there are less than 1% of
data points associated with events compared to data points that are background. Typically,
you would use conventional threshold searches to identify events, but that is not the only thing
you can do. Albrecht’s team is currently working on either statistical means of identifying
events, for example, through zero crossing theory. You could even think about a network that
is trained up on noise, but then discovers that, for example, when it encounters an event, it is
not very good at predicting that. You could potentially use that without making any great
assumptions about what event shape you are expecting. On the left of Figure 33 is a carrier
DNA with one capture probe and the target bound (the example discussed earlier) with one
subevent; on the right there is a carrier with two subevents.

Figure 33. More nanopore translocation examples.

In principle, you can do control experiments that provide you with the training data for
supervised classification, but there is scope for unsupervised classification as well. If, for
example, you zoom into the entrance of the pore and initially the DNA is in solution and is
subject to Brownian motion, it then comes close to the entrance of the pore, where there is a
strong electric field and then it is forced to unravel as it goes through. What happens on the
outside as the DNA approaches the pool and undergoes certain dynamics before entering the
pool is something that we do not have the tools to study. You might be interested in changing
noise behavior or some other patterns.
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The second topic of Albrecht’s talk was single-molecule conductance-distance data. These are
used more for molecule characterization than for sensing. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM),
an imaging technique, is used. Albrecht showed an example of STM imaging, of an organic
adlayer on gold. The gold atoms were in an acetate buffer in solution (left of Figure 34) and in
air (right of Figure 34).1100 This technique offers high atomic or molecular resolution, and you
can also use it to identify or probe individual molecules.

Figure 34. STM imaging.

Albrecht showed an example of some types of data and “events” (Figure 35) for a bipyridine
on the surface. The tip of an STM is pushed into the surface and then withdrawn, and as it
withdraws it picks up the molecular species on the surface until the junction breaks. You look at
the current as a function of distance and initially see a decrease. Then there is a plateau feature
while the molecular junction is intact. The junction then breaks and there is a drop, with often
noise level. You can extract the current per molecule from the step height and also identify the
length of a molecular junction before it breaks.

Figure 35. Conductance-distance data.

The data are then represented in 1D or 2D histograms. They may look like the example101 in
Figure 36. Notice the log scale and variance. The plateau feature that you would expect is not
necessarily what you observe.
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Figure 36. Conductance-distance data histograms.

Looking at an entire dataset, a different one in this case,102 you see other, more complex
behavior (Figure 37). Here there is something that is similar to a plateau, but maybe more of
an undulation; there is one curve that seems to undulate, then break off; there are telegraphic
noise patterns, and so on. Some of these behaviors might be artifacts, but some will have
physical meaning, and you want to extract all the information and interpret it.

Figure 37. Conductance-distance data traces.

Unfortunately, especially for new molecular systems, it is not a priori clear what a molecular
signature looks like. No assumptions should be made about “expected” behavior, because they
could introduce user or confirmation bias (you might simply find what you are looking for in a
large dataset); lead to information loss (you might not find what you are not looking for); or
miss the complexity of the dataset (you might miss the presence of subpopulations or be
unable to quantify them).

Dimensionality reduction techniques can be helpful here. Those that have been used include
principal component analysis (PCA), deep CNNs,103 t-distributed stochastic neighbor
embedding (t-SNE), vector-based classification (MPVC),104 and autoencoders (AE).105 One
example is unsupervised data classification using image recognition combined with
dimensionality reduction.105 The data were sequential current- (or conductance)-distance
traces.101 The aim was to see if these data could be treated as images from which salient
features could be extracted.

Open-access image recognition networks such as AlexNet, ResNET and VGGNet,106 have
already been trained on millions of images and photos such as cats, dogs, and ships, initially
hand-labeled. Once trained, they can identify objects in previously unseen images. The
training data are not domain-specific; they are unrelated to the task at hand.
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Albrecht’s team used AlexNet with a feature extractor part and a classifier part. It produces a
reduced dimensional representation of an image and then classifies it. The team changed the
network, replacing the classifier with a dimensionality reduction part. An autoencoder takes
the feature extractor output and reduces it further to something like a 2D representation
where different molecular behavior is represented by different clusters.

Albrecht gave an example of three molecules of a molecular wire which is connected to
electrodes. The G(d) data101 for 1,4-phenylenediisocyanide and analogues (Figure 38) were
measured separately, so the team knew which trace belonged to which molecule. In terms of
2D histograms, the data show overall different behavior: different plateaus, different numbers
of plateaus, and so on.

Figure 38. 1,4-phenylenediisocyanide analogues.

Dimensionality reduction was carried out on the raw data as well as on the feature extractor
output from AlexNet. When PCA, MPVC, tSNE, and AE were applied to the raw data
directly, although all three molecules were well-separated, they fell into different areas of the
cluster plot: distinct clusters were not seen.105 When the researchers looked at the individual
molecules, they saw different behavior or subclustering. There was no subgroup within each
molecule, so you would expect that each individual molecule was represented by a single
ensemble.

Next, Albrecht et al. applied an AE for dimensionality reduction to the feature extractor
output of AlexNet. In the case of MBdNC, initially the result was somewhat disappointing. All
three molecules overlapped to some extent but looking at the MBdNC dataset after feature
extraction and dimensionality reduction, the researchers found two clusters for subpopulations
in the data. They analyzed the plateau positions for the two and hypothesized that perhaps in
cluster one there were individual single molecule junctions, whereas in cluster zero, maybe two
or more molecules which do not break off cleanly. The team then looked at the effect of
training at 100, 300, and 1000 epochs. Further training of the autoencoder for BdNC did not
make a difference, but there was improved separation for MBdNC. In the case of tBuBdNC, a
new subpopulation emerged after 1000 epochs. This observation was neither expected nor
previously known for MBdNC and tBuBdNC. The physical interpretation is tentative.

Finally, Albrecht discussed new results from the application of image recognition and
dimensionality reduction for unsupervised classification of voltammetric data. These data are
measured as a current as a function of applied voltage or potential. The shape of the data
traces then depends on the reaction mechanism of the reaction that you are investigating and
on the electrode geometry and the size (Figure 39). The technology Albrecht described could
potentially be applied in electrochemical surface imaging where you map out reactivity in
different places along the surface, or it might be applied in quality control and testing of
autonomous electrochemical sensors.
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Figure 39. Voltammetric data, shape of CV.

The workflow is similar to the one described earlier: electrochemical data are plugged in and
the researchers either use dimensionality reduction on the raw dataset (just the image data),
or they put it through a feature extractor, and in this case, they use VGG 16.106 Then they
perform dimensionality reduction on the features. For every electrode radius, they get three
cyclic voltammograms (E, EC and ECE, for six different radii and they tried to perform the
classification using dimensionality reduction techniques. They used PCA, t-SNE, and UMAP
either on raw data or feature extractor output. The objective was to maximize separation
between triplets (measured by distance metric) and also between groups (measured by
silhouette score). High values indicate a good separation.

Figure 40 shows the results of dimensionality reduction on raw data (in blue) and on features
(in orange) For separation within triplets, it does not make much difference whether you apply
dimensionality reduction on features or on raw data, but when you then look at the separation
of triplets according to electrode radii, it is quite a differentiated picture, where PCA does a
lot better on features than on raw data, After looking very carefully at which method is used
for which purpose, the team progressed with PCA analysis.

Figure 40. Dimensionality reduction.

For PCA, 50% of the variance is explained within the first six dimensions on raw data, and the
first three dimensions on features. You could say the information content is more compressed on
features. Overall, PCA is better than t-SNE, which is better than UMAP, and as before, there is
no domain-specific knowledge and separation is based on shape and appearance. Albrecht would
argue that maybe there is some generality to this approach.
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10.2 Making sense of highly flexible molecular simulations. Where AI can
help and where not

Dr. Christof Jäger, Assistant Professor, Faculty of Engineering, University of
Nottingham

The full video of Jäger’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/mJ652138x0k.

The Sustainable Process Technologies (SPT) Research Group at Nottingham develops
innovative products and processes by integrating biocatalytic and chemical approaches to add
value to renewable feedstocks. It combines biocatalysis, synthetic biology, chemistry, materials
science, and process engineering to develop advanced biomanufacturing processes, sustainable
production methods, and functional materials. Jäger was a computational ezymologist in the
group, interested in biocatalysis and in using enzymes and microbes to produce chemicals.
Applications include digesting plastics to address the problems of sustainable production or
sustainable degradation of products and waste products, and reusing waste products.

Jäger is particularly interested in workflow developments (Figure 41) and much of his work is
related to MD in enzyme catalysis and multiscale modeling methods.107–109 His colleagues in
the laboratory have methods to generate mutation libraries of enzymes and then test them.
One of the most well-known experimental techniques is directed evolution. This is highly
efficient but very costly, and the team have still not interpreted why, for example, a catalyst is
working better than another one. To do this in silico, Jäger can also produce a mutation
library, can rank the mutations for what effect they might have, and can study the kinetics
and thermodynamics of biocatalysis (Figure 41).

Figure 41. ML-supported simulation workflows.

Jäger’s postdoc Marko Hanzevacki has studied radical enzymes and in particular glycine
radical activating enzymes: reactive peptide radicals which are hard to control.108,110 Jäger’s
team have enzymes can be controlled nicely. They aim to find out if they can make use of their
methods either to make new products or, since these enzymes are also very important in the
gut microbiome, to investigate their role in antibiotic resistance.

Enzyme-based iron-sulfur clusters feature in many essential biological processes. Their
functionality extends beyond simple electron transfer, relying primarily on the redox activity
of the clusters, with a remarkable diversity for different enzymes. The active-site structure and
the electrostatic environment in which the cluster resides direct this redox reactivity. Oriented
electric fields in enzymatic active sites can be significantly strong and understanding the
extent of their effect on iron-sulfur cluster reactivity can inform first steps toward rationally
engineering their reactivity.108
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Large conformational changes are needed for activation of glycine radical enzymes111,112

(Figure 42, top left). Jäger’s ML-supported simulation workflow (Figure 42) includes
conformational sampling (A) of individual enzymes to create multiple initial complexes and
docking poses; the subsequent selection of simulations (D) is optimized by training an artificial
neural network (ANN) to score the simulation fitness (E) and a genetic algorithm (GA) cycle
to optimize improved starting configurations (F).

Figure 42. Overall ML-supported simulation workflow.

Jäger presented movies to illustrate how to understand the formation of the activation
complex using MD simulations. Microseconds of molecular simulations showed the region
which binds to the activating enzyme and the residue which needs to be activated highly
buried. The team applied PCA for dimensionality reduction. It relies on linearity in the system
and linear transitions, but it works well for many of the enzymes. Jäger’s video was for minima
in the most highly populated region of the PC1-PC2 space and showed a closed versus a more
open structure. IN an important a hinge mad all the region approachable for the activating
enzyme. This information is taken into docking. This is how the team can slowly build a
dataset of initial structures for their workflow.

Jäger’s second topic was some work on a series of lipids called mycolic acids carried out by
Athina Meletiou and Wilma Groenewald. These relatively complex, big lipids are incorporated
in the cell wall of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. They are part of the integrity of the cell wall
and part of the defense of the cell wall, for example, against antibiotics. Not just one molecule
has this role, but a composition of different molecules. These lipids are very diverse and 20-30
have already been discovered in nature, but hundreds are possible.113

A proper conformational description of different mycolic acids in different environments can
inform about their potential role in the complex setup of the bacterial cell wall. Jäger’s team
have shown that MD simulations of mycolic acid folding in vacuo, in implicit, and explicit
solvation can be used to characterize conformers in seven groupings relating to bending at the
functional groups (W, U, and Z-conformations, Figure 43). The team engaged in citizen
science, pairing up in a couple of projects with the World Community Grid which is using the
BOINC engine hosted by Krembil. This has facilitated volunteer computing for over 144
different mycolic acids in different conditions, and over 80,000 individual simulations.
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Figure 43. Characterization of conformers.

When Jäger first started this project, he thought these lipids would fold into a structure, but
apparently most of them do not: they are extremely flexible. They have very different and also
transient conformations. They undergo an almost chaotic way of folding and unfolding and
refolding during the simulations, which is also slightly different depending on the starting
conditions. So, the team needed to analyze the data, but they could not go through 80,000
simulations by hand.

Connor McGee, a Ph.D. student, is working on ML methods. ML approaches in MD
simulation analysis include PCA-based clustering (external and internal coordinates), and
reinforcement learning strategies (Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs)), but first Jäger discussed
“supervised” clustering methods, where you define branching points and branch-point distance
thresholds (Figure 43) for the folded structures and systematically cluster W, U, and Z. This is
simple and you can use it, but you have a low percentage (about 10%) coverage of
conformations, and the method fails by definition to find conformations beyond known ones. It
also fails to account for variability beyond this system and it has no transferability at all.
Remember that the dataset is complex in that sense that these molecules are not all the same
size, so you have different chain lengths in between which have a significant effect, and
different chemical functionalities as well.

In PCA-based clustering there is a transformation from Cartesian to a distance matrix of
interatomic distances, dimensionality reduction is achieved by selecting PCs with large
eigenvectors only, and clustering is by energy cut-offs. The definition of energy is in there
already and a Boltzmann average is used. The molecule can be visualized sitting in water or in
hexane, with different conformations, and one is more stable than the other (Figure 44). The
free energy landscapes reveal new crucial conformations, but they need individual inspection.
Also, PCAs are not easily transferable between systems, and they rely on the linearity of
conformational changes.
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Figure 44. Results from PCA-based clustering.

Self-Organizing Maps (SOMs) are a type of neural network that attempts to map a
high-dimensional space (such as Jäger’s MD dataset) into two dimensions, whilst preserving
the topological features present. Due to this, data points that are close in a self-organizing
map are similarly close in the true dataset. This allows you to cluster similar points within the
SOM, and as each data point represents a molecular structure, discover conformations that
may otherwise be missed through linear methods. SOMs have been demonstrated to work
effectively on nonlinear problems, and intuitively describe the “shape” of the data. SOMs have
a single layer of neurons defined by four key hyper parameters: number of neurons, shape of
the neurons (hexagonal or quadratic), sigma (the spread of the neighborhood function), and
the initial learning rate. The learning rate can be refined. With more training, an SOM can
discriminate between highly flexible and less flexible systems. Heat maps of your structures
can be produced. With SOMs, more hidden structures are revealed. Systematic “sweet spot
optimization” is possible through systematic hyperparameter evaluation. Transferability is
attained due to decoupling of the structural coordinate system. SOMs are not biased by large
linear transitions in the dataset.

Another thing that Jäger is investigating is whether you can predict which methods work
better or worse. One thing that can be applied is chaos theory. Chaos is a property of
deterministic dynamical systems that can arise due to nonlinearity. This can cause dynamical
systems, even in the absence of stochastic effects, to be unpredictable. Investigating Maximal
Lyapunov Exponents in flexible molecular systems might give insights into flexibility
prediction and show whether the folding is really deterministic or driven by numerical
differences in the starting positions.

10.3 Physically inspired deep learning of electronic structure for the design
of tailormade functional molecules

Dr. Reinhard Maurer, Associate Professor in Computational Chemistry,
University of Warwick

There is no video available for this talk.

Maurer’s research group focuses on the theory and simulation of molecular reactions on
surfaces and in materials. They study the structure, composition, and reactivity of molecules
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interacting with solid surfaces. Using quantum mechanical simulation methods, such as DFT,
their goal is to find a detailed understanding of the explicit molecular-level dynamics of
molecular reactions as they appear in heterogeneous catalysis, photochemistry, and
nanotechnology. Their method development efforts target the efficient simulation of
nonadiabatic and quantum effects in large surface-adsorbate systems, complex surface
nanostructures, and gas-surface dynamics.

Accurate quantum chemistry is slow and fast quantum chemistry is inaccurate, so there is a
constant trade-off between computational cost and accuracy. Another challenge is that
chemical compound space is bigger than the known universe.114 Machine learning can be useful
because it allows you to facilitate property prediction with quantum chemistry to accelerate
calculations, potentially to fill gaps where methods are inconsistent or inaccurate, and to
dispense with repetitive tasks.115 It can also help you to invert the structure-property
paradigm, to make you less reliant on having to have structures before you do anything else.
This is useful when it comes to designing molecules and predicting new types of molecules with
very specific properties.

Figure 45 shows a very simple representation of the Schrödinger equation and all the different
approximations that it stands for that you try to solve, and the materials you want to
represent. They can be described by a set of coordinates: first, a set of vectors that define the
position vectors of where the atoms sit, and then a vector that specifies the elements that
comprise the molecule. Once you can solve this equation, you get a potential energy landscape
or a scalar field as a function of all the coordinates that tells you what the chemical space
looks like. You can think of chemical space as a universe, or a cluster of galaxies, where each
galaxy is a different composition of molecules, with different ways of combining atoms.

Figure 45. Solving a problem with the Schrödinger equation.

This is a very complex and hierarchical multilayered space. If you zoom into one of these
galaxies, you can see that for each possible combination of elements there are lots of different
ways you can align them in space, with different configurations: a very rugged, messy
landscape that is very hard to understand and very hard to traverse. If you zoom even further,
you get to the point where you can see different, stable compounds and the ways how you can
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transform one into the other. When you talk about machine learning in the context of
quantum chemistry or materials discovery, you need to talk about which hierarchical level you
want to address. Do you want to talk about finding new compositions of molecules or just
about exploring different transformations?

When Maurer’s group want to understand how molecules interact with surfaces (Figure 46),
they put them onto a surface and study the complicated dynamics that unfold once they come
off. They measure how the properties of the molecule change after this interaction, for
example, how the quantum state that defines the molecule changes.

Figure 46. How molecules interact with metal surfaces.

When you do this on metal surfaces, because of the strange nature of the electronic structure,
there are lots of effects where it is not sufficient to know only the ground state energy. The
molecule can excite electrons and these electrons generate so-called nonadiabatic effects that
siphon off energy from the molecule in a way that traditional classical dynamics cannot
capture. So, it is not enough to know the energy as a function of coordinates, you also need to
know where the electrons sit. You need to know the occupations of different electronic states at
the same time. In addition, you need machine-learning methods that can capture these excited
states and couplings between different states. You need machine learning of the full electronic
structure, not just the ground state.

So, Maurer’s group are interested in starting dynamics, and they want to follow time series
data. At each and every point in time, they want energies, forces, and other properties. In
classical molecular dynamics, when they solve the equation, they calculate the energy and the
forces, and they propagate the system in time. There have been numerous efforts in recent few
years to use high dimensional interpolation with machine learning to construct interatomic
potentials and force fields (Figure 47) that facilitate that (i.e., translate those costly data into
more computationally efficient models).
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Figure 47. Machine learning for molecular dynamics.

Maurer’s team typically use deep neural networks. SchNet116,117 (Figure 48) is one of these. In
this case, the researchers do not construct the features that define the input, but they let the
deep neural network learn the representation and train it onto the system.

Figure 48. SchNet: ML-based interatomic potentials with an atomistic deep neural network.

That is just one example of how you can construct the scalar field out of training data, but if,
for example, you want to do quantum dynamics in some state effects, you need to propagate
the time-dependent Schrödinger equation rather than use classical dynamics or some
approximation thereof. For that, you need to know the wavefunction at each point in time and
it is much more useful to have a machine-learning model of the full quantum mechanics
Hamiltonian of the system, because once you have that, you can evaluate the energies and the
wavefunctions, and because of the way quantum mechanics works, once you know the
wavefunction, you can evaluate different expectation values if you know the corresponding
quantum mechanical operators (Figure 49).
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Figure 49. Machine learning for molecular dynamics.

In an ideal world, what Maurer’s team wants is a machine learning surrogate model of
electronic structure so that they can look at all these problems, combining different methods.
In the group, people work on different areas. One of these is to perform and improve some of
the electronic structure theory methods the team uses.118 Another one is to develop new
techniques to do nonadiabatic molecular dynamics119 to look at photochemistry and excited
state chemistry effects, but the researchers also look at light meter coupling,120 that is how
light leads to excitation and how light and electrons interact with each other. The group tries
to combine all of these techniques with machine learning of electronic structure, by
constructing machine learning circuit models that replicate the electronic structure that they
would otherwise get from solving ab initio electronic structure theory.

One example of such an approach is the SchNet deep neural network for orbitals
(SchNOrb).121 This is an atomistic, atom-centered deep neural network that first has two
layers that learn the atomic environment for each atom in the molecule, and then additional
layers that learn pairwise interactions between these atoms, at the end predicting the full
Hamiltonian, as given by local atomic orbital representations (Figure 50).
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Figure 50. SchNet deep neural network for orbitals (SchNOrb).

You can train these Hamiltonians for different systems as a function of positions and elemental
composition, and you can diagonalize to give energies and wavefunctions. You not only need to
train on distances between atoms, but also on directional distance vectors and this is something
you do with so-called equivariance. All of quantum chemistry has certain symmetries and one
of the revelations in machine learning in the physical sciences in the last few years was that
once you teach the machine-learning model to capture the important symmetries of the system,
things are much easier (Figure 51).

Figure 51. Capturing rotational equivariance by data augmentation.

Permutation symmetry and permutation invariance is one example: swapping elements of the
same type, when the energy does not change. Another is rigidly rotating the system. The
energy does not change, and when you rigidly rotate the Hamiltonian, the Hamiltonian
elements change because you have Cartesian orbitals that rotate with respect to each other.
These can be captured. If you train a model on, for example, the water molecule and you
rigidly rotate it, the machine learning model predicts the orbitals as they rotate with the
system. It correctly captures the equivariance of the problem. You can do this by standard
rotational algebra in the relevant symmetry groups.

It is now possible to train on quantum chemistry data (e.g., DFT, hydrophobic wavefunctions)
and ab initio molecular dynamics data to train models for different molecules. An example, for
the ethanol molecule, is shown in Figure 52. Here, the team trained a Hamiltonian model and
predicted the corresponding orbital energies, occupied, unoccupied, and highest occupied
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molecular orbital etc. and the corresponding wave functions and the model worked quite well,
even though it is a very simple system and there are some limitations.

Figure 52. Predicting wave functions and energies.

When the team did this in 2019, they were only able to do one model per molecule, and the model
was not able to look at condensed phase materials in periodic boundary conditions, crystals
and so on.121 Some of these issues have recently been fixed. Good results were also obtained
for malondialdehylde (Figure 53). The researchers have shown that the all the wavefunctions
predicted nicely match that of the DFT or electronic structure reference.

Figure 53. Malondialdehyde.

The Maurer group can study the dynamics of systems now they have access to the wavefunction,
and they can use the power of chemical analysis to understand where the charges go in the system
or how bonds break and form122 (Figure 54).
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Figure 54. Bond and charge analysis measures calculated from SchNOrb wave functions.

They can also carry out inverse chemical design, finding a structure with a tailored electronic
property by gradient ascent and descent (Figure 55). SchNOrb provides an analytical
wavefunction representation. You can ask how to modify a structure to optimize the
HOMO-LUMO gap of the system. This is really interesting because this is something that
could not be done with quantum chemistry without machine learning.

Figure 55. Quantum ML for inverse chemical design.

Very recently, Maurer and his collaborators have been able to extend this to the condensed phase,
so they can now construct effective Hamiltonian models for crystal systems (Figure 56) shows a
very simple system (bulk aluminum), but it demonstrates that it is possible to predict the band
structure and the density of state of a system.123 The researchers are also looking at silicon and
more complicated multi-element crystals. The researchers are also looking at silicon and more
complicated multi-element materials. They are now interested in using this to do photocatalytic
design and photocatalytic simulations, and in looking at training time-dependent problems, not
just training the ground state electronic structure.
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Figure 56. ML prediction of electronic structure.

One limitation of the early models was that the researchers had one model for each molecule but
did not have a single machine-learning model to predict the wavefunction of multiple molecules.
That has changed and they now have a model that allows prediction of the electronic structure
for multiple molecules124 (Figure 57). They trained the model on the OE62 database of nearly
62,000 crystal forming molecules of up to 174 atoms125 from the Cambridge Structural Database
(CSD) with hybrid DFT-level data on all the energy levels and other different properties.

Figure 57. Electronic structure ML: one model for many molecules.

They also have a small subset of data that is more accurate on many-body theory data that is
good at capturing electron affinity ionization potentials. They trained a SchNet+H model on
OE62 orbital energies and obtained good correlation (Figure 58) so they could do meaningful
prediction, but only at the level of DFT, so this was not yet something they could use in
order to predict the election affinity or photoemission spectra. So, they adjusted this using
something called delta machine learning where they trust that the baseline that this model
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forms is acceptable and use another model to train the difference between DFT and better
perturbation theory. This additional model trains on the energy difference and the sum of the
two now gives very accurate electron addition electron removal energies of the sort that you can
actually measure in photoemission or inverse photoemission experiments (Figure 58).

Figure 58. Delta ML.

Verification (Figure 59) was carried out with molecules that were not part of the training
database,124 using data where experimental photoemission spectra were available. Maurer et
al. compared first ionization energy, second ionization energy, and so on with their electron
removal energies predicted by machine learning and the results were good, especially
considering that these molecules are quite different from the ones from which the model was
learned. They were also able to capture trends in data correctly: by forming different chains of
condensed aromatic rings, they were able to follow how the ionization potential and electron
affinity get closer, that is, how the fundamental gap gets smaller and smaller.

Figure 59. ML prediction of molecular photoemission spectra.

This is not only useful in predicting UV-Vis inverse photoemission spectra; Maurer’s group is
also investigating its use in predicting X-ray photoemission spectra. Most important, once you
have this model, you need not carry out resource-intensive DFT calculations again in order to
make predictions. Now the researchers can start to ask questions about inverse molecular
design, and one of the relevant application areas is organic electronics.
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Organic light-emitting diode (OLED) devices are made of very many different films. Every film
does something slightly different, each has very special tuning properties, and everything needs
to be aligned. You need multiple different crystalline or condensed phase systems, all of which
have electronic properties that match in a certain way, and, ideally, you need a set of molecules
with the right fundamental or optical gaps or electron affinity, and they all need to be aligned.
This is a multiproperty, multi-objective optimization problem. You are trying to explore
property space rather than structure space.

So, Maurer’s group is creating generative machine-learning models that are able to learn the
distribution of atoms in molecules. G-SchNet takes the O62 molecules and learns the
distribution of atoms. How do you build molecules based on this information? What is the
likelihood of finding an oxygen next to a carbon? What is the likelihood of finding hydrogen
here or there? Hundreds of thousands of molecules can be built. Gebauer et al. built a
generative neural network for 3D point sets that respected the rotational invariance of the
targeted structures, applied it to the generation of molecules and demonstrated its ability to
approximate the distribution of equilibrium structures using spatial metrics as well as
established measures from cheminformatics126 (Figure 60). As the model was able to capture
the complex relationship between 3D geometry and electronic properties, the team biased the
distribution of the generator toward molecules with a small HOMO-LUMO gap, an important
property for the design of organic solar cells. Once the researchers had trained this model, they
saw that it nicely fit the properties that were trained, but it only gave LUMO energies in the
same range that the training data had.

Figure 60. Generative deep learning of 3D structures.

In distribution-biased generative learning, Maurer’s group takes a structure, predicts the
property, takes the generative model which has a certain distribution, predicts the structure,
and combines them. They ask the generative model to produce about 200,000 molecules, filter
them for all nonsensical parts, and feed them into the prediction model for the electronic
structure. Then they select those molecules that have the properties that they were interested
in, for example, lower ionization potential or low electron affinity, higher ionization potential,
low fundamental gap. They then retrain the generative model with those and carry out
sequential cycles to push the distribution away from the original dataset into a regime with
extremely low ionization potentials, or they find molecules that have curious templates with
appropriate electron affinities (Figure 61).
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Figure 61. Distribution-biased generative deep learning.

It is very encouraging that the team can now tailor the desired electronic properties in the
chemical space being studied.

11 Session 7. AI and Crystals

11.1 Learning from less than perfect crystals

Dr. James Cumby, Lecturer in Inorganic Chemistry, University of Edinburgh

There is no video available for this talk.

Cumby hypothesized that if you know where the atoms are and what type of atoms they are,
this determines all of the properties of a material (and ideally, we can predict them using
quantum chemistry). Consider diamond, which is pure carbon, and is very hard and shiny.
Graphite is also pure carbon, the same as diamond in terms of composition, but diamond and
graphite have very different 3D structures, and so have very different properties. On the other
hand, cubic boron nitride has essentially the same structure as diamond, and fairly similar
composition to diamond in terms of the chemistry periodic table, where boron and nitrogen
are next to carbon. So, diamond and boron nitride have similar properties: they are some of
the hardest materials known.

Consider also carvone which has two stereoisomers. (R)-carvone smells of spearmint and
(S )-carvone is the predominant smell in caraway seeds. These slightly different structures give
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rise to different properties, but it is not just the local conformation of the structures that is
important, it sometimes depends on how the molecules pack in 3D space. An important
example is ritonavir, the first crystal structure of which was a successful HIV medication until
a different polymorph appeared. This second one was much less effective as an HIV medication
and is, unfortunately, the stable polymorph, so once this was generated, it was very difficult to
recover the first form. The stereogenic centers are the same for both polymorphs. The only
difference is the way the molecules pack next to each other, and that is what influences the
physical properties. The key principle here is that all materials exist in the same
high-dimensional “structure-composition” space, and the similarity of their properties is
dependent on their location. Given enough structural data, you can learn the relationships
between them.

You take crystal structures out of databases such as the CSD or the Inorganic Crystal
Structure Database (ICSD), but you cannot drop these straight into traditional machine
learning algorithms since crystal structures are inherently nonunique because you have
different unit cells depending on your definition. Instead, you need some sort of descriptor, and
this is true even for feeding structures into deep learning networks. You need descriptors
invariant to axis rotations and translations, atomic permutation, and system size.

Broadly speaking, these descriptors fall into three categories. One is based on distances, for
example, radial distribution function (RDF), which is the pairwise distances between atoms
and obeys all of the required invariances. The second involves connectivity- or topology-based
services including graph neural networks, and something to encapsulate the composition such
as the elements themselves, or elemental properties such as ionic radii and electronegativity
values. The third is purely composition-based information.127

If you have a problem where there are few data to begin with, deep learning is not an option,
so you have to do something a bit more “old-fashioned”. The problem with many of these
descriptors is that they do not generalize, but if you combine distances with composition
information (the elements and the number of electrons on them) you can get something called
the Coulomb matrix128 which is a good way of defining your molecule as long as it has a
certain number of atoms. Obviously, if you add another atom, the size of this matrix changes.

Using such methods, chemists have been doing machine learning to predict materials. One
class of materials where there are insufficient data to train large ML models is oxyfluorides.129

Modifying metal oxides with fluorine improves properties (Figure 62).130 In superconducting
materials, the characteristics of superconductivity appear when the temperature, T is lowered
below a critical temperature T c. There are few oxyfluorides, but they are related to a known
oxide. Adding about 0.25 fluorines per unit cell increases the T c by about 50%. By varying the
oxygen-fluorine ratios, you can, in theory at least, tune for the properties that you want. The
aim of Cumby’s team is to predict new oxyfluorides starting from known oxide structures (of
which there are many).
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Figure 62. Oxyfluoride example.

There are 70,000 oxides but only 3,000 oxyfluorides and it is difficult to determine “paired”
materials. The cerium dioxide example in Figure 63 is easy to pair but the molybdenum oxide
example is not, until it is shown as polyhedra (with oxygen in red). Cumby et al. aimed to use
this pairing as the basis for a supervised machine learning problem.

Figure 63. Paired materials.

The researchers took the 70,000 oxides and 3000 oxyfluorides and found about 596 groups which
are unique structure types. Some of these contained more than one occurrence of an oxide. The
team built a decision tree model with eXtreme Gradient Boosting (XGBoost) using materials
descriptors already available in the literature. Local descriptors were coordination number, bond
lengths, and bond angles. Long range ones were symmetry-based descriptors (e.g., structural
complexity) and pairwise distances (RDF). The predictions were chemically sensible (Figure 64).
The green materials in the figure are the ones that were prelabeled as correct. The materials
appearing in the top 30 were, largely speaking, the ones for which the team had already found
oxyfluoride candidates, but the ones that are not in green are newly predicted oxyfluorides which
seem chemically sensible. A lot of the materials have very similar structures, suggesting that the
data are rather biased.
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Figure 64. Oxide materials predicted to form stable oxyfluoride analogues.

Cumby investigated this further. Consider the material on the left of Figure 65 and the one on
the right where some copper out has been taken out some nickel has replaced it. This material
was predicted by the algorithm as a suitable candidate, yet it had, surprisingly, not been
reported experimentally. The answer to what the model is missing lies in the crystallography.
Both materials are of a layered perovskite type. Figure 65 shows a slice through one of the
layers which is essentially the only difference between the two materials. In the pure copper
material, you have copper atoms in blue linked by oxygen in red. In the nickel-doped material,
there is the same arrangement but a small amount of nickel, shown in silver, occupies some of
the copper positions. You cannot have two atoms in the same place, but remember that
crystallography is an average, so here is a huge crystal, folding down to the smallest possible
repeat unit, and on average the site is almost fully copper, but there is a small smattering of
nickel atoms. About one in 20 of the sites is a nickel, so if you expand the crystal out and look
at what is happening, you see most of the sites are copper (shown in blue) but every now and
again there is a silver nickel atom. This might be influencing where the fluorine replaces
oxygen, and it represents a real problem with crystallographic databases.

Figure 65. Example of disorder.
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Situations where you have disorder over a long range are really difficult to handle. They are
difficult to measure, and they are computationally very expensive to simulate. Slight disorder
can have an effect in terms of the fluorination, but it is also really important for physical
properties. An example is corundum (Al2−xMxO3) where a difference of less than one percent
in x differentiates a sapphire from a ruby, for example. The corundums have the same
underlying crystal structure, though with small amounts of dopants, their properties are
hugely different.

Cumby wanted to find a materials descriptor that worked equally well with both ordered and
disordered materials. He likes pairwise distances as a way of representing invariances, but the
basic RDF loses a lot of information, so his team tried ranking the distances. They devised a
Grouped Representation of Interatomic Distances (GRID), a disorder-agnostic RDF. This
ranks distances for each unique atom in a unit cell or crystal. For each, you take its first
nearest neighbor, and you plot that as a histogram. Then you find the second neighbor in
distance and that gives you shell number two. The third neighbor gives you shell three and so
on.

To compare two GRID representations, to find out how similar they are, you take each of the
shells in turn and average their similarity. To define similarity in machine learning, Euclidean
distance is the usual measure (the distance between two points in multivector space) but
Cumby et al. found that earth mover’s distance worked better (Figure 66).

Figure 66. Comparing GRIDs.

To compare GRIDS with basic RDF, the team looked at a simple lattice expansion: they took a
structure, made it bigger and observed how the dissimilarity varied. Simulated cubic perovskite
ABO3 was a simple example (Figure 67). The GRID behaves as expected: as you move further
away from the diagonal, the structures are getting more dissimilar, and on the diagonal, they
are at a distance of 0. The basic RDF has discontinuities. GRID extracts more information than
the basic RDF does.
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Figure 67. Cubic perovskite, lattice expansion.

To test prediction, the team used some data from the materials project and looked at
DFT-calculated bulk moduli using a combination of both supervised (kernel ridge regression,
KRR) and unsupervised (KNN) methods. They obtained a mean absolute error (MAE) of
about 19 gigaPascals (GPa), or a median error of only 9 GPa. The state of the art, which is
based on a graph convolutional neural network, is about 10 GPa. Using this very simple
model, KNN with one nearest neighbor, with earth mover’s distance and the GRID
representation, the team managed to extract fairly good predictions of bulk modulus just from
the structure and composition. The outliers (Figure 68, right) point towards bigger problems
with the data themselves. Some of the points that lie a long way from the diagonal are cases of
two materials which are identical in terms of structure but have different atoms and then give
wildly different bulk moduli, suggesting a bigger problem with the electronic structure.

Figure 68. Prediction of bulk modulus.

Cumby’s final topic was predicting a problem or, in particular, detecting a problem. As he had
summarized earlier, average structure does not capture everything, and short-range order and
local properties are sometimes more important. One application is shape-memory alloys which
can be deformed when cold but return to their predeformed (“remembered”) shape when
heated. The properties of photovoltaics and ionic conductors also depend critically on disorder.
Ferroelectrics such as BaTiO3 are another example. In BaTiO3, the titanium atom does not sit
in the middle of its crystallographic site; it shifts away from that to lower the symmetry, and
that generates a polarization which changes with temperature. To understand such effects of
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disorder, you can put a single crystal in an X-ray beam and look at the scattered rays that
come off. The local structure features can be observed in the diffraction pattern, but the
problem is actually very complicated.

Cumby’s ultimate goal is to have a database of experimental structures where this local
disorder has been in some way rationalized. Then his team could use machine learning to
interrogate that database, automatically detect and extract features from diffraction, relate
properties of local structure with average structure, and produce realistic results.
Unfortunately, a way of representing disordered structures does not yet exist. Cumby wants to
encourage people to model the disorder they see in the diffraction and one way to do that
would be to make better, simpler tools. Detecting features within the diffraction is a nice CNN
task but the data needed are not available. So, Cumby plans to simulate some data, by
starting with some average structures, randomly replacing some atoms, correlating hole-atom
order in 0D, 1D, and 2D, and simulating diffraction pattern voxels. This is an ongoing project
to try and gather better data.

11.2 The crystal isometry principle

Dr. Vitaliy Kurlin, Reader (Associate Professor) Computer Science, University of
Liverpool

The full video of Kurlin’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/20ywx3x8Zqc.

Solid crystalline materials (periodic crystals) can have many types, but all consist of
elementary blocks (motifs) of atoms, ions, or molecules in a unit cell periodically repeated in
three directions. When mathematicians look at such periodic structures, the first challenge is
ambiguity of conventional representations. Are the lattices in Figure 69 different or equivalent?
We could rotate, choose a different unit cell, and hence get infinitely many different
representations of equivalent objects.

Figure 69. Are these lattices different or should they be equivalent?

Even if we fix a cell in a lattice, input ambiguity remains. By choosing different motifs we could
get equivalent periodic point sets up to translation (Figure 70). That is why it is very important
to rigorously define an equivalence relation on given objects before trying to classify them.

Figure 70. The same periodic point set can be given by different pairs (cell, motif).
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Luckily, crystal structures are determined in rigid form. That is why the most natural
equivalence on crystals is rigid motion or a slightly more general isometry. Isometries also
include reflections, but we could easily detect the sign of orientation, so this is not really a very
different equivalence. As a result, a periodic crystal is not a single set of points, it is an
isometry class of an infinite number of many periodic point sets that look different but are all
equivalent to each other up to rigid motion or isometry in 3D.

A typical approach to representing an infinite periodic structure is to take a finite subset and
lose periodicity. For any periodic point set, for example, the hexagonal lattice in Figure 71, we
can easily take boxes of a fixed size or balls of a fixed cut-off radius which consist of different
numbers of points. The resulting finite subsets are nonisometric from which we cannot
reconstruct a given periodic point set. That is why identical crystals can look very different if
we consider only finite subsets.

Figure 71. Nonisometric subsets of the same hexagonal lattice.

How could mathematicians distinguish crystals in a rigorous way? A crystal descriptor
(number, vector, or matrix, or other entity) is called an invariant if it takes the same value on
all isometric crystals. A crystal could be given in different ways, but an invariant should map
all these ambiguous inputs into one value of this invariant. If we get two different values of a
noninvariant on two inputs, in general, the underlying objects can be still equivalent. As for
big real data, size does not matter, invariance does.

Crystallographers have known about the ambiguity challenge for a very long time and have
tried to find a unique reduced cell. The Niggli reduced cell is the most well-known way of
defining a lattice uniquely. Methods and algorithms have been derived for identifying the
reduced cell, but even if a cell is reduced, any such reduction is discontinuous under
perturbations of a basis. A reduced cell can double under almost any perturbation. All discrete
invariants including symmetry groups are discontinuous. How can we continuously quantify a
crystal similarity? Why is continuity important? All atoms vibrate, real measurements are
noisy, and there are too many crystal structures in databases. Continuity is important for
Kurlin’s team because they were asked by their collaborators to quantify similarity
continuously.

Kurlin stated the problem in pure mathematical form (Figure 72). If structures are isometric,
the invariants should take exactly the same value and have no false negatives. Completeness is
a much harder property to satisfy. The invariant has no false positives. To quantify similarity
between periodic point sets continuously, we need a metric satisfying three axioms. The first
axiom says that the metric is 0 only for isometric crystals. Isometry detection gives a discrete
metric taking a nonzero value on all nonisometric crystals. Finding a continuous metric is
much harder than solving an equivalence problem.
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Figure 72. The isometry classification problem.

Kurlin summarized recent work by his group, producing new stronger isometry invariants of
crystals. Research on the density fingerprint of a periodic point set was presented the SoCG
2021 conference. The paper introduces key concepts and problems in the new research area of
periodic geometry and topology for materials applications.131 In the current talk, Kurlin
focused on distance-based invariants.132 While traditional comparisons of periodic structures
often used manual thresholds, symmetry groups, and reduced cells, which are discontinuous
under perturbations or thermal vibrations of atoms, this new work defines the infinite sequence
of continuous isometry invariants (average minimum distances) to capture distances between
neighbors progressively. Kurlin’s team has theoretically proved the asymptotic behavior of the
new invariants in all dimensions for a wide class of sets including nonperiodic ones. The
near-linear time algorithm for Pointwise Distance Distributions (PDD)133,134 identified all
different crystals in the CSD within a few hours on a modest desktop. Earth mover’s distance
continuously compares weighted distributions of PDD rows.

The CSD contains more than 660,000 pure periodic crystals with no disorder and full
geometric data. Kurlin’s team has carried out more than 200 billion pairwise comparisons and
found five pairs of geometric duplicates (“needles in the haystack”) with different chemistry. In
each case one atom is replaced with a different one. All the crystallographers who looked at
the examples agreed that something is wrong, and five journals are now investigating the
integrity of the underlying articles.

The resulting crystal isometry principle says that mapping all periodic crystals to periodic
point sets (without atomic types) by taking only atomic centers should be injective modulo
isometry. Hence all known and undiscovered crystals live in a common Crystal Isometry Space
of isometry classes of all periodic point sets, though not all periodic point sets are realistic
crystals (like stars in the universe).

12 Session 8. Sponsor Talks

12.1 AI insights from billions of dollars of ready-cleaned data

Will Bowers, Science and Technology Specialist, Dotmatics

The full video of Bowers’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/Qhu27A1kuik.

Dotmatics offers a comprehensive digital science platform comprising best-of-breed software,
united by a flexible enterprise data platform, enabling collaboration, automation, and analysis
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in research laboratories. More than 2 million scientists use Dotmatics applications. The
company was recently acquired, and the platform now unites Dotmatics solutions with
Geneious Biologics, SnapGene, Geneious Prime, Cytapex Bioinformatics, De Novo Software,
OMIQ, GraphPad Prism, Protein Metrics, BioBright and others. Dotmatics works with
organizations such as GSK, Pfizer, and Roche, visiting customers on site and developing
prototypes that eventually find their way into customers’ applications.

Dotmatics is founded on the principle that data “siloing” is dangerous; centralized data can be
run through a federated search to increase efficiency. The company has an electronic
laboratory notebook (ELN) and a laboratory inventory management system accredited by
good practice quality guidelines (GxP), for ensuring that customers’ data are in safe hands.
Rather than making “products”, the company makes elements of a workflow that can hook up
together in multiple ways to meet the needs of the customer. Two of the most popular
elements are the scientific data search and reporting software previously branded “Browser”
and the data visualization and analysis software for decision support, “Vortex”.

A web-based ELN has many advantages. For example, if you are running the same types of
experiments multiple times, the standardized layout means that you can put the data into the
database in a well-formatted way, so that when you need to bring them out again, it is just as
easy as putting them in. The ELN can also be easily customized, and SQL can be used, but
web-based technology has some disadvantages when it comes to high throughput machine
learning. There will be many “pings” backwards and forwards: the user will pull the data out of
the server, run a calculation, and push the results back into the server. The server then sends
the data back to the users, who, if they want to save the data, push them back into the server.
Some of the queries are fairly complex and the longer they take, the more queries there are per
second. That starts to slow down all the querying for everyone. You may need a larger server if
your system is hosted in house, and if you are running the work on an Amazon Web Services
instance, it can get very expensive.

One way to address these issues is to run high throughput edge computing. This allows the
capture, processing, and analysis of data at the farthest reaches of an organization’s network:
the “edge”. Organizations can work with urgent data in real time, sometimes without even
needing to communicate with a primary data center, and often by sending only the most
relevant data to the primary data center for faster processing. The Dotmatics user retrieves
the page and data, and the calculation is done in the page. The results are returned to the
server and the database table is updated. This means that there is no change in query time
even if the number of users increases. The system is also safer because there are fewer chances
of interception if there are fewer pings. The algorithm is brought to the user; the data are not
brought to the algorithm when you run this so-called “web worker” (essentially a separate
thread and a web page). If you are using a low-level language, you can compile that directly
into WebAssembly language that can run, for example, an artificial neural network in a web
browser. Bowers gave a live demonstration of property prediction (involving XlogP calculation)
in “Browser” and “Vortex”. The audience could watch in real time, whereas had the calculation
been done on a server, there would have been a wait for the server to finish calculating and
send the results back.

Dotmatics also want to provide users with thorough graphing, so in collaboration with
BioBright, they have been developing an interactive graphing library in terms of
understanding continuous time series so users can understand how their assays are developing
over a period of many years. Bowers demonstrated this in the data science tool (“Vortex”).
Dotmatics is also about to release a tool for doing Tanimoto comparison. The entirety of the
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Enamine REAL dataset (6 billion compounds in March 2022) can be searched at the rate of
7.8 billion compounds per second and the software retrieves the 500 most similar compounds.

12.2 Open access publishing with RSC Digital Discovery

Alexander Whiteside, Assistant Editor, Journals, Royal Society of Chemistry

The full video of Whiteside’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/oNFoSaPL1vo.

The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC) is a not-for-profit organization which represents and
supports the chemistry community. The RSC’s publishing activities span books, e-books,
journals, databases, and magazines, and this publishing supports the goals of disseminating
knowledge while providing a source of funds for other activities.

Open access (OA) publishing ensures free and permanent, unrestricted, online access to
scholarly research. Authors retain copyright to their articles under a license which also allows
users to download, copy, reuse, and distribute data. Generally, the cost of publication is moved
away from readers and on to authors. This is currently often through an Article Processing
Charge (APC) but so-called transformative agreements such as “read and publish” help with
the transition to OA as subscription budgets are being reorganized.

The number of OA journals and OA articles has grown rapidly but the global OA landscape is
very complex: funding agency and institutional mandates support varying policies (for example
Plan S) which may differ in what constitutes “true” open access. There are also issues of
equity; for example, it is understood that APC costs can discourage or prevent some authors
from publishing. OA developments are fast moving; we are in a transition period. True to its
charter, the RSC is strongly committed to increasing open science while ensuring it is
sustainable for the publisher and meets the needs of the community, communicating with
groups such as AI 4 SD to support bring their voice to the ongoing discussions.

In the case of “gold” OA journals, which are the majority of the RSC’s new journal launches,
an APC is paid on acceptance for all articles, and these (in the “version of record”) are free to
read from date of publication. APCs are waived temporarily for new journals and permanently
for Chemical Science. In their first year, articles published OA with RSC are downloaded 97%
more often than non-OA work and authors still receive value-added services from the
publisher.

All non-gold RSC journals have a hybrid OA option through which gold open access is
optional, an APC is paid on acceptance, and the individual article (in the version of record) is
free to read from the date of publication. Non-OA articles are available by subscription. The
RSC offers discounts to RSC members and to institutions subscribing to some journal
packages, for example free gold open access publication in the hybrid journals to which they
subscribe. Finally, in “green” open access, a paper initially published in a subscription journal
is deposited in a not-for-profit repository after an embargo period. The RSC allows authors to
deposit an accepted manuscript version (not the final typeset version) in an institutional
repository or other not-for-profit repository after 12 months.

Digital Discovery is a new, gold OA journal published by the RSC. It is forum for data-driven
approaches to scientific discoveries led by editor-in-chief Alán Aspuru-Guzik.135 In addition to
being free to read it is currently free of APCs until mid-2024. Aspuru-Guzik has published his
vision in an editorial. Digital Discovery welcomes both experimental and computational work
on all topics related to the acceleration of discovery such as screening, robotics, databases, and
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advanced data analytics, broadly defined, but anchored in chemistry. Peer review is handled by
associate editors Jason E. Hein, Kedar Hippalgaonkar, Linda Hung, and Joshua Schrier who
are also members of a nine-person editorial board.

Data are valuable, particularly to the community around Digital Discovery. The RSC is an
active member of several multistakeholder organizations and working groups looking to
improve standards and policies for data sharing in chemistry: the IUPAC Committee on
Publications and Cheminformatics Data Standards, the GO-FAIR initiative for chemistry, the
InChI Trust, and the Research Data Alliance Chemistry Research Data Interest Group. The
RSC encourages authors to deposit as many data as possible related to the research in line
with the FAIR principles, and for Digital Discovery it requires a data availability statement
outlining where the data can be obtained. The data are assessed by a specialist “data reviewer”
during peer review. The full research data policy is on the RSC’s author and reviewer hub.

Digital Discovery offers a novel, transparent peer review option both for transparency and so
that readers can benefit from reviewers’ insights. Authors can opt in or out of transparent peer
review up to submission of the last version of the paper, and, if the authors opt in, the reviewer
reports and the authors’ responses are published alongside the paper. This is transparent peer
review; it is not fully open peer review. The reviewer reports are still anonymous by default,
although reviewers are welcome to sign their reports and waive their anonymity if they prefer.

The RSC allows deposition of a preprint version of an article in noncommercial repositories
such as arXiv, ChemRxiv, or bioRxiv, or in institutional repositories or authors’ individual
websites. Preprints deposited in ChemRxiv can be revised but must still be a pre-acceptance
version. ChemRxiv is co-owned by the RSC, the American Chemical Society (ACS), the
German Chemical Society (GDCh), the Chinese Chemical Society, the Chemical Society of
Japan, and Technische InformationsBibliothek (TIB, Leibniz Information Center for Science
and Technology and Hannover University Library).

As alternative methods to disseminate science grow, the RSC would naturally like to mention
the benefits of formally publishing work in a peer-reviewed journal. Peer review is important
for authors because it validates the work, improves the article, and offers a mark of quality.
Peer review is essential for publication in RSC journals. The aim is always to improve the
paper and assure the quality of the research. Readers appreciate the selection process of peer
review. Reviewers see peer review as a reciprocal and professional activity. It also allows them
to keep up to date with the field and they enjoy reading new work. Peer-reviewed publication
with the RSC also includes typesetting and promotion of articles and, where appropriate,
various editorial services.

12.3 Sharing data science solutions across domains via Patterns

Dr. Sarah Callaghan, Editor-in-Chief, Patterns, Cell Press

The full video of Callaghan’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/ByfJdCILx38.

Data are the foundation of research: without data we cannot verify or reproduce research,
meaning our conclusions are shaky and unreliable. We are collecting more data than ever, and
analyzing more than ever, with machine learning and AI, but we still need the domain-specific
knowledge to evaluate our results. Black box analyses do not help our understanding of the
science. We must use AI and data science for good, to make the world a better place.
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Patterns is a gold OA, peer-reviewed journal that aims to share data science solutions so they
can be applied to problems that cross domain boundaries. On a monthly basis, it publishes
original research in data science focusing on solutions to the cross-disciplinary problems that
all researchers face when dealing with data; articles about datasets, software code, algorithms,
infrastructures, etc., with permanent links to these research outputs; and opinion pieces,
reviews, and tutorials. Since Patterns’ first issue in April 2020, it has published over 300
papers, with over 475 research article submissions [March 2022 statistics]. The most-read
article was read over 30,000 times. Patterns has an international advisory board, 39% of whom
are women. The journal provides a fair, rapid, and rigorous peer-review process.

When you had only very small amounts of data, they would be published as a table in your
article, but datasets are now so big that is not useful to publish them in hard copy anymore.
Creating, analyzing, and describing data is hard work. People publish their work so other
people can read it, understand it, and build on it. They also need the work to be peer
reviewed. Readers of Patterns are:

• researchers in data-intensive fields who use data to solve problems of scientific and social
importance

• computer and data scientists who investigate new methods to analyze, discover, transport,
and develop data, regardless of the originating domain, and

• data stewards and engineers who archive, manage, and curate data and operate and develop
tools, services, and infrastructure to support their communities.

Patterns brings together research from across domains in academia and industry to

• share knowledge about how to best develop and run data science infrastructures, tools,
and services

• communicate solutions and best practices for data science algorithms and methodologies

• discuss the human and environmental impact of decisions made using data science, and

• develop new cross-disciplinary methods for efficient data analysis, processing, archiving,
and use.

In addition to original research articles, the journal also publishes so-called “descriptor”
articles. These describe a data science output: a dataset, software code, an infrastructure,
hardware or other entity which is of use to the data science community, without the
requirement of novel analyses or ground-breaking conclusions. It describes when, how, and why
the data science object was created, and how it could be of use to the wider community. This
allows authors to have the object peer-reviewed; to publish negative results; to gain quicker
publication; and to get attribution and credit for people who might not be involved with the
analysis. It also makes it easier for scientists to find datasets and software, understand them,
and be sure of their quality and provenance.

There is also a notion of a data science companion paper. In the past, some researchers were
finding themselves in the situation where they would write a paper about using a data science
methodology on a domain science problem, but the domain science journals deemed that it
concentrated too much on computer science while the computer science journals would think
that it contained too much domain science. Patterns aims to solve this problem by publishing
articles that apply data science techniques to a domain.

Because Patterns has a very broad scope, it can be quite difficult for readers to determine the
status of the particular piece of data science that is being described, that is, how ready it is to
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be implemented in other domains. To address this issue, Patterns uses data science maturity
levels which are based on NASA’s technology-readiness levels. This assigns a number of one to
five to score whether the data science described is just the concept, a proof of concept, a
preproduction tool, a validated production tool used in many domains or problems, or a
mainstream data science output.

Patterns adheres to the FAIR65 principles. It has data availability statements, and it also
promotes sharing of data in trusted repositories. When an article is published, Patterns asks
that the authors deposit a frozen snapshot of their code in the GitHub repository and
automatically deposit it into Zenodo and get a DOI. Most data produced through publicly
funded research should be open, but obviously not all data can be made open and available to
everybody in the world. There may be confidentiality issues (e.g., a named person’s health
records), conservation issues (e.g., maps of locations of rare animals at risk from poachers),
and security issues (e.g., data and methodologies for building biological weapons). Regardless
of whether the data or code are open to everyone or not, reviewers need to have access for
quality control and checking. There should be a very good reason for publicly funded data to
not be open. As Graham Steele has said, “Publishing research without data is simply
advertising, not science”.

12.4 Predictive retrosynthesis in SciFindern

Dr. Gary Gustafson, Application Specialist, CAS

The full video of Gustafson’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/BM-BokX3V_U.

In the CAS retrosynthesis solution, millions of options can be considered and prioritized for
synthetic approaches to a molecule of interest that initiate from starting materials of
user-defined cost limits. This can be done using synthetic rules that have been generated from
curated reactions in CAS REGISTRY; 25 million reactions contributed to the generation of
150,000 rules.

In the reaction scheme that the solution proposes, two different types of transformations
appear. The first type is experimental transformations: those that exist in the literature In a
SciFindern reaction scheme. Here, the predecessor and the product are connected by a purple
solid line (Figure 73). It is possible to display the evidence for this reaction in CAS
REGISTRY.

Figure 73. Experimental transformation.
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The second type of transformation is “predictive”. “Predictive” has two meanings. In the first
case you would be trying to synthesize a molecule that does not have a published synthesis in
the literature. Instead of purple solid lines, the scheme displayed in the retrosynthesis scheme
has green dotted lines (Figure 74). The exact combination of B + C to give A is not in the
literature, but other similar transformations are. The second form of predictive transformation
is new and additional routes for a known molecule.

Figure 74. Predictive transformation.

In a typical retrosynthetic analysis, level one precursors of a target molecule are found, and
then precursors of those precursors are found, and so on, until an available starting material is
identified, at which point the search terminates. The analysis is driven by rules (“transforms”)
describing the scope, limitations, and structure changes associated with a reaction. In the
absence of powerful strategies or frequent user pruning, the combinatorial nature of this
approach could be prohibitive.

The reaction core provides a description of the essential structural features which must be
present in the product for the transform to be applied; the extended reaction core contains
additional information about individual atoms to make sure it is applied only in the correct
situation. This may include the exclusion of certain structural features.

In SciFindern, rules are extracted from a reaction database, and reaction cores identified from
a reaction file with mapping of the atoms and bonds which were changed, made, or broken in
the reaction. Functional groups, rings, aromaticity, symmetry, and stereochemistry are
perceived. The extracted core is extended to include all structural features essential for the
reaction to occur, not those that are just “passengers”. Literature examples of the reaction
type, for example esterification, are clustered together and a rule (e.g., an esterification rule) is
generated. This grouping together of similar reactions in a single rule is one of many heuristics
used to reduce the combinatorial explosion. Extended core perception requires chemistry
judgment and knowledge of reaction mechanism. Examples are classified according to
perceived mechanism type. Where different mechanistic types share a common reaction core,
mechanistic type is used as the basis for splitting into separate rules and to determine which
atoms to include in the extended core.
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In predictive retrosynthesis, the rules are applied as templates for generating precursors. There
are many, many possible paths down the synthetic tree to generate a retrosynthesis scheme.
The algorithm decides which scheme to choose by prioritizing potential routes using scoring
criteria such complexity reduction, reaction balance, synthetic efficiency (number of steps and
reaction yield), atom efficiency (reducing waste by counting how many of the atoms in the
starting materials are incorporated into the products), starting material coverage, cost, and
evidence. Chemists can then find the most suitable reaction conditions by reviewing the
evidential reactions. They can filter by structure moieties, nonparticipating functional groups,
solvent, catalyst, and so on, and in some cases, find full synthetic procedures with other CAS
applications.

Gustafson concluded with a live demonstration. He entered the structure of a target and
selected various options. You can choose to use the common, uncommon, or rare rules set, put
a limitation on the financial cost, choose which bond to break first, or protect a part of the
molecule which must not be changed in the reaction. The search is then carried out and a
reaction scheme is displayed. Some of the starting materials being displayed have a shopping
basket icon underneath. By clicking on this icon, the chemist can study the cost and
availability of the material. To study the suitability of a route, a user can look at evidential
reactions by choosing the “steps” tab and look for an experimental procedure or literature
reference. Other steps and routes can be considered, and a new reaction scheme can be
generated. Experimental and predictive steps are displayed and differentiated. The algorithm
is also able to incorporate stereochemistry and can choose transformations in the literature
where the stereocenters match those being sought.

13 Session 9. Digital Needs of the Scientific Community

13.1 Physical sciences data infrastructure: shaping the physical sciences
roadmap

Prof. Simon Coles, Professor of Structural Chemistry, Director of the U.K.
National Crystallography Service, and Director of the U.K. Physical Sciences
Data-science Service, University of Southampton, and Dr. Nicola Knight, Physical
Sciences Data-science Service Enterprise Research Fellow, University of
Southampton

The full video of Coles & Knight’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/4Ukn7TawAhs.

Knight introduced the physical sciences data infrastructure (PSDI). There has been an
explosion in the quantity and detail of data that can now be generated, but we need to be able
to build upon this data generation to connect up across the whole data lifecycle. The PSDI
opens the opportunity to widen accessibility and usability of data. Scientists will benefit from
access to mechanisms that help individuals do research faster, better, and with broader scope.
They will be able to use computing resources more effectively, thanks to better starting points,
run-time data, better data curation etc. They will be better able to collaborate with others.
They will have access to high quality datasets for reuse and will benefit from advances in AI
and ML. They will be given credit for the data and software that they share.

Data are the driver for research in physical sciences, but there are many challenges including
managing and storing the large amounts of data generated by instruments; making data
FAIR;65 integrating data from experiment, simulation, and theory; supporting analysis
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workflows combining data from different sources at scale; exploiting the accumulation of data
via data analytics; and maintaining and curating data for the long term. We need a data
infrastructure fit for purpose to enable these functionalities.

PSDI’s objectives are to provide a data infrastructure that connects existing experimental and
computational facilities within physical sciences, enabling data collection, sharing, aggregation,
integration, and curation, and to offer a platform for simulation and data analysis within the
physical sciences. Other objectives are enabling physical science to become a digitally driven
and digitally enabled research discipline; combining and enhancing existing data infrastructure;
and providing sustainable resources to support long-term research in physical sciences.

Coles outlined the aims of the PSDI and gave some concrete case studies. The project (not yet
a program) has short-term funding from the EPSRC to run a pilot evaluating what is
currently available and what is needed by the community, so that a set of requirement
specifications can be constructed and used in a bid for the next phase where PSDI is built.

There is a big chasm between experimental and computational work, and the idea is to bridge
that divide by providing the infrastructure for connection. There are some large, centralized
facilities, big experimental infrastructures that often have data infrastructures associated with
them, but they still tend to operate as entities of their own. Some slightly smaller facilities are
generally more local, but they still have some data infrastructures associated with them. There
are also really important infrastructures around computation and high-performance computing
(HPC). The toughest challenge is the individual research groups in separate institutions,
operating in very diverse ways and interacting with many of the other infrastructures. Making
the links involves understanding what kind of data are being used, how and where they are,
what they are used for, and how they are generated.

Areas of focus include access to reference-quality data, whether that be drawing in curated
databases that are more proprietary or cleaning up existing open data resources, and the data
resources must be linked up. For this community, a really important aspect is the sharing of
software data and models, through facilities such as common catalogs. These things do not yet
exist in the mainstream; in some areas, they have been created, but not adapted or adopted
yet. Combining data and bringing data close to computation are being done in different parts
of the physical sciences, but they are not connected up. The aim is to drive work such as AI
and machine learning processes and lower the barrier to being able to do such work. Open
science requires a common data framework, with a policy, standards, licensing, an
environment, and guidelines.

The project is structured around four pilot work packages: coordination and strategy
(developing an operating model and governance structure); stakeholder engagement (teasing
out the current situation, requirements, and specifications across disciplines); architecture and
technology (functionality, and hardware and software configurations); and case studies (some
working examples to evolve and test the key requirements).

There are eight case studies:

• data- and simulation-driven understanding of catalytic activity

• simulations-driven materials discovery

• combining data sources in materials physics

• spectroscopy data infrastructure

• data curation and availability at instrument-based facilities
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• process recording and ELNs

• data trust, sharing, and preservation

• the role of structure in physical sciences data management.

The second is the Autonomous Discovery of Advanced Materials project (ADAM). This is a
bridge between simulation and laboratory, porous molecular materials science. It is driven by
high-throughput simulation (namely, crystal structure prediction) on local and national HPC
facilities and it is driving autonomous synthesis. The tools, systems, and processes required are
being evaluated.

The third case study is combination of experimental and literature data for new materials
design and synthesis. It uses existing NLP software to data mine the magnetic materials
literature to create an open-source database for magnetic materials for combined NLP results
and experimental data. It will be possible to run ML algorithms to test the database for
magnetic materials discovery.

The sixth case study examines the suitability of software solutions as generic recording systems
for particular ways of working. What additional features does generic notebooking software
such as OneNote require? What ontologies or semantic technologies can be incorporated?
What are the barriers to adoption and how can we mitigate these? The seventh investigates
data trust and exchange systems. What does a data trust mean? What does trustworthy data
mean? How do we make sure that we can generate trustworthy data so that people can access
them and have confidence that they are trustworthy?

Knight said that the PSDI needs to be shaped by the priorities of researchers and people
working on existing initiatives, and to incorporate experience from previous projects and
research that have been run. In addition to this, PSDI needs to consider integration into the
hardware and software infrastructure, and links to data infrastructures in other fields. Input is
being gathered in workshops, focus groups, interviews, surveys, case studies, and architecture
design trials. To get some answers at the AI4SD meeting, Knight involved the audience in the
Vevox polling and Q&A platform. In addition, people from a variety of disciplines are invited
to submit use cases to the library of use cases that describe how PSDI development could
accelerate research in the physical sciences.

13.2 Development of a full stack for digital R&D in chemistry and
chemical process development

Prof. Alexei Lapkin, Professor of Sustainable Reaction Engineering, University of
Cambridge

The full video of Lapkin’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/DXArgm5VtRo.

Lapkin works in conjunction with Prof. Michael Kraft of the computational modeling CoMo
group at Cambridge. Kraft has recently published a paper136 proving that adding AI to
existing ideas about decarbonization technologies will add another 20-40% in carbon reduction
simply by optimization. In order to achieve this, you need to connect the data (the physical
reality) with the AI algorithms in a cyber-physical paradigm (dataism). Future biochemical
technologies will be supported by a digital architecture, robotic experiments, and AI.137

In the complete digital architecture for a chemical laboratory, the experimental observations
from an automated experimental procedure would be classified by a data ontology. The
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chemical data from Reaxys, ELNs, QC results, reaction mechanisms, thermodynamic
properties, molecular descriptors, environmental impact factors, toxicity studies etc. would be
classified by a chemical ontology handling relationships between data elements. Chemical
knowledge could be gained in the form of kinetic and bioactivity models, and formulation
properties and reactivity pattern hypotheses, for example, and the cycle would be completed
by translation of design of experiments (DoE) into an automated experiment formulation.

Several companies have developed instruments for self-automated experiments. Many
researchers have used automated experiments with their favorite machine-learning algorithm
to do the hypothesis generation and evaluation.138–142 This has become state-of-the art for
single step chemistry and now more papers are appearing on multistep active learning with
automated experiments. The machine used by Lapkin’s team is shown in Figure 75. It is a
collection of commercial instruments which do flow chemistry and generation of samples for
chemistry. You can choose your solvents, reagents, catalysts, run your chemistry, analyze the
results, and think about what to do next. This is run as a sort of Bayesian active learning tool:
you first do your favorite design of experiments to explore the initial system, you do active
learning, and you find a set of Pareto optimal solutions. The optimization method using
Gaussian processes and Thomson sampling has been reported by Jeraal et al.143

Figure 75. A chemical robot.

This is a standalone experiment in Singapore which functions adequately, but it is not easy to
move the data straight into it. There is a clone of the system in Cambridge and the two systems
are not linked. It is not easy to switch to a different task such as different chemistry or different
separations, and the instruments are not really connected to additional tools, for example, for
analyzing whether the instruments are available, or blocked, or finding out what someone else is
doing with them. The solution proposed by the combined team of Kraft and Lapkin is to create
a digital twin of this plant through semantic tools, to ‘ontologize” it. Everything is placed into a
knowledge graph architecture and the knowledge graph is populated with active agents. HPLC
control, DoE, and the active learning algorithm become agents They all live within the same
knowledge graph, and they are all alive in the sense that you can update them at any time, and
they all interact.144 Lapkin and Kraft conclude that the knowledge graph architecture is what
they should pursue and their industrial partners and collaborators agree that this is the way to
go.
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Figure 76. A reaction engineer’s view of the automated system.

Figure 76 shows a schematic of the self-optimization systems containing Vapourtec flow
chemistry pumps and reactor, four-way sample injector, HPLC-UV analysis, and algorithmic
reaction optimization, controlled using a MATLAB-based environment (BPR - back pressure
regulator).143 Figure 77 shows the full ontology of the machine. The ontological language
allows components to be exchanged as long as they are named accordingly. Components are
generically described. All the operations are generalized.

Figure 77. Ontology of the machine.

Figure 78 shows the Bayesian active learning pseudo-algorithm in ontology. Blocks are tasks
doing different things. You can use your favorite algorithm for MATLAB or use something else;
you just slot it in the right block and the whole thing becomes connected.
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Figure 78. Algorithm in ontology.

The team has one laboratory in Singapore and one in Cambridge. They are basically clones.
They have almost identical equipment, and they have identical software. There will be a
dynamic knowledge graph architecture by September and the teams will demonstrate running
the same self-optimization using two machines running the same task.

Lapkin’s next topic concerned the Innovation Centre in Digital Molecular Technologies
(iDMT). This is co-funded by the University of Cambridge, the European Union Regional
Development Fund, AstraZeneca, and Shionogi. It offers an open innovation platform for
collaborative R&D projects in the areas of AI in molecular technologies, robotic equipment for
chemical synthesis, and algorithms and tools for digital process development. The platform is
used for rapid development and testing of new products and services for the emerging
paradigm of the digital economy. Through working with iDMT, SMEs will have access to
leading edge academic expertise of the University of Cambridge, experimental computational
facilities, and personnel from global pharma companies with knowledge of the markets and
technical challenges of digital chemistry. One SME is developing a cloud architecture for all
laboratory equipment. That will be put into the dynamic knowledge graph described above.
Another SME is a blockchain company creating tools which check the provenance of data.
Provenance of instruments makes everything trusted and then allows iDMT to optimize the
scheduling of everything in the laboratory including the chemical inventory. A high throughput
laboratory is being built and also a hyperspectral facility which will generate a great many
data.

Technical work such as developing ontologies may seem boring, and it is hard work, but it is
necessary. It needs to be done so that science can be done on top of it. Lapkin gave two
examples. The first concerned developing a robust chemical transformation for photoredox
catalysis (“MacMillan chemistry”). Many reactions fail because they are run wrongly, not
because the chemistry does not run. There are other factors to take into account: solvent
capacity, quenching of excited species, inputting the right wavelength, and so on. Lapkin’s
group is looking into generating information about reactants and making this information
available to the chemist. They have a number of photoredox, reductive amination, and
Buchwald-Hartwig coupling examples which are all chemistries that are difficult to reproduce
and not very robust. The examples need to be linked to the experiment. Lapkin and his
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colleagues constantly work with companies on specific chemistry examples, but every time it is
a campaign which is done separately; you have separate records, and you have different
experimental data. With the architecture iDMT is building, everything will be connected and
there will be instant access to the data (Figure 79).

Figure 79. Developing robust transformations.

Lapkin next outlined a second example. A network of organic chemistry from Reaxys molecule
and reaction big data has been developed previously, in Lapkin’s group, to guide synthetic
planning of pharmaceuticals and industrial chemicals.145 Synthetic biology is attracting the
attention of organic chemists owing to its sustainability, redox efficiency, and moderate
reaction conditions146 Bioinformatics from the Kyoto Encyclopedia of Gene and Genomes
(KEGG)147 and similar knowledge bases enables the possibility of metabolic synthesis.
Lapkin’s student Chonghuan Zhang compared influences of organic chemistry and synthetic
biology and investigated the potential benefits of assembling reaction routes based on hybrid
Reaxys and KEGG reaction data, compared with organic synthesis or metabolic synthesis
alone.148

He merged KEGG molecules with Reaxys molecules by means of canonical SMILES. About
160 million molecules are unique to Reaxys, 22,000 are unique to KEGG, and 8000 molecules
overlap. About 21 million reactions are unique to Reaxys, 60,000 are unique to KEGG, and
15,000 overlap. Reaction networks were assembled for chemistry (from Reaxys with KEGG
excluded), biology (KEGG), and hybrid reaction data.

The reaction networks guided the retrosynthesis planning from target pharmaceutical
molecules to building blocks. To select the nearly optimal reaction routes, a reinforcement
learning approach149 was adapted to train a policy model by trial and error, making multistep
reaction choices from the reaction network. Decision-making costs were number of reactions,
atom economy, price of building blocks, etc. Lapkin showed some statistics for optimization of
reaction penalty costs for 20 training iterations (Figure 80).
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Figure 80. Reaction route optimization.

Zhang et al. found that they could train a model which learns how to find routes which benefit
from synthetic chemistry. It is not a perfect model, but it does find a few very good routes
which is what mattered most in the case of (-)-menthol. It was also shown that the hybrid
network has a significantly larger number of routes which are very cheap. Lapkin showed a
proposed synthetic route to glucosinolate from the final hybrid model “decision maker” (Figure
81). Organic chemical and synthetic biological reactions are labeled “RxnChem” and “RxnBio”
respectively in Figure 81.
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Figure 81. Synthetic route to glucosinolate.

By combining methods, you can find routes which go through cheaper intermediates, plus shorter
routes, cheaper solvents, and cheaper reagents.

13.3 AI standardization to enable digital development

Emelie Bratt, Lead Standards Development Manager, BSI

The full video of Bratt’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/lyJUMuKoZiw.

BSI is an international company, even though it is branded as the British Standards
Institution. It originally started life in standardization on very materialistic components of
standards but as the landscape of standards development grew and expanded over the years,
BSI has seen the need to. incorporate concepts that are not tangible and also involve more of
an international community to ensure there is a common language across borders. BSI is a
Royal Charter company with a convenor role facilitating consensus on good practice business
issues, and frameworks, principles, codes, guidance, and technical specifications. A coherent set
of voluntary standards provides an alternative to regulation. There is a hierarchical structure
to levels of standardardizations (Figure 82). As a national standards body, it manages British
standards (BS), and represents U.K. positions in European (EN), International Standards
Organization (ISO), and International Electrotechnical Commission (EC) standards. All EN
and most international standards are “adopted” as British standards. BSI also collaborates
with a number of groups, including academic ones, where BSI produces very bespoke
specifications, or guidance to target specific needs (in green in Figure 82).
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Figure 82. BSI as the U.K. national standards body.

National standards bodies do not write standards, the stakeholder committees do. In the case
of BSI, these are from consumer bodies, professional institutions, standards users, research
organizations, the public sector, education bodies, enforcement bodies, government
departments, certification bodies, and trade associations. When it comes to engagement in AI
standards, BSI mirrors the work of ISO/IEC/JTC 1/SC 42 and CEN/CENELEC/JTC 21
through BSI’s national committee, ART/1. [JTC is a joint technical committee. CEN, the
European Committee for Standardization, is an association that brings together the national
standardization bodies of 34 European countries.] Membership is diverse, and growing, with
representation including IBM, Sony, PWC, Women in AI, the National Physical Laboratory
(NPL), consumer interest groups, and academia. The United Kingdom leads on work in
foundational projects, data, bias, and governance and is held in high esteem.

Internationally, there are 35 participating members, 15 observing members, and 25 projects in
development within ISO/IEC/JTC 1/SC 42. There are six (soon to be seven) working groups
covering topics such as foundational terminology, management systems, bias, risk management,
data, governance, and trustworthiness. The United Kingdom is an active member with many
experts on various work streams. It has successfully proposed new standards ideas for
development.

Working groups can have many ongoing projects, themed according to topic, area, and subject
proximity. The U.K. members have been particularly fortunate in the sense that there is a very
active engagement community within AI in the United Kingdom. There has been a breadth of
activities across horizontal sectors.
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Figure 83. Forthcoming AI standards. Data, use case and computational approaches.

Whatever the procedures and advice, guidance, standardization, and specifications, there needs
to be a cross-lateral platform applied horizontally across all sectors, so that is also reflected in the
U.K. membership. Forthcoming AI standards in data, use case, and computational approaches
are summarized in Figure 83. Those in foundational standards and trustworthiness are plotted
in Figure 84.

Figure 84. Forthcoming AI standards, Foundations, standards, and trustworthiness.

Management system standards (MSS) are standards that set out requirements or guidance to
help organizations manage their policies and processes to achieve specific objectives. They are
designed to be applicable across all economic sectors, various types and sizes of organizations,
and diverse geographical, cultural and social conditions. The origins of some of the world’s
most used management standards can be traced back to British standards produced by BSI,
for example, ISO 9001 on quality management (BS 5750); ISO 14001 on environmental
management (BS 7750); and ISO 27001 for information security (BS 7799). In development is
the ISO/IEC 42001 AI management system which specifies the requirements and provides
guidance for establishing, implementing, maintaining, and continually improving an AI
management system within the context of an organization. It will help the organization to
develop or use AI responsibly in pursuing its objectives, and to meet applicable obligations
and regulatory requirements related to interested parties and expectations from them.

A new U.K. initiative to shape global standards for AI is the AI Standards Hub. The Alan
Turing Institute, in partnership with BSI, the U.K. Department for Digital, Culture, Media,
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and Sport, and NPL, will pilot a new U.K. government initiative to lead in shaping global
technical standards for Artificial Intelligence. This is part of the National AI Strategy.

The first wave of foundational and technical standards is making its way to market with more
standards expected to be published by 2023. AI is a horizonal subject by nature which leads to
collaborative discussions with other committees and industries. These include developments in
trustworthiness, data, security, and new subject areas for collaboration such as medical
devices. Original work is always welcomed, and proposals are incubated together with
international communities. Committee membership is open to all in the United Kingdom and
is free.

14 Panel Discussion. Digital Needs of the Scientific Community

In the chair:

• Dr. Sarah Callaghan, Editor-in-Chief, Patterns, Cell Press (SC)

Panelists:

• Dr. Nessa Carson, Automated Data Workflow Specialist, Syngenta (NC)

• Prof. Simon Coles, Professor of Structural Chemistry, University of Southampton (SJC)

• Dr. Louise Dennis. Department of Computer Science, University of Manchester (LD)

• Prof. Dr. Janna Hastings, now at the Faculty of Medicine, Institute of Implementation
Science in Health Care, University of Zurich (JH)

• Prof. Alexei Lapkin, Professor of Sustainable Reaction Engineering, University of
Cambridge (AL)

• Dr. Nicola Richmond, now VP of AI, BenevolentAI, formerly at GSK (NR)

• Dr. Chris Swain, Cambridge MedChem Consulting (CS)

SC: What is our biggest digital need as a community? For any application domain, it is high
quality data and amazing people. So often there are problems that we want to solve, and they
can be very well-defined, and we have a computer, but we just don’t have good enough data. I
think the data issue is fundamental, and after that, having bright people to be able to develop
novel approaches and engineer those approaches into usable, robust solutions.

CS: I can perhaps give you a sort of historical thought about this. I started doing analysis of
data probably 30-40 years ago, and at the time I’d say that 80% of my time was spent
gathering the data, curating it, and so on. Sadly, I think nothing has changed over all that
time. I see lots of nodding heads [in the audience].

JH: I agree with both of the points that the previous panelists have made, but I want to add
something. What makes good quality data? It differs from question to question, and I think
there’s a skills gap in understanding, or being able to apply data cleaning on a case-by-case
basis by understanding what the data actually mean. Neither the algorithm developer nor the
domain scientist wants to take responsibility for this. There is a skills gap in between because
you need domain knowledge, and you need to understand what the algorithm is going to be
sensitive to, in order to do the right sort of cleaning and preparation.

SC: Fundamentally, we’re talking about curation here, and I think it’s very sad that our
system has been essentially killing off our curators and archivists, librarians, and technical
specialists who over the years have done exactly that. They have the skills and the
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understanding to be able to do that going forward. Data are going into the system but what
we’re lacking in a curation sense is rolling the results of our investigations back into the
originating data to give them better context, and to uplift the data. We tend to do a study,
publicize it, and move on, but part of the curation process is folding results back into the
dataset in a sensible way. We need expert people who can do that, not the people who are
currently doing the work.

NC: I’m in a slightly different community or maybe we’re all in little subsets of different
communities and in this room we’re very diverse. Working in industry and in high throughput
automation, I would say probably the biggest need is around communication. First, there is
the communication part with the robots, that is, interoperability of the equipment, which is a
massive challenge in my life, but second, there’s the human side. There are plenty of people
here in fields that I don’t normally get to communicate with, which is why this conference is so
great for me. I’m not a machine learning expert and sometimes finding the right person, the
right group, and the right collaborators, even if they’re already in your company, is a
challenge. So, I spend a lot of my time trying to build bridges between different departments
and it’s difficult.

AL: I’m the last one in the panel to talk about this. I don’t know what I can add. I think that
the fundamental point we’re finding out now in the methods we’re applying is that if the
methods are coming straight from computer science into chemistry, they’re quite often wrong.
If the methods are developed by researchers in the physical sciences that is sometimes not
good enough from the point of view of computer science. There is a need for much deeper
education at a very low level, that is, undergraduates being taught in depth in the sciences in
what the data mean in the methods. This would build those bridges right from the beginning
in the much more in-depth-field, much closer to what the physicists used to do, and probably
are still doing because that field is very much concerned with data. We need to do something
very similar in chemistry to be able to deal with fundamentals.

SC: What do you think is our biggest barrier to progressing digitally?

NR: Some of the people we’ve been recruiting into AI and machine learning at GSK might not
necessarily have an understanding of the pharma. One of the biggest problems is that, in our
world, the data that we’re trying to derive insights from are very, very complicated. The
problem we’re trying to solve is not classifying dogs and cats. In a sense, we’re trying to get
machines to understand, for example, a disease, and we don’t actually have the answers
ourselves. Normally, in the realm of machine learning, you’re setting up your algorithm with a
specific objective in mind, and we don’t always know what that objective is. In short, I’d say
that the problems that we’re trying to solve are very complicated, we don’t actually know the
answers, and the data that we’re using are very complex as well and often don’t contain the
answers to our problems.

JH: This ties into a really important point which is evaluation. We have to prove that the
model is good, and that the outcome is correct or trustworthy. We have various methods to do
that, like having a training and a test split in your dataset and testing the model on a different
dataset. These methods don’t do enough to ensure that we are not producing bad results or
false positives and so on. We may need more collaboration to test our methods on completely
different datasets generated by completely different groups and we need some sort of standard
agreement as a community about how we do that.
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AL: For me, the biggest challenge for digitalization is lawyers and business models because
people will sit on data. “These are my data and I’m going to sell them.” This has to stop. We
spend millions of dollars on recreating the data because some other people just wouldn’t
budge. These are big challenges, and they will have to be solved somehow. We will eventually
recreate the data. I’m not going to cry, but it just slows us down.

NC: A slightly different aspect, from my own personal point of view. My problem was that I
did an undergraduate course in natural sciences, and it included no programming whatsoever,
so I had to teach myself how to program in Python and other languages. I have talked to a lot
of people in drug discovery, and they have the same position. There’s an energy barrier. How
do you learn to program so that you can actually engage? I think it would be nice if there were
some kind of continuing professional development courses that people could attend to learn
how to program. This would be a way of educating people who have been in the industry 10-15
years. I taught myself Python out of nowhere and now I use it every day, but you do need to
have a time commitment. There are lots of good resources out there; I put a bunch of them on
my website in the coding section.

Going back to the question, I think there’s a big cultural issue, particularly in industry. I am
pretty certain it doesn’t exist to a huge extent in academia. I’m not talking about any
particular company. I’ve talked to friends in all sorts of companies, and there’s definitely some
resistance; a big change management exercise is needed. It’s difficult in the world of
automation and robotics because those things are expensive and in a good chemistry
department with a good automation lab that can be 50% of the budget per year. So, people
have to be convinced that the value is going to come back to them. I very strongly believe it
does, but you have to convince everybody of that otherwise it seems as if you’re taking a
massive slice of the pie.

SJC: I’m going to suggest data integration. I think it is a huge challenge having to draw on
data from increasingly different sources and pull it, and that leads into understanding and
developing standards. Then it’s a big challenge because everyone has to come to agreement.
Not only do you need a group of people in the room to develop a standard, but you also need a
community to adopt it. That’s probably a massive issue to address.

Jeremy Frey: The cost and the recovery is what I call a digital ditch. You can digitize some
parts. I know that there are some great stories about digitizing and successful systems, but
they are not used well because neither side of the system is automated. The transition is going
to be a problem. It’s really effective when you’ve done the whole thing, but the transition is
problematic.

AL: Use cases are the only way to digitize my institution properly, for example, or any
university, but Cambridge is probably the worst one for the management of change culture etc.
Use cases show what you can do and then if there is a business case it will be done.

CS: I think I’d agree with use cases. When I worked at Merck, we had a group who struggled
for months trying to get one reaction to work. Then they got a solution: it was published in
JACS by another Merck group. That led to the initiative to move to an electronic notebook so
we could share everything.

NC: I’m trying to help with a big digitalization change right now and dealing with the change
management thing. Within an automation group, something that I would really like to see
done is the prework before the change happens that you do not always see and that involves
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every single stakeholder, but particularly the people who work in the lab. I’ve seen that being
missing a few times. I’m particularly talking about data workflows. In reaction optimization,
we’re not generating samples, and we don’t usually purify them. At the end, I guess we can
sometimes, but we’re actually generating data, so the data workflow is the most important
thing. Are we just dumping our data into a giant folder, which I know, multiple big companies
do?

As a community, we’re getting a lot better at this, but I would love to see that architecture
being put in right at the beginning that will help the group itself, and hopefully will also
indirectly help with the change management issue with the wider departments and companies.
Speaking of the people in the lab, there’s the top-down approach and the bottom-up approach
to building in automation. We hear a lot of companies where the senior leaders want more
robots because they heard that Merck has robots, so they want robots too. We don’t want to
miss out on the robots, so that’s cool, but the project has to be driven by the people on the
ground who work with robots and know what they’re talking about because otherwise the
workflows get really inefficient.

SJC: I think industry driving forces are slightly different from academic ones and change in
academia happens on a more geological time scale because it comes from a sort of grassroots
level. The next generations come through and empower or bring though kinds of new thinking
and new technologies. It’s not the dinosaurs who ruled the research group that make the
fundamental changes. What we need to do to avoid the digital ditch is to have the appropriate
training from a very early stage, even at school level, before you even get to university, to
understand data and to be able to develop digital environments with which to use them. If
you’re doing that at a very early age then it will come through, but that’s a decadal change
rather than an overnight one.

JH: So many digitization projects fail and have been failing ever since the onset of digital
technologies. It’s very helpful if you know from the beginning which parts are going to be
super-hard and super-slow and that you have a realistic idea of when the project is going to
start delivering the value that you hope will be delivered in terms of the hard parts. So, we
come back to the question of standards. Very often you need some sort of interoperability
standards for exchange, you envision a beautiful, completely digital workflow, and then you
need agreement on the standards for the exchanges. You plan, let’s say, two years for this
project and then realize after 23 months that you’re still arguing about the very first standard
in the workflow. People underestimate massively the time it takes. It’s really hard to get
communities to agree on interfaces and you end up inventing a new standard.

NC: In GSK, some groups are really good at automation and digitization and others are not
so good. It’s a real mountain to climb and what we have to do as a community or within an
organization is to put a lot of emphasis on what the return on investment could be. That’s
easier with some groups than others. If you’re fortunate enough to be in a young company
where you’ve essentially got a blank canvas, it’s much easier to set up digitization but if you’re
in a company that’s been around for a long time and you’re trying to push it in the right
direction, it requires effort.

CS: In the cases where I’ve seen things work well there has been a very clear champion for
digitization. An individual who has driven it forward doesn’t necessarily have to be the most
senior person in the team, but there has to be some person who’s very willing to go out on a
limb and champion the project.
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Q: (Will Bowers, Dotmatics) I fully agree that there is an issue with older organizations. One
of the limitations is the buildings themselves. In [a certain institute that has some very old
buildings in London] the right infrastructure is awful, yet they do some cutting-edge research
that is very poorly distributed. How can we remove the barriers to digitization unless we give
people money to build new buildings outside of major cities?

NC: I definitely know people in a similar situation to that. Your radical suggestion of
knocking it all to the ground and building it back up again is the best, but we can’t all do
that, unfortunately. It involves those change drivers that Chris was talking about. Honestly,
this big radical change is probably the most difficult thing that I’ve ever tried to work with. It
is something organization-wide that has to be driven on multiple levels, but particularly at
financial levels, and also the people at the top have to be very aware of what the problems are
and how to fix them, because everyone on the ground probably knows how they would like to
fix them. The people at the top need to be invested enough to understand that this major
huge change is absolutely necessary. You can’t just carry on with the status quo. It’s not good
enough.

AL: Surprisingly, I have had this exact conversation with somebody recently and they pointed
out that there is a body of industry which can solve this, namely the proprietors of
commercial. properties who can rent them out. This is a very nice business opportunity to
make tons of money because people will be after those kinds of facilities. So, if you know
people who have money in that sector, talk to them.

CS: I take your point, but I would say also that I work with a lot of virtual companies that
don’t have a central building or anything like that and they seem to be very successful, so I
don’t think it’s an insurmountable problem.

JH: Isn’t this an area where we’re increasingly having new opportunities to move
infrastructure into the cloud? Very secure, distributed cloud facilities are becoming available
now.

SC: Back in the 1990s, I was a postdoc in the Royal Institution and that place was falling
apart. There were 300-year-old archives in the basement. They were still trying to do
experimental science at the institution, but they shut it down in the 1990s and what carried on
was the simulation and computation work because it was effectively in a 1990s cloud. I think
that transitioning your experimentation to a more commercial, industrial setting that is more
appropriate is the first step, but it’s quite easy to put digital infrastructure into an old
building if you need to be steeped in history and stay in your old building.

NR: I have to confess that I’ve spent most of my time at the lovely site in Stevenage, which
was purpose built, so I feel unqualified to comment on this particular question. I think moving
to the cloud is the way forward, certainly in the digital sphere, but that doesn’t solve problems
that bench scientists may have trying to work in old buildings. Nevertheless, the pandemic has
demonstrated that geography and location might not be too much of a barrier.

CS: I work with startups and people who have the same problem but from a very different
perspective. They have no infrastructure to start with and for them the big problem is how to
build it all up.

Q: (Will Bowers, Dotmatics) I’m not criticizing anybody in the room because we’ve seen some
excellent veterans of the industry who are still constantly learning and updating their craft,
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but there is a quote attributed to Max Planck, which is that science moves forward a funeral
at a time, and that is unfortunately what we are rubbing up against here.

Q. (Unidentified person) Do we need to have a really good standard to help scientists to move
from the old infrastructure to new methods and technologies? How can we fill the interface?

NR: My role has largely been on the computational side of the business, but in my opinion
the projects that are always the most successful are those where the end user is an integral
part of the team. In a sense, you don’t really need an interface because you’re all one happy
family, building a community where those that are generating the data and those that are
consuming the data have a mutual appreciation of each other. For example, when I first joined
GSK, I used to work a lot with the screening scientists and it would have been very easy for
me to be openly critical of the data, but then I quickly revised my opinion once I got into the
lab and saw the screen at work and saw the systems that the scientists had to manage with. I
think it’s really about building a community, a cohesive community, between those that
generate the data and those that consume the data: a kind of mutual appreciation society.

Q. (Unidentified person) One really important interface, which solves a lot of problems, is an
interface between pieces of equipment. There is also an interface between software solutions, so
which one do you want?

AL: When it comes to interfaces between technologies, it all depends whether they are on the
same developmental level or not. You can have multiple vendors, for example, providing the
same thing so they could agree or disagree on the standard interfaces done, but if the
technologies are on a different sort of level, an emerging technology and the old one coexist for
a while. Eventually the old one will disappear, so you will have to adopt new standards and
build new interfaces. It’s a bit unfortunate but we will continue like this forever.

Q. (Unidentified person) Is there any standard we need to fill this gap?

AL: Again, it depends on the software. In hardware, it’s working with the vendors to create
interfaces. To solve a particular problem, we have thousands of machine learning algorithms.
For a science problem, some of the models really help to solve the problem, but, sadly, many of
them don’t. In that case, what kind of standardization do we need and which models or
algorithms? If someone comes to machine learning as a new person from the science field, he or
she will get lost. There are already several kinds of efforts on this in terms of benchmarking.
There are some benchmarking packages which allow you to show which algorithms work
against which types of problems. Another way is to network and ask people. I would say that
that’s the way to do it.

JH: I think that there’s an important question hiding under this question, which is that we
never know what we don’t know. Sometimes we do, but it’s rare, and most of the time we
don’t: we’re doing our best, but our blind spots are blind to us. So, there’s a kind of wider
community integration and cohesion exercise, which is to help people to understand what their
blind spots are, and to have those conversations so that at the end of the day everybody
manages to get on the same page even when they didn’t know that they weren’t on the same
page, which is often the case.

SC: I agree, and to be able to do that you need to bring people together. You need to have a
common vocabulary and way of communicating. It comes back to what Nicola was saying
about creating that team where there’s an end-to-end view from producer through to user, as
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it were, but they’re all speaking, not necessarily the same language, but along the line the
interfaces work.

Q: (Xiaohao Cai, University of Southampton) We see advanced techniques and new datasets
but some of them not the state-of-the-art. People may be looking back for “outdated” data.
Should we delete outdated datasets and just focus on the new datasets, or should we, for
example, archive certain things? What kind of management do you think we need for these
data, for example, when we clean them, because all the data are very, very valuable?

SC: My data management experiences are in the environmental sciences where we cannot
create weather data from last week unless we have a time machine. Unfortunately, we don’t, so
I’m always very wary of throwing away data because, we honestly don’t know, at least in
climate science, what those data could be useful for in the future. My favorite pet example of
this is the 16th and 17th century ships’ captains sailing around the world and making
metrological measurements that they very carefully wrote in their ships’ logs. They were
collecting data at that time with absolutely no idea that three or four hundred years later we
would be using those measurements as ground truth for climate models. Domains may differ,
so I’d like to hand that question over to the panel. What can we throw away? What do we
need to recreate?

CS: One of the problems is that you need to have the old data really well described. I handle
datasets with a column saying “calculated logP ”, but no description of how it was calculated,
so it’s essentially useless. You have to have capture all the metadata to make data useful.

JH: This is a really good point. Every field has a different pace at which the technology of
data generation changes. In some fields, your old data become very old very quickly, and in
others it sits around being relevant for much longer. You need to know in your field what the
situation is going to be and whether the data you have today are going to be reusable. Using
the old data may be technically a problem, whether because it’s not described well or not
interpretable, or because it is saved on some device which you can’t even access anymore
because the hardware has changed. There need to be roadmaps for these problems. You need
to think ahead and take the appropriate action in order to ensure future accessibility.

SC: There is a cultural problem here. Many of the data producers consider archiving to be
simply a “storage-forever” problem, and not a question of keeping the data alive and usable and
appropriately described, and then embellished if it’s ever used in the future. We’re all guilty,
but the fundamental problem is that most people consider archiving as a storage problem.

NC: I agree that this is a data strategy issue. We can try and future-proof what we’re doing as
much as possible (include all the relevant metadata etc.), but I’m guessing you do that since
you asked the question. When it comes to historical data, I would say that I don’t have as
much data as I would like to have. Big pharmaceutical companies tend to have more data than
big agrochemical companies for various reasons. That fact makes me not want to throw away
any old data, because we need those big datasets. The problem is the old data are less useful
and more biased, and that’s because of not having this data strategy to start with. So, it’s not
just the quality of the data, the lack of labeling, lack of metadata, and the fact you can’t really
go back and featurize sometimes, but it’s also about how useful these data are going to be in
the end.

AL: In some areas, the old data are better because people were actually measuring things
properly. If you look at 1960s physical chemistry, the experiments were done beautifully:
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exquisite experiments in the datasets and very well labeled. That culture needs to come back,
but these are very narrow datasets on specific areas, not big data. They are not what you want
these days.

NR: Access to data is a problem whether you’re in a large pharma company or a small
startup, and nobody wants to throw away data and some of the methods that are out there
now in the literature. How do you cope with distribution or shift? There are also concepts such
as transfer learning where you can build a model on your historical data and then tweak the
parameters on your new similar, but improved data. So, I’m always a fan of not throwing
anything away and of trying to work with whatever we’ve got. Maybe we can look to the
machine learning research community to be thinking algorithmically or thinking even more
about how we solve these problems algorithmically, given that we don’t really want to be
throwing data (or gold) away.

NC: Sometimes, old data are genuinely less good, not just without the metadata, but in the
sense that a couple of decades ago (or a couple of years ago, depending on where you work) the
design of experiments was not there, was not used as much as it is nowadays. And, of course,
you’re missing everything done before 2010. Nothing in the literature that happened then is
recorded in anyone’s electronic lab notebooks, so these old data are less useful. Also, data
inherently get more useful as you go along, so maybe old data are devalued a little bit.

CS: That’s a really good point. I work with a lot of biological data, and I find, looking at some
of the old data, is that whilst the scientists did the experiment absolutely correctly, we now
know that they were measuring something completely different and so interpretation is
challenging.

15 Session 10. Network Projects and Initiatives

15.1 AI4SD and Internet of Food Things (IoFT) network ethics working
group. Introducing the working group and methodologies: Moral-IT
cards and design fiction

Dr. Samantha Kanza, Senior Enterprise Research Fellow, University of
Southampton, Dr. Naomi Jacobs, Lecturer in Design Policy and Futures Thinking,
Lancaster University, and Dr. Peter Craigon, Research Fellow in Ethics,
Legislation and Engagement, Future Food Beacon and School of Biosciences
University of Nottingham

The full video of Kanza, Jacobs & Craigon’s talk can be viewed here:
https://youtu.be/5-aJe_feCTo.

Members of the AI4SD and Internet of Food Things (IoFT) network ethics working group are
Dr. Samantha Kanza, University of Southampton; Mr. Samuel Munday, University of
Southampton; Mr. Steve Brewer, University of Lincoln; Prof. Louise Manning, Royal
Agricultural University; Dr. Anabel Gutierrez Mendoza, University of Kent; Dr. Peter Craigon,
University of Nottingham; Dr. Naomi Jacobs, Lancaster University; and Mr. Justin Sacks,
Lancaster University. The IoFT network started looking at technology across the food
network, and the challenges of sharing data up and down the supply chain. Subsequently, in
September 2019, IoFT published a short report150 presenting an overview of some of the ways
that digitalization of the food production supply chain is being explored. This led to a
workshop at Brockenhurst where Kanza became involved in the AI for ethics working group.
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There is a plethora of data associated with each point in the food industry, but the full
potential of these data is often not realized, through lack of sharing, quality issues, differing
formats, lack of trust between suppliers etc. “There is a clear need for a trusted mechanism to
facilitate collaboration and data sharing across the food and drink supply chain,” said Kanza.
Such a data trust model would require the augmentation of cutting-edge technologies and
human intelligence. With this comes a wealth of new ethical implications to consider. The brief
of the working group was to consider the ethical dimensions of digital collaboration in the food
sector, such as the unintended consequences of AI. This was used as the basis for the initial
discussions and brainstorming.

The use of cutting-edge technologies comes with a wealth of ethical issues, especially when you
are sharing potentially sensitive data. The group are looking at food as a general concept, but
they have concentrated on allergens since those data are personal and sensitive. The working
group aims to explore ethical challenges in developing food data trusts, particularly if they
incorporate use of AI and related technology; to use speculative methods to develop a
framework of ethical evaluation; and to support ethical practice for data sharing in the food
industry. They came up with three key strands of a methodology: glossary work (identifying
ethical terms); the use of design fiction and speculative design; and the use of the Moral-IT
cards151 (a tool for ethical assessment). All the three methods are applicable to ethics and AI
in multiple scientific domains.

Glossary work152 is needed because a standard term in one discipline might mean something
completely different in another domain. For example, “transparency” can mean different things
to different people in food science, data analysis, and AI systems. As an attribute when
considering food, it could mean providing, across the supply chain, access to information on
how the food is grown, harvested or produced, and the ethical dimensions associated with
those activities, whereas in an AI system it could mean making the algorithms transparent.

Jacobs summarized the design fiction and speculative design methodology. The term “design
fiction” originates in speculative and critical design.153 It was coined by Bruce Sterling,154

science fiction author and designer, and popularized by Julian Bleeker in 2009. Design fiction
can be a way of creating material objects that help tell a story. You take a speculation, you
think about possible futures or alternative presents, you make up a world or scenario, and then
you design and create objects to interrogate from that fictional world. By doing that, you can
explore not only what some potential ethical questions are, but also which ethical questions
are raised by an object which represents the relevant possibility.

Speculating about moving from a present situation to futures can be represented by a “futures
cone”. The present is at the point of origin of the cone. The circular base has concentric circles,
the middle one of which is probable futures, which is where you think you are probably going
if hardly anything changes. The next circle out is plausible futures: things that might
potentially happen to which you can see a path. A preferable futures circle is further out still
but completely overlaps with the plausible one and also creeps into the probable one. Which
are the futures that you want to be included as “preferable”? Which are the ones that have not
only the best use of AI technologies, for example, but also that are most ethical? Having
decided which futures are the most preferable, you can think about how to get to them.

The idea is to use design fiction as a reflection tool, that is, is not to show how things will be
but to open up a space for discussion. Dunne and Raby153 say “Props used in design
speculations are functional and skillfully designed; they facilitate imagining and help us
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entertain ideas about everyday life that might not be obvious. They help us think about
alternative possibilities; they challenge the ideals, values, and beliefs of our society embodied
in material culture.” Sometimes, people who are not familiar with design fiction wonder if they
are being deceived. Design fiction objects may be obviously design fiction, or identified as
design fiction, or ambiguous or concealed. You need to think about plausibility; the closer you
can make the future to something realistic the better. It is important to be clear about
plausibility and fictionality.

The project began with brainstorming and scenario development. After that, four design
fiction objects were developed and evaluated using the Moral-IT cards151 before an ethical
framework could be developed. At the workshop in Brockenhurst the team used a flipchart to
think about potential scenarios and speculations for a data trust using AI in the food system,
what kind of features it might have, and what it might do. They mapped out the different
processes and decided for their example to use tracking of allergens across the food chain.
Where, for example, would nuts enter the food chain, be processed through different products,
and go into restaurants and supermarkets? How would the data that came in the trust from all
these different processes go out again to give people information about the allergens?

In the next step, after that meeting, the team developed these data flows into design fictions in
a more formal way. They thought about the types of AI analysis and processing that might
happen within this data trust and the different people who might have access to certain data.
They mapped the processes through all the different actors, that is, producers, processors,
retailers, consumers, and regulators, marking data points where the data would be held
securely in the trust and be transferred only to certain people.

The next stage of the process was defining detailed ideas from that broad picture: the data
collected in the fictional food, the metadata about the food in its journey, the food origin, the
times of its production, the dates of its production, the allergens, the certification, and issues
around sustainability such as the amount of water used, the environmental information about
the fields or the workers, and so on. Out of all this, the team came to agreement on four
fictions to develop fully into designed objects (not all of them tangible objects) that
represented an aspect of the fictional world.

The first design fiction was the minutes from a board meeting held by the Food Data
Foundation, the organization that governs and manages the data and the trust. The minutes
were a design fiction object because they were the minutes of a meeting that never actually
took place, but they were mapped out in considerable detail. Items included were the people
who attended the meeting and their roles, and the agenda, with items such as consultation
with an external ethics advisory board. The team discussed some of the different ethical
challenges raised by applications to this board, such as assessing proposals for different uses of
the food, data, and trust data, and all the questions of ethics related to these proposals.

One of the proposals mentioned in the minutes was for an app alerting people to the presence
of allergens in the system. The second design fiction was creation of the details of that app.
This was done by creating a website which demonstrated the product. The website had a video
on it which showed screen captures of a member of the public scanning a product and learning
the probabilities that the food product in question was safe or might include allergens. The
probabilities were based on the data linked through the whole supply chain and the use of AI
processing in real time. The app works on a personalization set by the user, so users have to
input data which might also go back into the data trust. The team thought about all the
movements of data and who would have access to them, thinking in a much greater detail than
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eventually appeared on the website itself. The website not only included details about the app,
but it also represented all the different aspects surrounding it. For example, it included a
privacy policy for people signing up to use the app, though this failed to tell them in detail
what would happen to their data. The idea of this was to start to provoke people into thinking
carefully what should be in a privacy policy and how it might, or might not, protect people
and to raise questions about, for example, sensitive health data and how they might be used in
data systems connected more widely.

The third design fiction was a short clip from a documentary film. The idea for this was that
in the fictional world there had been an incident where there had been some contamination
incidents which led to food being withdrawn, and to some issues around suppliers being
blacklisted. The information behind this was a false positive from an AI prediction system.
The film that existed notionally was an hour or more long, but the team created a five-minute
segment which represented some of the issues involved and included interviews with the
different stakeholders represented in the process. These included people from the governing
board and the government offices overseeing the process, the supermarkets who recalled the
products, and the different producers down the supply chain. All these people talked about the
impact the incident had on them, their concerns, and their questions about using these
automated processes.

The final design fiction was the most speculative. The team wanted to make it still plausible
but went a little bit further and thought about smart packaging as an outcome of the data
being held in the data trust. The design fiction object was food packaging that had smart
paper that changed in real time, giving information based on the data in the trust. Jacobs
showed a picture of a lasagna ready-meal product which had a notice on it giving information
about the costings in the different production processes and who benefits from them. There
was also information about sustainability, about carbon footprints, and about the allergen
data. Included in the design fiction was a little film of somebody taking the lasagna in and out
of a freezer, seeing the different labeling on it, and having to discard the food when the
product alert showed that it had been contaminated.

The team also thought about other types of products, for example a self-service salad bar
where you would print out a label based on what you put in your bowl, and additionally, loose
products such as potatoes. Jacobs showed some different labels for which whole data flows
were planned: the data that might be useful and might be presented to different people to start
to provoke some questions about who is affected and if there is a need, for example, to track
workers who are involved in the process at various stages.

By using all these different design fictions, the team were able, through the process of
developing them, to start to unpick some questions in a very specific and concrete way. Thus,
for example, they were not just asking sustainability questions but were determining those
people who would be affected in terms of sustainability, if the product were to exist, giving a
much clearer idea of the ethical questions.

Craigon continued the joint presentation by talking about the Moral-IT cards. Having created
the design fiction objects, the working group held a workshop to discuss and reflect on the
ethical issues they raised, producing a showcase of the objects, assessing the ethical
implications, and using the Moral-IT deck, a card-based tool developed by Lachlan Urquhart
and Craigon151 for “ethics by design”. (Urquart was formerly at Nottingham and is now at
Edinburgh University.)
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Ethics concern moral principles that influence judgments of right and wrong for a group or
activity. Ethics by design ensures that ethical considerations are designed into technology as
opposed to agreed afterwards (i.e., by using a box the user instinctively checks without ever
looking into the details). Here, ethical issues become design requirements designed in from the
start. This is complementary to responsible innovation initiatives such as EPSRC’s “anticipate,
reflect, engage, and act” (AREA) in designing a system or technology. You need a flexible and
adaptable approach to enabling these design considerations.

Ideation cards, the model for the Moral-IT cards, originate from Design and, broadly speaking,
are intended to help structure and inspire creativity across domains. The Moral-IT cards are a
pragmatic tool: a probe to encourage reflection and engagement with ethics, especially for
technology developers. They are a deck similar to playing cards and can be used as such. The
deck has four suits, covering issues of privacy, ethics, law, and security, plus a suit for narrative
structuring of tasks. Each card has a principle as a title, and below that an image to illustrate,
provoke, and provide an alternative perspective on the principle. At the bottom is an open
question to encourage engagement; this needs to be answered and is less easy to dismiss. For
example, the ethics suit includes cards on “Wellbeing”, “Fairness and Justice”, and “Meaningful
Transparency” among others. “Spectrum of Control Rights” and “Lawful Processing” are in the
privacy suit, which particularly includes issues from the GDPR. Legal principles around “Duty
of Care” or “Accessibility” appear in the law deck, and “Confidentiality” and “Usable Security”,
for example, are in the security suit. The cards are focused on your technology and can be
applied very broadly.155,156 They are compatible with Cardographer tracking technology.

The cards were tested using an “ethical risk assessment” impact process. Craigon and his
colleagues asked people to define the technology being assessed, for example, each design
fiction presented here. Then they asked those people to define the ethical issue or risk which is
associated with the technology and to use the cards to identify and rank associated risks,
identify safeguards against these risks, and then consider the challenge of implementing these
safeguards. Selecting the cards and going through the process encouraged and enabled
discussion among disparate groups across a wide variety of technologies. Building on the risk
assessment model, Craigon and his colleagues have since added a positive element because
ethics is more than avoiding harms, it includes considering benefits as well. Using the cards,
users can identify potential harms and move on to identifying the potential benefits with a
positive and negative process board.

For the current project, the design fiction objects discussed above were initially demonstrated
to the participants online via video or distributed as documents for examination. All of this
was done online via Zoom. There was an initial open discussion to explore the design fictions,
and ask what questions they raise, what they tell you about the data trust concept, and what
are the potential benefits and harms.

The team then moved on to the Moral-IT card session. The cards were distributed by PDF
with a notes sheet to complete to record the cards used and annotations. The design fictions
were first considered individually and then combined to consider the overall system. In stage
one, participants were asked to consider benefits (positives) and harms (negatives) of each
design fiction (Figures 85A,85B,85C,85D). Each participant picked one card as a benefit and
one as a harm and explained why. In stage two, these were combined to give positives and
negatives for the overall system comprising all four fictions. In stage three, ways were discussed
for maximizing the positives and minimizing the negatives identified, and in stage four the
pragmatic challenges of doing so were considered.
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In relation to the packaging design fiction, for example, some people thought that a positive
was enabling the user to have a greater power using the information provided, but some people
identified a sustainability issue, that is, raising the question of how much computer power will
be required by having all the packaging connected to the internet and whether this is
justifiable (Figure 85A). In relation to the minutes design fiction, people thought that a
positive was consumer protection because it showed that the board was there to represent the
interests of the consumers, but there also may be a question around the bias of the people who
are represented on the board and whether that reproduces any power asymmetry existing
within the food system (Figure 85B). The documentary fiction talked about people being able
to participate, showing how the system works (Figure 85C), but it highlighted and identified
particular failures of AI and raised questions around power dynamics (i.e., the fact that the
small player in the food system was affected most significantly by the false alerts from the
system). The “alert” app showed people how they could increase their wellbeing by monitoring
their allergens, but it raised questions about how trustworthy the app might be, and what
might happen to people who entrust it with sensitive data (Figure 85D).

Figure 85A: Example of a group’s positives and negatives (packaging).
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Figure 85B: Example of a group’s positives and negatives (minutes).

Figure 85C: Example of a group’s positives and negatives (documentary).
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Figure 85D: Example of a group’s positives and negatives (app).

An amalgamated overview of cards discussed is shown in Figure 86. In the top row are cards
that most people picked as positives in stage one and at the bottom are the negatives or
harms. The cards in the middle row are issues of contention: ones which were potentially
harms and potentially benefits at the same time. This gives an overview of the overall view of
the system. The positives of the system are following due process, considering physical safety,
and contributing to people’s wellbeing, for example, through consumer protection and duty of
care. On the negative side are questions of how resilient the system might be, how it might
deal with the special categories of health data, how fair or biased it might be, who would be
liable or responsible for it, and how trustworthy it might be. In the middle are issues that
could be either positive or negative. There are issues of trust or meaningful transparency, how
legible the data trust might be, what the power asymmetry issues might come from, how to
empower users, how accessible the system might be, and how users would participate.
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Figure 86. Positives, negatives, and mixed issues.

Craigon ended by summarizing some issues that came out of stages three and four. There are
ways of maximizing the benefits and minimizing the harms using this system. The participants
talked about enabling people to participate in the design of the system, and also maybe in
technical elements, ensuring privacy by design to ensure that sensitive data is protected. In
minimizing potential harms, people talked about reducing the scope for financial advantage
and issues of engendering trust within the system, and some of the challenges were raised.
Who owns the data and how might that be accommodated within the system? This is a
distributed system, potentially a globally distributed system, with many actors. How do you
ensure everyone is working the same way? How do you ensure trust and the potential for blind
trust? How do you accommodate unforeseen misuse? What if someone hacks the label of your
food product, for example? People talked about international and cultural elements, since the
food system is globally very distributed, from producers to consumers. How do you take
account of the cultural context, and what users might think and believe about the information
given to them?
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After this quick overview of the richness of some of the discussions that were prompted by the
design fictions in combination with the cards, Craigon mentioned other Moral-IT card
activities and what might be done next. An AI4SD AI4Good workshop looking at the NHS
COVID tracing app, was held the 12th ACM Web Science 2020 conference (delivered online).
In an AI4SD, Physical Sciences Data-science Service (PSDS), and Patterns Failed it to Nailed
It event, some really interesting discussions around data management plans were facilitated by
the cards. The cards were also used in a “smart lab scenario” which formed part of the AI4SD
and PSDS Skills4Scientists event on ethical research. One example concerned the implications
of lab equipment being connected to the internet.

Finally, Kanza summed up the presentation. Some of the ethics work of the IoFT and AI4SD
networks, described above, has been published157 including some of the glossary work on the
ethical language associated with food supply and technology.152 Despite the pandemic,
progress was made by Zoom meetings at two-weekly intervals. The working group would now
like to organize some in-person workshops and to apply for new funding to continue the
research and to extend it into different areas and different domains. Everybody needs ethics,
not just ethicists. Scientists, computer scientists, and all of us need to consider ethics in our
work.

15.2 Harnessing advanced algorithms to enable the automated
optimization of telescoped chemical reactions. Performance-directed
self-optimization of bimetallic nanoparticle catalysts

Dr. Thomas Chamberlain, Associate Professor in Nanotechnology for Catalysis,
School of Chemistry, University of Leeds

The full video of Chamberlain’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/3pwBL_KKvIc.

Chamberlain’s research interests are in new routes which enable the controlled fabrication of
catalysts; exploring the fundamental properties, formation mechanism and kinetics and
performance of composite materials; and exploiting automation and enabling technologies and
self-optimization algorithms to develop catalysts using performance as the principal criterion.
A list of his publications is on the web. The current talk concerned automated
self-optimization of reactions.

To describe the research process, Chamberlain showed a video from one of his group’s process
design and visualization projects. The researchers have computer controlled, continuous flow
reactors where the conditions for a reaction are generated, the pumps are controlled to provide
the feedstocks, and the reactants are mixed. The reaction mixture goes through a reactor,
which is set at a controllable temperature. The outputted chemical reaction mixture then goes
through a variety of online analytics. There are many different reactors and many different
types of online analyses. The output, for example the yield of the reaction, is determined by
the online analysis and goes back into a computer. The computer then works out what the
next reaction should look like to improve the output, what the next temperature should be,
and what the ratio should be, and it then looks at the product formed, and repeatedly
reiterates the process. The AI component is in the computer generating the different reaction
conditions, where different types of algorithms are used to analyze the relationship between
conditions and products. Eventually, the researchers come up with a model, either a kinetic
model of the system or a map of the parameter space.

One project was nanoparticle synthesis and catalysis. Previously, Chamberlain’s group had
optimized a nanoparticle catalyst in a series of nitrophenyl reduction reactions (Figure 87).
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They also had a kinetic model for that system, and they used it to predict the outcome of a
kilogram-scale reaction. They obtained a good process understanding.158 The current talk
summarizes an evolution of that idea.

Figure 87. Self-optimization of a nanoparticle catalyst and catalysis.

The nanoparticle catalyst synthesis is performed in the first reactor cascade. The catalyst
solution is then telescoped into a secondary series of reactors to explore the reactivity of the
generated material in the reaction of interest. First, the team ensured that they could make
nanoparticles in flow, in a controlled way. They explored gold and silver nano alloys, alloyed in
many ratios. A UV-Vis trace allowed them to monitor what they had made creating alloys in
10% steps (Figure 88). They were able to get to a steady state with controlled synthesis of
these materials and next turned to optimization.

Figure 88. Nanoparticle catalysts in flow.

The first challenge was choosing the variables and working out how to treat them. You can
treat some variables as continuous or discrete. Continuous variables in this case are
temperature, reaction time etc. (i.e., anything that can be a continuum). Discrete variables are
typically binary solvent and catalyst definitions. The nanoparticle alloy system can be treated
with either a continuous variable where you go anywhere from zero to 100% silver and gold, or
the variable can be treated in stochastic steps. Chamberlain’s team were interested in
exploring the latter.

From a telescoping perspective, they were interested in looking at two-stage processes but, for
simplicity, they initially looked at just one step at a time. They have reported the management
of discrete and continuous variables within a single optimization (mixed variable
multi-objective optimization, MVMOO).159 Mixing discrete and continuous variables in a
single optimization is not easy because when you are doing an optimization you need to
understand the interconnectivity of the different variables; if they are all continuous, you can
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measure the distance between them, but if both types of variables are mixed, it is hard to treat
them both in the same way. Gower distance provides a solution by aggregating all the variables
for an overall distance metric.160,161

In the published example,159 there are different temperatures, residence times, and solvents
(two continuous variables and one discrete one). The authors normalized the distance between
the temperatures on the continuum and the residence times under continuum and then the
solvents in a binary system (one and zero) and put the Gower distances together to get a one
to zero normalized distance.

Figure 89. Example of multi-objective mixed variable optimization.

The test reaction, looking at the selectivity of ortho versus para for several different systems, is
shown in Figure 89. The equipment is shown in Figure 90.

Figure 90. Equipment for multi-objective mixed variable optimization.

The solvent dependence is known: the para product (molecule 4 in Figure 89) is favored by polar
solvents. Chamberlain’s group successfully determined the trade-off between the ortho and para
product yields in different solvents (Figure 91).
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Figure 91. Pareto fronts, ortho and para product yields.

Chamberlain’s summer student, Louis Greenhalgh simulated the use of gold and silver ratio as
a discrete variable which is what catalyst researchers typically do: make 10 catalysts, put them
on a liquid handler, and drop them in. Greenhalgh calculated and optimized the system in
silico, using the MVMOO algorithm and the kinetics flow system to understand how many
catalysts need to be made compared to a continuous approximation of that catalyst.
Greenhalgh then performed some of these optimizations in the lab.

The first thing he did was to take linearly spaced discrete variables from zero gold to 100%
gold in different levels of Au:Ag ratio. He worked from 5 to 21 levels in different steps and the
system optimized up to a maximum yield of about 69% (100% Au), depending on how many
levels the optimization had to explore. The more levels explored the longer the experiment
took but the optima were always the same. Greenhalgh also explored spacing the levels
exponentially toward a higher gold weighting. He worked from 5 to 19 levels and saw a similar
trend, showing that whether you explore linear and exponential discrete steps of algorithms
you get to the same optimization in each case (100% gold) The linear method is quicker than
the exponential one for reasons not yet understood.

The question Chamberlain really wanted ask is how this compares to continuous optimization.
It is quicker to use discrete variables, but you do not get to the maximum optimum yield,
which is 73% for the continuous system. This issue is linked to the unfortunate fact that
Greenhalgh could only ever get 21 discrete levels to work on his computer before the computer
could not cope with the amount of processing. This was not necessarily a problem with his
computer; the group also used a supercomputer. There are simply too many data to crunch.
The limitation of the code is quite a useful finding. Greenhalgh also performed the continuous
variable reaction in the lab and his optimization achieved a yield of 73% after 70 experiments.

The final system is illustrated in Figure 92. It is a series of flow reactors. First is a series of
continuously stirred tank reactors where you make the nanoparticles. A reactor coil stores the
reaction nanoparticle catalyst of your design. You form the nanoparticles in a coil when they
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get to a steady state (i.e., the UV-Vis trace of the catalyst being made plateaus) and then you
bleed them into the second system which tests the reactivity of the system. The reaction goes
through the second coil into your nanoparticle catalysis, and the catalyst is traced. This is
quite a quick system (about two and a half hours).

Figure 92. Final system for nanoparticle catalyst optimization.

Chamberlain’s group did some optimization and compared MATLAB Stable Noisy
Optimization by Branch and FIT (SNOBFIT) and BayesOPT algorithms. (BayesOPT is a
Bayesian mathematics approach adapted by IBM.) For the same optimum maximum (97%
Au), BayesOPT was quicker in finding the maximum, but it explored less of the space.

In future, the group will look at telescoped optimizations both in this system and in other
pharmaceutical systems. They are also looking at process understanding and scale up. They
have recently been given an EPSRC grant called NanoMan, to study the data-directed
scale-up of polymer nanoparticles for drug delivery and quantum dots for screens. The aim is
to make them in a sustainable way on a lab scale system and then scale them up using process
understanding.

15.3 High-throughput generation of chemical isomers for the development
of molecular models of biocrude oils

Dr. Francisco Martin-Martinez, Senior Lecturer, Chemistry, Swansea University

The full video of Martin-Martinez’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/SC-KsfdIOw8.

The work of Martin-Martinez’s students Daniel York and Anna Catton was funded by AI4SD.
The main goal of the research conducted in Martin-Martinez’s group is motivated by the fact
that we are in a world with limited resources and with an increasing global population. That
imposes many challenges and also generates a lot of waste, which the team see as an
opportunity to produce materials out of that waste. Everything the team does, both
experimental and computational, and through many collaborations, aims to produce and
design functional materials from waste resources, for different applications.
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In the current talk, Martin-Martinez focused on making asphalt more durable while using a
better source than crude oils, that is, reducing dependence on fossil fuels. His team uses
different multiscale modeling techniques to study these sorts of materials and, in the
experimental part, works with different sources of biomass (algae, wood, shrimp cells, sewage
sludge, and mycelium) mostly trying to understand how the different components decompose
at high temperature and pressure into biocrude oils and nanostructured carbon.

Modeling biocrude oils is very closely connected to modeling asphalt and it is a very
challenging problem because no one knows what these materials contain. The very numerous
organic molecules are also very difficult to characterize. There is, however, a way based on
solubility differences, to classify the molecules into four types: saturates, asphaltenes, resins,
and aromatics (i.e., the “SARA” model). Asphalt is thought to have a structure in which these
molecules (1.5 nm), enable clusters (2.0 nm), and nano-aggregates (5.0 nm).

Martin-Martinez wants to understand how asphalt ages and how it cracks. Everything happens
initially because of the oxidation of the molecules in it. When these molecules oxidize, there is
an increase in the amount of the molecules that form clusters, and this process of hardening of
the material leads to cracks. Different techniques have been used to promote the self-healing
capability of bituminous materials but recently researchers have mainly focused their efforts on
promoting the autonomic healing of bituminous materials by the action of encapsulated
rejuvenating agents.162

In collaboration with workers in Chile, Martin-Martinez is studying how to design rejuvenators
with the right properties to close those cracks while not compromising the performance of the
road under working conditions. To understand how rejuvenators contribute to mitigating the
aging of the asphalt, you need to understand their reactivity, and the oxidation mechanisms of
asphalt as well as those of the biocrude oils that you want to add to asphalt materials. The
results of the most complete characterization published163,164 about biocrude oils from algae
are summarized in Figure 93 (from work led by Martin-Martinez’s former colleague, Diego
Lopez-Barreiro). There are many different types of molecules in here. The asphalt-like matter
is colored black in the figure. There is still an unknown piece, but in many other studies the
available data are even fewer. A pyrolysis GC-MS technique is needed to volatilize and
characterize all the very heavy components.
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Figure 93. Rejuvenators: algae-derived biocrude oil.

There are many more data on the light components of the biocrude oil than on the heavy
fraction, but Martin-Martinez’s team based their work on all the available data and developed
some molecular models. They took some of biomass molecules and the available chemical
characterization and fed them into an algorithm that generated all possible isomers out of
those molecules, and they did that for any sort of molecule that is known or has been
characterized in this sort of material.

They then did different DFT calculations to derive reactivity descriptors. In one example they
calculated where nucleophilic or electrophilic reactions would take place. They calculated the
global chemical hardness describing the tendency of a molecules to transfer electrons and the
Fukui function for the change of the electron density distribution with the change in the
number of electrons. Using such calculated values, they trained graph neural networks and did
MD simulations to study how clustering mechanisms happen.

In conjunction with a team in Taiwan, they are using graph neural networks in two
applications. One is to see if they can predict the properties without the need for DFT
calculations. The other one is to assist in the MD simulations (which is very challenging for
these materials) by trying to get better force fields.
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15.4 Curated large inorganic datasets of reconnected InChI, InChI and
IUPAC name

Mr. Thomas Allam, University of Southampton

The full video of Allam’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/WvBJJu5HK5c.

Allam is a postgraduate research masters student looking into using computational techniques
to predict the effectiveness of antibiotics (see the talk earlier in this report). He now spoke
about the six-week summer internship project he completed with the AI4SD network curating
large inorganic datasets with IUPAC International Identifiers (InChIs),165 reconnected InChIs,
IUPAC names, and the simplified molecular input line entry system (SMILES), building on
work previously completed by Handsel et al.166

Considerable inconsistency exists in structural representation and systematic chemical
identifiers within and between databases.167 The lowest overall consistency is for molfile
representation and IUPAC names (37.2%). If this is the case how many inaccurate IUPAC
names exist within chemical databases?

Many ways of representing chemical structures have been developed over the years.168 They
include SMILES, canonical (standardized) SMILES, and SMARTS (a way of specifying queries
in SMILES to search for certain atoms and bonds in the molecule). An InChI encodes
molecular information within a text string and reconnected InChI shows the connection
between organic and inorganic molecules (Figure 94). An IUPAC name is a standardized name
following a set of chemical naming rules (e.g., cyclopenta-1,3-diene;iron(2+) for ferrocene).

Figure 94. InChI and reconnected InChI.

Allam downloaded 14 million SDfiles from the PubChem publicly available data source. He
used SMARTS queries to split them into organic, inorganic, and “crossover” (organometallic
and mixed) molecules. Most of the 14 million molecules were organic; only 1.2 million were not
(Table 3).
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Table 3. Nonorganic Compounds in PubChem

Allam wrote a large Python script to complete the task. SMARTS queries were used to search
for different parts of molecules and multiple SMARTS queries were used in functions to classify
the molecules. Once the molecules had been categorized, the Open Babel library was used to
convert SDfiles to canonical SMILES and IUPAC names. Canonical SMILES were converted to
both reconnected and normal InChIs. The outputs were combined, and separate
comma-delimited text files were made for each type of InChI. These were extremely large files.

Refining the SMARTS queries to catch edge cases was one challenge. Another problem arose
when there was an error in converting InChIs to SMILES, for example. The entire script would
crash, sometimes after many hours of processing. So Allam wrote exceptions to this, but that
added the annoyance of having to write another Python script in order to clean the data again.
Eventually it became clear that it was better to do the conversions in batch. The huge file was
split it up into batches of 500,000 molecules per loop in Python.

From this project, Allam learned that curating datasets cannot just be handled in
spreadsheets. He took this lesson into his masters’ projects. He also learned career skills from
this internship. Seminars such as Skills4Scientists allowed him the opportunity to speak to
professionals about their career paths in the sciences and allowed him the time to complete
courses on deep learning and to improve his research and coding skills. He also presented a
poster virtually to academics and industrial scientists. The large dataset that Allam curated
has been made available on GitHub.

15.5 Making music with automated processes and AI for the AI4SD
network

Mr. Mubin Kazmi, Freelance Composer and Music Producer, Southampton

The full video of Kazmi’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/hRKajxfoIRY.

Kazmi is a composer and a producer of music for media (video games, films, and marketing
advertisements). He is also a recording engineer for solo artists and bands. As a student at the
University of Southampton, he is studying music with a focus on composition and production.
He also likes science. He had an internship to create a music package for the AI4SD network. The
network needed music for introductions to online materials and keynote speeches, and music to
go under speaking and videos. Kazmi had the help of Dr. Drew Crawford, Lecturer in Music at
the University of Southampton, who organized and co-composed the piece Exquisite Corpse of
AI, performed earlier in the meeting.
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It was very important for Kazmi and the AI4SD team to have the same creative vision for the
network’s music. AI and people working together harmoniously was a strong point and talking
about existing music was a very good way to do this. So, Kazmi made a Spotify playlist to use
as a mood board from where he and the network team could start discussing ideas. One of the
pieces of music on the playlist was from Subnautica, a game about crashing on an alien ocean
planet and having to survive with the help of an AI tool. His idea was to merge real
instruments with synthetic sounds to mimic the concept of AI and humans working together.

Kazmi started finding sounds and instruments to use and exploring technologies to use to
make music for the network. He used an arpeggiator with a “mutation” option and Newscool, a
drum synthesizer based on Conway’s Game of Life. An arpeggiator plays a repeated sequence
of notes. Mutation adds notes to or subtracts notes from that sequence; the more mutation the
more musically distant those notes will be (i.e., the weirder the sound will be). Conway’s Game
of Life is a cellular automated zero-player game. The game’s evolution is based entirely on its
initial state. Any live cell with two or three live neighbors survives; any dead cell with three
live neighbors becomes a live cell; all other live cells die in the next generation; and similarly,
all other dead cells stay dead.

Kazmi showed a screen shot from the Newscool software interface (Figure 95). The initial state
is on the blue side of the interface, on the left-hand side of the display, and then as the
software goes through, wherever the cells go, Newscool determines which drums get played or
which drum sounds get played, so you get evolving drum sounds. It is a very interesting way of
setting up something and seeing what happens and how it links to your goals.

Figure 95. Newscool software interface.

Kazmi found that iterating on his musical ideas was essential. He was still exploring new ideas
at this point, and he had many places from where to draw inspiration. While iterating, he was
finding what works and what does not work and was still exploring new ideas as well,
sometimes starting completely from scratch and coming up with something new.

Kazmi showed his draft composition to Crawford and they both agreed it needed
improvements and polish. iZotope’s Ozone AI assistant helped with mastering the music.
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Mastering is a nuanced stage of music production. A mastering engineer carries out a sort of
magic, essentially increasing the volume while bringing out the best aspects of the music in a
way that the composer cannot. Lots of Kazmi’s favorite parts of the final music only came out
right at the end, for example, a sort of sliding bass part that becomes fairly intense near the
end. He played the audience the final version for the AI4SD introduction.

There is currently controversy about AI taking over art and music. Kazmi believes that it is
impossible for AI to replace people in making art. Art is inherently human; AI is simply a tool.
AI might be able to create a background music product, but it will never create something
that will push art forward as a medium. AI is used in art as a tool. As our tools to make art
change, our art will change, but the artistic impetus will come from people.

15.6 Bayesian optimization in chemistry

Mr. Rubaiyat Khondaker, Department of Mathematics, University of Cambridge

The full video of Khondaker’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/Wec-95iEDN4.

Khondaker spoke about an AI4SD internship project he did the previous summer.169 Many
scientific problems, for example, drug efficacy, cost of industrial processes, and reaction yield
optimization, can be considered as optimization problems. If a priori important factors are not
easy to determine, naïve exploration of the entire search space is inefficient. A key idea of
Khondaker’s work was how to apply this when a candidate objective function is unknown (as
opposed to applications such as engineering problems where you can precompute a good
physical model). The complexity of chemical reactions can make it difficult to determine a
priori which factors (e.g., reaction conditions) can be the most important, though, obviously,
experience in the field can help. What is needed is some sort of general-purpose tool that can
maximize an objective function with minimal actual experiments run. A solution is Bayesian
optimization.

Suppose that you start to search for a set of possible reaction conditions, and you fit some
initial physical model, and search at each point in the space. The model will give an estimate
of how good the yield will be, but also may calculate some uncertainty in that estimate. After
that, you apply a so-called acquisition function, which takes in that typical model and
estimates the utility of running an experiment with those conditions. For example, if you had
an experiment which had a very high predicted yield, perhaps a lot higher than your current
best observed, it would make sense to run that experiment because then you are likely to
improve on the yield. If you are looking at an experiment which has a 50% predicted yield, but
with a large amount of uncertainty, that might represent an experiment in a previously
unexplored part of your space, so it might be good to run that experiment to gain a lot more
information about the reaction conditions. Either of those options, or some mix of the two,
gets built in your acquisition function. You run some experiments and record the results, in
this case yields and these are feedback for the model. In short, in Bayesian optimization, you
record experimental results and feed them into the model, you fit a statistical model to search
the space, you apply an acquisition function to estimate utility, you run experiments with the
maximal utility, you feed the results back into the model and you reiterate.

The two main acquisition functions that Khondaker looked at in the project were expected
improvements (EI) and Thompson sampling. EI looks at the average improvements based on
the current best found. If the best value were 10 and the predicted value were 11 with an
uncertainty of two, maybe EI would be reasonable. In Thompson sampling you take your
statistical model and you “flip a coin” at each point in your space to generate a yield value
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based on your probability distribution, and you use those sampled values as the actual utility.
This is an inherently random process, so if you try to determine sampling on the same model
multiple times, you will probably get different results.

The goals of the project were to verify the performance of the recently reported Experimental
Design via Bayesian Optimization (EDBO) optimizer,170 to test the robustness of its
performance when parameters are changed, and to extend the existing optimizer to new
problem domains.

Khondaker first used the Suzuki-Miyaura dataset which was used as a training dataset in the
original EDBO work. It contains reaction yield data from about 3600 possible reaction
conditions, based on which ligands, bases, solvents etc. were used. Each optimizer run had a
constant experimental budget of 50, so Khondaker had an Excel spreadsheet with all the
different yield values for different conditions and it was allowed to read off field values from 50
of those cells but he varied the batch size. If you had a batch size of one you would do 50
rounds of optimization and for each point you are selecting one experiment. Obviously, if you
were working in an actual lab, it would make more sense to do five rounds of optimization
where you do 10 experiments at each round, since this would be significantly more time
efficient. Khondaker’s experiment showed that performance was roughly constant across batch
size (Figure 96), and EI consistently outperformed Thompson sampling (as observed in other
areas of the project, as well).

Figure 96. Suzuki-Miyaura dataset. Batch size experiment.

To test robustness further, in addition to the batch size experiment, Khondaker investigated
whether the choice of initial experiments matters. For batch size five, experimental budget 50,
initial experiments were chosen either uniformly from the whole space, or uniformly from the
worst 10%. The optimizer still performed very well overall, although it often gravitated to a
common local maximum.

In a second project, Khondaker applied the optimizer to Harvard Clean Energy Project data.
The Harvard Clean Energy Project171 is a very large undertaking where over two million
molecules are computationally screened to determine theoretical power conversion efficiency
values, for use in photovoltaics. Khondaker’s idea was to use the data as a training set and see
if EBDO also works for this very different problem domain. Maybe instead of having to mine
by brute force all the different possible compounds, you could use Bayesian optimization to
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identify ones with much better conversion efficiency values. Rather than test EBDO on the
whole dataset, Khondaker took a fixed sample of 10,000 molecules, due to limits in computing
power. The dataset gave SMILES values of the molecules and from those he calculated Morgan
fingerprints (numerical vector descriptors of a molecule). The optimizer consistently
outperformed random control (Figure 97). EI and TS performed equally well but,
computationally, EI is around four times slower. In short, EBDO does work in this different
problem domain.

Figure 97. Harvard Clean Energy Project. EBDO results.

Finally Khondaker went back to the original goal of reaction yield optimization, but looked at
a different dataset,172 not the one that was used in the original paper. The new dataset was a
palladium-catalyzed cross coupling dataset from a research team trying to automate the
testing of very many different reaction conditions at one time, at a small scale, using robotics.
This was a useful dataset for Khondaker to test the EBDO optimizer because it gave him a list
of possible ligands and bases, etc. that he could modify to get the full space. Unfortunately,
there were some combinations for which the original researchers had not done the experiments,
and Khondaker would have had gaps in the search space.

So, to provide a value to the model, he initially used a default value of 0. The model performed
better than random (Figure 98), but the mean values were not as high as expected compared
to the actual maximum values in the datasets Therefore, Khondaker tried ignoring the
experiments that lacked data and he restricted the domain of the research space to only the
experiments for which he had real data. That did improve the performance (Figure 98). Thus,
the representation of search space can have a nontrivial effect on optimizer performance.
Unfortunately, he and his colleagues had no access to a physical laboratory. If the model
suggested a certain combination of conditions that could provide a very good yield, the team
could not run an experiment to test the suggestion.
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Figure 98. Palladium dataset results.

Future work could include further exploring application of the technique across other domains,
testing with access to physical labs, and optimization on a dynamic as opposed to a static search
space.

15.7 The summer school but not as we know it

Dr. Martin Elliott, Chief Commercial Officer, Centillion Technology and Manager,
Directed Assembly Grand Challenge Network, Kings College London

The full video of Elliott’s talk can be viewed here: https://youtu.be/dB2pvluvuJU.

Elliott’s subtitle was “Delivering a summer school in the COVID world”. In 2020, along with
colleagues from the Dial a Molecule network and AI4SD, the Directed Assembly network ran
the highly successful “AI for Reaction Outcome and Synthetic Route Prediction” event at
Tortworth House in Gloucestershire. The approaching concerns about COVID-19 were already
having an impact, as the organizers had seen a number of withdrawals from the list of
attendees and arrangements had to be made to allow those who could not get there to attend
in a virtual capacity. At that point, the team was beginning to understand the impact that
COVID-19 would have upon the program of events that was due to happen in the coming
months. For Directed Assembly, one of those events was its summer school, to be held at
Cambridge only a few months away.

The long-term vision of the Directed Assembly grand challenge is the development of
methodologies that will afford control over the preparation, properties, and function of a
condensed material with the assembly of molecular building blocks into predesigned structures
that will lead to the fabrication of materials with specific properties. The work will help to
explain the understanding of how noncovalent intermolecular interactions compete with or
complement each other. This understanding will ultimately enable the development of
methodologies for controlling assembly and disassembly patterns of condensed matter on
length scales ranging from molecular to macro-scale. The consequence of this is that
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understanding property-structure relationships will allow fabrication of new materials with
functionality-by-design.

The themes and challenges of the network include assembly, disassembly, translation, and
scale-up, across a range of materials, reactions, and systems (Figure 99). Over 1000 members
from academia and industry form the network, including almost 300 early career researchers,
The program, events, collaborations, and awards have resulted in over £50 million of grants.

Figure 99. Directed Assembly network structure.

Elliott returned to his theme of the threat that COVID-19 brought to the 2020 summer school
in Cambridge. Very quickly, it became apparent that it was not going to happen physically so
the organizers wondered whether it could happen virtually. “Attendees” would lose the benefit
of physical, face-to-face interaction but if the organizers waited until an in-person event were
possible, they faced having to wait quite a long time, without the possibility of refunds. What
would be the problems associated with running it virtually?

It is different sitting in a lecture theatre listening to a series of speakers when compared with
sitting at home, staring at a screen with headphones on. Thus, rather than compact the
program into a week, there were plans to spread the event out over a two-month period, one
afternoon a week, every Tuesday for eight weeks over July and August, with a program of
introductions, presentations, and projects. To overcome the issue of attendees committing to
attending every Tuesday afternoon, it was decided that the talks would be recorded so that if
registrants missed an afternoon, they could catch up at another time.

Having proved the concept, the Directed Assembly network organizers discussed it with
Samantha Kanza and Jeremy Frey of AI4SD, when it became apparent that 12 months down
the line, it was still unlikely that it would be possible to run an in-person summer school in
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2021. This is when the Machine Learning for Materials and Chemicals Summer School 2021
(ML4MC) became a reality. By combining the groups from the two networks, it exposed each
one to the knowledge and thinking of the other.

From July 6 through August 24, a program was put in place that gave students the
opportunity to hear from their fellow attendees, from a panel of excellent speakers. They then
had the opportunity to work together on some projects that were championed by some of the
speakers. The networks were extremely fortunate to have sponsorship from Deep Matter that
allowed them to reward the work of the winning projects with vouchers from a well-known
online retailer. At the conclusion of the school, the organizers received some very good
feedback from the students which will be extremely beneficial to future summer schools be
they virtual or physical.

15.8 Summary

Prof. Jeremy G. Frey, School of Chemistry, University of Southampton

“There are new ways of doing things; the world has changed. Once we can get back to normal
regular in-person meetings, bringing people together, as I think we’ve demonstrated over the
last few days, is a really important thing to do. As we think about more in-person activities we
do need to be mindful that there were significant costs involved in bringing students and
researchers here from all over the country, and from elsewhere, even for a conference, but
moving people for the couple of months that you might need for a proper set of projects is
hugely expensive and disruptive in many aspects around family life and other things, let alone
the actual cost. On the other hand, if we can bring people together for a week, so that they
can start to do things together in person, but then follow this by continuing to work remotely,
we may be able to reach a good compromise. The technology is clearly available, and this way
of working is already possible: we really must think about how to make the best use of it.

I hope that we have demonstrated with the network that we have given value, and I hope that
we’ve provided extra value while you have been here, not just in terms of the science, but also
in the communication among you and the musical events broadening our outlook in a uniquely
AI4SD network manner. You didn’t come to this conference to hear only about your own work.
You heard about work in related areas that I hope you’ll be able to take lessons from, build
new links, and think ‘Oh, I didn’t know about that’ or ‘I didn’t know that that was possible’.
If we’ve done that, then we’ve done something more than some of the other networks that are
around in this AI area of machine learning area.

We put out our information, and reports, and now the videos, on the network website. We
cover all the material, and we have detailed reports full of useful references. You can listen to a
whole series of lectures on our video channels. You can look up those people who you haven’t
met and watch their videos. If you go and look at some of the interviews there, you will at
least get some sense of what those people do. We tried to build the whole range of activities
into the website, and, actually, I think even when you’ve met people, you may still follow up
with getting some more detailed interviews because you may not have had the opportunity to
ask them all your questions. For example, ‘How come you did a Ph.D. in chemistry’ or ‘Why
did you do a Ph.D. in computer science when clearly you know some chemistry?’ We felt it was
really important to build these things into the network and the website to provide that extra
added value to your membership of the network. I hope that you felt that over the last few
days you have had a really tremendous time. I know some people certainly continued their
discussions until the early hours of the morning! I think everyone had a great time and I thank
you all for coming and making this meeting such an enjoyable success.”
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